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Clothing.

oil.v T. Li 11. MAN, Eilltur,
BY
Pl BLISilED AT S2i EXCHANGE STREET,
j

AT

LOOK

N. A. POSTER & CO.

Annual

THE ANNUAL MEETING

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

published

Second-Hand Clothing,

Business Cards.

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
good style, and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
ing bought and sold.
sepUOdtl

descriptions, by
WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Stroet.
Of all

CHAS.

CAKE!

WEDDING
....

NEW STORE,

LUCY’S

W.

W. F.

THE-

can

order.

be found constantly on band, or made to
All orders promptly attended to at

opened
HASSTORK,
at

NO. 91 EXCHANGE ST., Portland, Me
Decembor 19. dtt

Tailor,

FIRST

a

CLASS

declldtd

CHARLES PAYSON, Cashier.

Casco National Bank.

Commission ^Forwarding Merchant Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

Annual Meeting of tbs Stockholders ol “The
Casco National Bank of Portland,” lor the election ol seven Directors, and for the transaction of any
other business that may legally come beforo them,
will be held at the! Banking House on
the 9th day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M.
E. P. GEBRISH, Cashier.
Dec 8,1865.
dc9dlm

OT* Merchandise of all kind* bought and sold
Northern account.

Second National Bank.

HENRY 1\ WORCESTER,

THE

of

GENERAL

Gents’

Office—No. 12 Campbell’s Wharf,
Norfolk, Va.
63P* Consignments solicited.

J. EDWARD GOVE & C0.f
PRODUCE

Shirt

Commission Merchants,

CUT

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

May

APPLES,
Portland, Me.
Ac.

Xo. 3 Lime Street,

best

Produce.*ep20dlyr
ROSS

A

PLASTERERS,

At
Nov 4—dtf

ORNAMENTAL

J;
Dealer

JR.

PICKETT,

In

Photographic Goods,
Engravings.

VESTINGS,
A. D. REEVES’, Tailor,
98 Exchange St.

98

)

Poutla.nd,

KING &

DEXTEll,

HOSIERY

Hardware & Window Glass,
175
2—d3m

^Oetober

&

Successors to G. L. Storcr$ Co.,
JOBBERS

Co.,

PORTLAND.

_

CHASE, CRAlff

k STURTEVANT,
GENERAL

Commission Merchants,
I’OBTJ.AND, Me.

OCtlSdtt

DANA&

MAINE.

PORTLAND,
Lctheb Dana,
Jane ldtf

Salt,

d

a n

CO.,

Woodbttby S.

CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,

Fresco and Banner Painter,

Depot 198 &

jnneldtf

CLIFFORD,
AT

LAW,

THE

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

P L U M B E R!
Force

and Water

Pumps

Closets,

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND.
Bowli, Brass

A

1-4, anil 1-8 BAGS EXTRA FLOUR.
Yellow A leal for Table Use, for
7 Superior
sale by
C1IASE BROTHERS,
Head Long Wharf.
Dec 14—ts&t tf

description of Wafer Fixtures lor Dwelling Houses. Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,

I7IVEBY
J

&c., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country faithfully executed. All
kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER
PUMPS ol all descriptions.
aprOdtl

c7

P.

Ambrotypes

KIMBALL,

MANUFACTURER

rjIHK best in the
Moss

ALSO,

Booms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mass.

Dec

DAVIS, MESERVE, HASKELL & CO.,

Arcade

18

Free

PORTLAND,

ME

163 Middle Street*

Agents,

&

CAN

BUTLER,

Counsellors

at

Lata,

PORTLAND, MAINE,
Woodbury Davis, \
Moses M. Butler, f
Office 89 Exchange St.

W.

Dec 7—dtf

(travel

jan20dt(

JOHN F.

BRYAN BROS, <f

•

on

No.

Business of
together with

tlie

dispatch.

Portland. Dec 12, 1865.

AT

ANDEIiSoW,

each

36

at

44

At

44

44
44
44

at

No. 371 Middle
room

euaulng spring,
Dec22—dtf

I

0joking,
A»d

ed.

Fancy

OF

Stoves,

HEAVY

IRON.

to

W. M. SHUTE & SON,
173 It 17A Washington Si., Beaton.
--;--—---

terms.

W.

to^ilio’oo

Rosewood Pianos, worth from
$250.00
Alolodeons, Rosewood Cases,
125.00 to 223.00
Music Boxes,
15.00 to 45.00
Patent
15.00 to 40.00
Bevdvring
Castors,
SJwr
100 Silver Fruit and Cake
15.00 to 35.00
Baskets,
fW*L®?vor Tea an<1 Table Spoons, 15.00 to 30.00

BRO.,

References—Brigham & Baldwin, N. A. Hardee, Ervin Hardee, E. C. Wade & Co., Savannah:
dc4dtf
Fling & Drew, Portland.

TINE!

RENICK,
MERCHANTS.il Broadway, New
&

York, execute orders tor Southern Timber of any
required dimension with despatch, and on the most
favorable terms. Shipments made directly to all domestic and foreign ports. They are also prepared to
Northern Pine

Gri'eat

Timber, hewn
ocl2d3m

or

Inducements

FOB PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
rriHE subscribers offer for sale a large quantity oi
X desirable building lots in the West End of the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton. Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhail, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of satisfactory character, they will advance, \f desired, one fourth oj the cost qf butldina. on
comiAstion qf the house. From parties who build im-

mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nino

**

to ten

A. M., at the office of the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
«nav4tf
Portland, May 8, 1865.

$100.00
or

Reward!

taken through mistake from Commer-

cial Wharf,
STOLEN

Three Hhds. Cienlhegos Molasses,
No. 55,
Gauge, 149.
No. 31,
Gauge, 145.
No. 104,
Gauge, 143.
Whoever will give information where the property
can be found, will receive the above reward by addressing
THOS. LYNCH, or
I

Dec 14—dtf

Victorine*.

w. M.

Glove*,

Muff*.

PBICES MODEBATE.

SHIITE

&

SON,

173 & 175 Washington St*9 Boston*
—--—

Astrachan

Or

—

prizes, do not wish their
might extend this list.
OE

of value.
Parties

dealing with

names

published

depend

may

and its

an

_—■—moo..

Mirror Plates !
LARGE ASSORTMENT constantly
for
sale

FOE GENTLEMEN’S WEAR.
Choice qualities always in stock.
HT Special styles or sizes made to measure.

W.

BRIGGS & CRESSET,

M. 8HUTE & SON,
Washington St*, Boston*

173 & 175

.-—--

English

hand,

A. M* McKEXXEY,
AlB
Oct 3-eod&eow3m
284 Congress St.

MADE

NEAT,

USEFUL, DURABLE,
$5.00 EACH.
Also,

English
And

a

Alpacca

w. M.

DRY
New

Sons, of New
us

are

ALL

WOOL BLANKETS,

Plain and

York.

Business,

PEARSON & SMITH
Will still continue to manufacture Bread for sale at
Wholesale only, at their Steam Bakery, 15 and 17
Willow Street.

AT EASTMAN

returns.

dclAdtl

&_ BANCROFT.

the recent fire at out old stand, over the
Worcester Passenger Station, we have taken the
large and beautiful Halls over the

SINCE

Boston and Maine Passenger Station
Haymarket Square,
we

goods.

have

opened with

a new

and fresh stock of

Our stock, mostly manufactured by
the most faithful manner, of the Latest

ourselves, in

Designs,comprising DRAWING BOOM, LIBRARY, DINING
ROOM

and CHAMBER

Furniture!

I* every variety cannot fail to command thelavor ot
all in want of Furniture whether in
regard to Quality. Style or Price.
article
as recommended.
warranted
GrateEvery
lul for the liberal
patronage of the last Twenty years,
we hope for the continuance ot the favors ot our old
friends and the public.
Boston, September 30,1865.
ocl8d3mos

The

Only

BROTHERS,

129 Middle Street.
EASTMAN BROTHERS.

Dec 14—dtt

PRICE CURRENT
-FOB-

India Rubber Boots and Shoes,
-AT-

147

MIDDLE

Perfect Piano Forte!

Patent Isolated Plano.
be convinced.
PARMELEE’8

Can and

A. M, McKENNEY, Agent,
J
ocSeodkeowam
284 Congrew St., cor! of Centre

,V

olA„

year (u

1865.
rout.

^ „(y

a,leaner.

just it; they were ready enough to give us control if we gave them the offices, and I reckon
thcg'vnot changed very much yet.” There

Emporium
STREET.

Men’s Bubber Oyer-Shoes Si.40 per pairWomen's Bobber Over-Shoes, 1.10 per pair.
Misses’Rubber Over-Shoes, .80 per pa r.
Men’s Bobber Boots,
5.75 per pairWomen’s Bnbber Boots,
3.00 per pair.
Misses’ Bubber Boots,
2 50 per pair.
3.75 per pair.
Boys’ Bnbber Boots,
Youths’ Bubber Boots,
3.25 per pair.
And all other Rubber Goods at Proportionate Prices.
the nnnibor of the new Rubber
fiy Don’t
forget

Store, 147 Middle Street.

dcl5d2w

Rubber

Moulding

AMD

Weatlier

was then conversation on other
matters; but
half an hour later, after a mile or so of
siience,
the colonel suddenly resumed,
“Yes, sir, our
is
we
shall
be without weight now
duty plain;
that slavery’s gone, unless we do
join hands
wudi them;
Jo
Anson
will want areAndy
election, and the united democrat party
must take him
up; it shall be a fair division—
we want power and
they want the spoils."

The Gentlemen from Tennessee.

The reader will perhaps remember that a
few days since, an effort to allow certain Tennesseans

to come into the Hall of

tives, as claimants to scats,
an overwhelming
majority,

Representa-

defeated by
and soon alter the
same persons were admitted to the
privileges
of the floor. It looked upon the face, to those
not familiar with the facts, like a sudden
change of front, or backing down, but there
was no such thing.
The vote that passed was
offered by “old Thad. Stevens,” the prince of
radicals. It was simply to allow N. G. Taylor, Horace Maynard, and the other Teunessewas

He fraction of
Light.
W hen the density of two or more media are
alike, the rays of light pass through them
In straight or right lines.
Hence, a good
marksman, with his rifle,can take exact sight
and hit his mark. When one medium is more
dense than another, the rays are turned aside
and pass in curved lines.
This, in Dioptrics,
is called the Refraction of
Light. Under such

ans,—giving their names, to occupy seats upon
the floor, without recognizing any official
position or even naming the State from which
they came. They were admitted simply as
gentlemen and not as claimants, and it was

circumstances, the eye sees its object, not
straight ahead, but in a curved line, corresponding to the circular passage of the light.
When the atmosphere is denser in one locality than it is in another, a ball sent from a
musket or a cannon, in a right line, would
never hit the mark, however exact the
sight.
The more exact, indeed, the more certainly

done as an act of courtesy to President Johnson.
This we have from one who had a vote
on the question, and who voted for their ad-

mission, the same as the admission of distiu
guished strangers is often voted for.
General Carl Schurz* Report

on

would it overreach or iall below.

the Condi-

tion of the South.

Perhaps

the most

complete, exhaustive

Suppose you thrust a straight stick—your
cane, for instance—half its length into clear
water, diagonally. It appears to be suddenly

and

valuable exhibition of tbe present condition of
the Southern States which has yet been laid

bent at the surface of the water, and turned

before the public is the official Report of Gen.
Carl Schurz’ recent tour through the States of

up from the bottom. The part in the water appears considerably shorter than it was before
its immersion. In other words, an object un-

Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi

and Louisiana.

der water appears nearer the surface than
it really is. So, if you were to shoot or thrust
at a fish, you must aim below him to hit your
object. A tub or other vessel filled with water, does not appear so deep as when empty.
The reason is, that water is a denser medium
than air, and the rays of light are refracted,
whereby the bottom appears to be elevated, or
whereby the lower end of the stick or cane apcable.
The following concluding summary
pears to be brought up, which gives a crooked
will, however, give the reader a very good appearance to the stick.
Take an empty bowl and place it in the wingeneral idea oi its tenor and its conclusions:
“I may sum up all I have said in a few dow-stool. Put a quarter of a dollar or any
silver bit in it. Now recede or stand back
If i.otliing were necessary but to rewords.
store the machinery of government in the
from the window, until you are so far below a
States lately in rebellion in point oI form, the
right line between yoqr eye and the silver that
movement made to that end by the people of
the edge of the bowl prevents your
the South might be considered satisiacto’-y.
/seeing it.
Whilst standing in this position, let a second
But if it is required tbat tbe Southern people
should also accomodate themselves to the re- person approach the bowl with a pitcher of
sults of the war in point of spirit, these-movewater and turn it in till the vessel is quite Axil.
ments fall far short of what must be insisted
The bottom of the bowl appears to be elevatupon.
ed and exposes the silver to your sight so that
The loyalty of the masses and most of the
leaders of the Southern people consists in you can see it very
clearly. jGut you do not
submission to necessity.
There is, except in
see it in a straight line; your sight, in fact, is
individual instances, an entire absence of that
bent by the refracted rays of light over the edge
national spirit which forms the basis of true
of the bowl down to the bottom of it.
loyalty and patriotism.
The emancipation of the slaves is submitted
The principle on which these simple experito only in so far as chattel slavery in the old
ments can be made is that which is to account
form could not be kept up. But, although the
freedman is no longer considered the property for the looming up of land or ships at sfea,
of the individual master, he is considered the
which in fact are below the horizon, and
slave of society, and all independent State legwhich cannot be seen on a straight line. The
islation will show the tendency to make him
surface of the ocean, like that of the land, is
such. The ordinances abolishing slavery, passed by tbe conventions under the pressure of ovaL A vessel at the distance of a few miles
circumstances, will not be looked upon as bar- is so far below you, that she is hid by the cirring the circumstances of a new form of ser- cle of the waters between you and her. llut
vice.
Practical attempts on the part of Southern at times, vessels under such circunxstances,
people to deprive the negro of bfs rights as a will suddenly appear to full view; and this is
freedman may result in bipody collisions, and
what, in nautical parlance, is called “looming
will certainly plunge Southern society into
The cause of this phenomenon is to be
up.”
restless fluctuations and anarchical confufound in the fact that the atmosphere, where
sion.
the distant vessel reposes upon the bosom of
Such evils can he prevented only by continuing the control of the National Government the great deep, is of different density than it
In the States lately in rebe.lion until tree labor
U where you are; and the rays of light are reis fully developed and firmly
established, and
the advantages and blessings of a new order of fracted or bent, so that you see crooked.
It is on this principle that a person will
tilings have disclosed themselves. This desirable result will be hastened by a firm declarasometimes see over a hill to another elevation
tion on tbe part of the government that naordinarily hid beyond it.
tional control in the South will not cease until
I recollect a curious incident related to us
such results are secured. Only in this way can
that security be established in the South which
by the late Governor Isaac Hill of Concord.,
will render numerous immigrations possible,
N. H., when on a visit at the writer’s residence
and such immigrations would materially aid a
favorable development of things. The solu- in Maine a year or two before he died. He
said that he went out one very cold
tion of the problem will be very much facilitamorning
ted by enabling all the loyal and free elements
in January, and passing along State street,
of the So th to exereise a healthy influence what should
he see but the Gun-Stock mounupon the legislation; it will hardly be possible
to secure the freedman against the oppressive tains, in a northeast direction, which were
never seen before in Concord,
class legislation and private persecution ULless
being always
he be endowed with a certain measure of pohid by Oak Hill, which lies between. The
litical power.
mystery is solved on the plainest principle of
As to the future peace and harmony of the
Union, it is of the highest importance that the Dioptrics. That was a very cold morning,
people of the States lately in rebellion be not especially in the valley of the Merrimac,
permitted to build up another ‘peculiar insti- where the city of Concord is situated. It was
tution’ whose spirit is in conflict with the funnot so cold at the Gun-Stock mountains.—
damental principles of our political system;
for as long as they cherish interests peculiar to There was a decided difference in the density
them In preference to those they have in com- of the atmosphere in the two places. The
mon with the rest of the American people,
consequence was, that the rays of light were
their loyalty to the Union will always be
refracted or bent oter Oak Hill, so
Gov.
doubtful.
1 desire not to be understood as saying that H. actually saw in a circular line the Gunthere are no well-meaning men among those Stock mountains below a straight line. To
who were compromised in the rebellion.— revert to the
experiment just named; Oak
They are many, but neither their number nor Hill was the
edge of the bowl, Gun-Stock
their influence is strong enough to control tbe
mountains the silver at the bottom of it,
manifest tendency of the popular spirit
There are good reasons for hope that .a dewhich was apparently elevated by the refractermined policy on the part of the national gov- tion of
light so as to be clearly seen from State
will
innumerable
ernment
and valuproduce
street in Concord.
Tbaxi.
able conversions. This consideration counsels
lenity as to persons, such as is demanded by
It embodies the result of
months of patient and careful Investigation,
during which the General travelled slowly
through the South, mingling and conversing
freely with all classes, and gathering an immense amount of information which no one
else has been in so good a position to furnish.
We should transfer it entire to our columns,
did not Its great length render that impracti-

the humane and enlightened spirit of our
times, and vigor and firmness in carrying out
of principles, such as is demanded by tbe national sense of justice and the exigencies of

The Old Age of Nations.
tt Is an idea not

wholly new, though it has
recently received a renewed Impulse from one
of the most distinguished writers of modem
times, that nations, like individuals have their
periods of youth, of maturity and of old age;
that they are bom, increase and flourish up to
a certain point, and then, in the natural order
of things decay and pass away. This theory

situation.
I have conscientiously endeavored to see
things a3 they were, and to represent them as
I saw them. I have been careful not to use
language stronger than was warranted by the
thoughts 1 intended to express. A comparison of the teuor of the annexed documents
with that of my report will convince you that
I have studiously avoided over-statements.
Certain legislative attempts at present made
in the South, and especially in South Carolina, seems to be more than justifying the apprehension I have expressed.
Conscious though 1 am of having used my
best endeavors to draw from what I saw and
learned, correct general conclusions, yet 1 am
far from placing too great a trust in my own
judgment, when interests of such magnitude
I know that this report is inare at stake.
our

ALL FIRST QUALITY.

Bradstreet’s

Pilot Bread, Ship Bread, Common
Cracker., Oyster Cracker*, fee.
Shipping Masters and others will do well to call before purchasing elsewhere. Particular attention paid
to nutting up Bread for foreign voyages.
P. & S. still continue to keep a choice selection of
Family Flour, which they deliver to any part of the
quick

!

Cheap

HALL’S

all kinds made to order, in a neat manner,by the best
ot workmen. A large a£sortment constantly on hand
lor wholesale ana retail trade.
oc3eoa&eow3m

where

Fancy Flannels,

Yery

ALL

BUCKLEY

SKIBTS,

Manufactory! India Rubber

y free of expense.
Our Motto is Small profits and
Portland, Dec 12th, 1865.

Received !

Gentfi’ Under-Shirts and Drawers,

warranted to give

284 CONGRESS ST., Cor.of Centre.
kinds of Mirror and Portrait Frames, made
in the best manner. Gilding done in a superior
style, under the charge of Mr. JAMES TODD, who
has had lorty years experience. Square Frames of

cl

Just

Cloaks, Shawls, Cassocks,'

and tuning done by experienced
CALVIN EDWARDS & CO.

Frame

GOODS!

Lot

Fortes,

sold by

SON,

DRESS GOODS I

an-

all the modem improvements, which they can
LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, ol the
same quality.
We have made arrangements, also, to
keep an assortment of New York ana Boston Piano
Fortes, among which are

&

SHUTE &

173 & 175 Washington St,, Boston.
Boston, Nov, 27,18C6.
dc73taw5w

that

as

Steinway

Umbrellas,

SCOTCH GINGHAM UMBRELLAS,
great variety of the cheaper grades.

with

All instruments
satisfaction.
Pianos to be let,

Umbrellas,

CHINCHILLA AND BEAVEB CLOTHS,

-FORTES.

The undersigned begs leave to

sell

Silk

“BLOCKADE BUNNEBS,”
ON FOX'S PATENT FRAME,

BALMOEAL
on

by

PIANO

.,-

having

prompt returns, and the article drawn will be immediately sent to any address by return mail or express.
Entire Satisfaction Guaranteed in nil
Cases.
Six Certificates for $1, Thirteen for'$2;
Thirty1
1
three for Five Dollars.
AGENTS WANTED. Send fora Circular
AU letters should ho addressed
T. BENTON 6c CO.,
Box 5567 Post Office, New York.
Dec 2—dim*

A

Lamb,

Beaver and Otter
Collars, Caps, Garni tlets, Mittens, &c.,

or

DISTRIBUTION.

us

Persian

173 At 173 Washington St., Boston.

'1ITE, the undersigned, having sold out our Retail
YY
together with the City Carts, &c., to
Mr. W. C. COBB, would cheerfully recommend him
to the patronage of our former customers.
PEARSON A SMITH*

furnish Oak and
to order.

Cape*,

LABGE ASSTOBMENT,

75.00 to 150.00
50.00 to 200.00
60.00 to 100.00
60.00 to 85.00
25.00 to 50.00

TV O T I O E !

sawn

SON,

&

Collar*.
Calf*,
Milieu*.

facilities tor getting Lumber and from
our long experience in the business, we believe we
can defy all competition in filling Ship orders.
Consignments, Ord» rs and Agencies solicited. Attention given to receiving and forwarding goods to
and from the interior.
Savannah, Ga., Dec. 2,1865.

COMMISSION

SHUTE

American Sable

/

A. M. McKENNEY’S

our

BRADFORD

M.

Cloak*,

713 Broadway, New York.

0/all

29,

Z,n, iZ'
<*«

Strips!

inclined to think more fanciful than
sound. The analogy between nations and individuals is, at best, only partial and imperfect.
The elements of national life shift and change.
we are

Principles, ideas, are what give vitality to a
In proportion as the governing principles, the ruling ideas of a people are in accordance with the eternal verities of Justice
and right, will be its ability to withstand the
complete, although as complete as an obser- touch of time. Abuses tolerated, corruptions
vation of a few months would enable me to cherished, wrongs and tyrannies connived at
make it. Additional facts might be elicited,
and allowed, these fasten upon it the plagnecalculated to throw new light upon the subject.
Although I see no reason for believing tbat apot of decay which spreads and festers till the
things have changed for the better since I left whole.body is infected, and sinks into rain and
the South, yet such may be the case. Admitdeath.
While the love of freedom is kept
ting all these possibilities, still 1 would entreat pure and bright in the heart of a nation, it
reyou to take no irretraceable step toward
itself nearly immortal, for it has a
lieving the Strtes lately in rebellion from all may hold
national control, until such favorable changes talisman against the assaults of decay.
are clearly and unmistakably ascertained.
But we have Just now been led to comment
To that end, and by virtue of the permission on this
theory of the rise and fall of nations by
honored me With when sending me out,
nation.

warranted when properly applied to Doors i
and Windows to effectually exclude the Wind,
Dust, Rain, Snow and damp. It Ih tar more desirable than double windows, and afforded at one-fourtb
the cost. Il has never iii a single instance foiled to
give satisfaction—and pji feet satisfaction Is guaranteed or the money will be refunded.
Persons who consult their interest will not fail to !
have it
applied to their Dwellings not only as regards
health and comfort, >.ut as a matter of economy, for
you

ARE

in

a room

requiring

to he

constantly

warmed it will

in a single season save one-half the fuel that woulu
otherwise be required to make the appartment comfortable.
Every one Interested are invited to call at No.
80 FEDERAL ST., INVENTOR’S EXCHANGE,
and
satisfy themselfes of its practical utility.
Orders for the Weather Strips and .Mouldings solicited—will bo fitted to housoes if desii ed.
Parties in the State desiring large or «n«n quantities of
Weather Strips and Msalt’ingil
Will please address the undersigned, thnough whom
all orders will be filled for the Statt of Maine:
when sent
by Express Companies C. O. D. In all
othef cases the money mnst
accompany the order.
throughout the State. Information will be given in regard to
terns ui*on application by letter or in person.

WHITTEN It SHEP. IR»,
80 Federal
Street, Po rtland, Me.,
Gen.

Noy28—d3m

Pte

fo^laine.

For Sale.
Large and valuable Firm bek
THE
tate of the late Daniel Appleton
175

Centre, conmprising

about

aci

mging to the EsEsq., of Buxton
t*s of good land,

Also a
a good orchard ot aoout 300 irr »it trees.
large House and Barn. Sold in po rtionsto suit pur-

with

chasers.
For Au thor particulars Inquire o' ;
JOHN C. FROCTE r
R, Un Street.
Dec T—eod*w3w

what will be
proper course when we are once more ftnly

restored to the Union?” The answer came
after a moment’s consideration—'“We must
strike hands u ltlrthe democratic
party of the
Nor h, and manage them as we
always hone."
There was a pau-.e while we rattled down the
hill, and then the questioner responded, ‘"That’s

tV~ Reading Matter on alt p0ur
Pazoa.

South

ufacture of these garments enables us to offer them
of the best possible maico, and upon advantageous

-—BY THE-

West India, Rio, and Ship Lumber.

SOUTHERN

do aka

173 & 175 Washington St*, Boston*

IN

With

any thing of the kind ever offered in this

market.

Squirrel

Holiday Presents.

Tuners.
March 8—d&wtt

Orders from the Country respectfully solicitJob Work done to order.
augddtl

T. B. MARSHALL &

a

EDWARD FOX.

WORKERS

(Pure White.)
(Jet Clack.)

OF ALL SIZES* AND QUALITIES,
Constantly on han-l. Our long experience in the n an-

Aug.2C—dtf

Piano

MAINE,

Office and Parlor

Boston*

Mobea.

Canadian Bear,
Superior

Goods

12
10
150

SON

Also, ENGLISH RUGS or CARRIAGE BLANKETS, in many pretty designs.

<£c.

Headquarters,
145 Middle St., Portland.

SON,

Commission & Lumber Merchants,
DEALERS

on

Apply

Clasps, <&c.,

Sleigh

Arctic Fox,

they are manufacturing and
Upkeep constantly on hand

Magee Furnaces and 8toves.

Block.

|

Belt

nouuce

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

St.

to

&

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
All kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

Short Notice,

communication.
decl2d3weod,

ITOYLS

FURNACES, RANGES,

Mattress Ticks.
Not 4—dtf

P, g. W.

NETS,

&

-—-.—-

For variety and comprehensiveness we think our
stock equal to
any In our largest cities, and will be
offered to the trade upon such terms as will secure
their patronage.

28tU.

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

i

C. PARKER.
N. B_Special attention paid to cleasing Bed and

COST.

IT.

PORTLAND

44

And Satisfaction Guaranteed in nil Cases.

dcl4tf

Beltings,

No. 35 Exchange Street,

44

GENTS’ EUN'EN'
Got up in the Best Possible manner,

a new

the

A.

44

CO.,

Hanover

HEAD

44

Cost,
St., Payson
Storage!
TOYS
The balance of stock of Toys must be sold regardUnion Wharf, 50
RENT,
building
feet square, fitted for grain; privilege of rail and
for
less of prices, to make
millinery stock F>R
I water

SURVEYOR & CIVIL ENGINEER
OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
wch 17 dtwtl
Temj ie Street.

44

LINEN

BUSINESS !

He would also respectfully invite all others wishfo give him a call, as no pains will be
spared to fill all orders for Bread with neatness and

No 16 Union Street.

doz.

of all kinds WASHED and CLEANSED
without injury to the finest fabrics.

ing Bread

Agent,

20
40
100

44
44
44

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY,

ers.

Roofing

51

Liberty St., New l orU City.
Nov 4—d3mos

>’•* 12 Willow Street,
Where ho hopes that l»y strict attention bo may be
favo ed with the patronage of tlieir former customAt

Street.

Young

44

S8

COI5B,
carry

BAKING

—

FLAT HOOFS.
E* IIERSEY,

FOR

C.

City Carts,

COMPOSITION.
—AND

BELL’S

purchased tlio Retail
HAVING
Messrs. PEARSON & SMITH,
their
intends to

WAHUKN’S improved
FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT
«

SAMUEL

be

found ou0 0f the best selected stocks
ot IK>OTs. snoES and RUBBERS that can be
round in this city, which will be sold at the lowest
cash price, at 353
Congress Street, near Green St.
SAMUEL BELL.
Oct 24—dtl

Surgeon.

3531-2 Congress

SON,

Washington St*,

Choice

article named.
tS'-No Blanks—Every purchaser gets an article

Ladies a truly Collegiate Education. Unusual facilities for pursuing modern languages are afforded, and
also superior advantages to those wishing to attend to
the Ornamentals and Music, both Instrumental and
Vocal. Particular attention is given to health, morals, and refinement. For circulars address
REV. J. SHEPAUDSON,) ^
SOPHIA B. PACKARD. ) PrinciPals.
Dec 22—d2taw2inos

44

ed when the Certificate is sent.
Five Certificates
will be sent for $1; 12 for $2; 30 for $5; 100 for $15.
AGENTS—We want Agents in every Regiment,
and in every Town and County in the Country, and
those acting as such will be allowed 10 cents on
every
certificate ordered by them, provided their remit
tance amounts to One Dollar. Agents will collect 25
cents lor every certificate, and remit 15 cents to
us,
either in Cash or Postage S amps.

Middle Street.
-AT

39 to
20 to

chers,

14
44

by mail, we shall charge for lorwarding the Certificates, paying the postage and doing the business, 25 cents eacb, which must bo enclos-

No. 353 Congress Street.

Needles and Trimmings always on hand.
iuarlGtf

Ice Pi

44

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,
Cloak, Dress, and Tailors’ Trimmings,

SHUTE

t73 4t 175

send One Dollar and receive the

WORCESTER, MASS.
SEcdND
TERM will commence Fel>.
rjIHE
JL This institution brings within the reach of

44

In all transactions

UP^TOWM
Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,

CO.,

Congress St.

Residence, Cor, of Oxford and Cedar Sts*
Nov 7—oodtf

Send 25 Ceuta for Certificate*

Oct 23—cod3m*

SEWING MACHINES!

HDAVIS

pXine,

iy SLATE AT PAINE’S MUSIC STORE,

SINGER’S

....

daring the Holi-

And Musical Theory.

Il,IT9’66dtf

Not. 64 and 60

may be lound

Teacher of Piano Forte

Street,

~

WOODMAN,

Congress St.

MRS. J. W. EMERY’S,
Corner of Congress and Cheetnnt Streets.

cT. r’

Woolens

TRUE k

284

22~dlw

Importers and Jobbers qf

F. DA.VIS,
C. H. MESERVE,
l. r. iiaskf.li,,
E. CHAPMAN.

ME LAIN'OTYPES

Baskets!

ROQUETS,
days, at

Junettf

and

Also,

Filled with Fresh Flowers.

PORTLAND, ME.

Goods

Glass !

on

Oct 3—cod&eow3m

PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.)

Dry

City.

Office,

4 to
8 44
Eardrops,
7600 Coral,Opal & Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
6 44
4000 (California DiamondBreast-pins2.50 to
10 44
3000 Gold Fob and Vest Watcli-keys2.50 to
8 44
4000 Fob and Vest- Ribbon-slides/
3 to
10 44
5000 Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons,
3 to
Studs, &c.,
8 44
3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, &c.,
4 to
(5 44
10000 Minature Lockets,
2.50 te
10 44
44
44
4000
magic spring, 10 to 20 4444
3000 Gold Toothpicks, Crosses, &c,
2 to
8
5000 Plain Gold Kings,
4 to
10 44
10000 Stone Set and Signet Rings, 2.50 to
10 44
5000 Chased Gold Rings,
4 to
11 44
10000 California Diamond Rings,
2 to
1C •*
7500 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and
5 to
15 44
Gold,
6000 Sets Ladies* Jewelry—Cameo,
Pearl, Opal and other stones, 4 to 15 4*
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
Holders and Pencils,
4 to
10 44
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted
6 to
10 44
Holders,
5000 Gold Pens and Gold Extension
15 to
25 44
Holders,
5000 Ladies’Gilt and Jet Buckles,
5 to
15 44
44
44
5000
Hair Bars
and Balls.
5 to
10 44
Certificates of tnc various articles ai e first put into envelopes, sealed up and mixed; and when ordered are taken out without regard to choice, and sent
On receipt ot
by mail, thus giving all a fair chance.
the certificate, you will see what you are' to have,
and then it is at your option to send the Dollar and
take the article or not. Purchasers maj thus obtain
a Gold Watch. Diamond
Ring, or any set of Jewelry
on our list for One Dollar.

A. M. McKEXXEY’S

OF

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

Sale

Flour and Meal l

Bags

Silver Plated Cocks*

Chafing Dishes,

44
44

500
50
100
50
50
50
20

Gold & Enameled Hunt35 to
ing-Case Watches,
70
500 Gents’ Hunting Case Silver
35 to
70
Watches,
200 Diamond Kings,
50 to 100
5000 Gold Vest and Neck Chains,
4 to
30
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets,
4 to
8
5000 Jet and Gold Bracelets,
6 to
10
2000 Chatelaine Chains&GuardChains,5 to
20
7000 Solitaire and Gold Brooches'
4 to
10
5000 Opal and Emerald Brooches,
4 to
8
5000 Mosaic, Jet, Lava and Florentine

Dec. 20. 1865.—dlawtd

Warn, Cold and Shower Eaths, Wash

200 to

FANCY GOODS,

value, are placed in Sealed Envelope«, which are well
mixed. One of these Envelopes, containing the Certificate or Qrdef for some article, (worth at least one
dollar at retail,) wUl bo delivered at our
office, or sent
by mall <o any address, without regard to choice, on
receipt of 25 cents. The purchaser will see what article it draws, and its value, which may be from ONE
TO FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS, and can then

WADSWORTH, JR.,

and

SHUTE &

Call attention to their display of RICH ERMINE
GOODS, made in various styles, for the street or Indoor wear.
We have also a few gets of same
Ear, in very small
sizes, for Young Children.

Complete Stock

CERTIFICATES naming each article

284

H.

1T5 Washington St., Boston*

Ermine.

-OF-

MANNER

Physician

are

250 Ladies'

Collector.

ME.

Caatinets,

New and

we

FANCY ARTICLES, tor sale at
AND
A. M. M.AC.VXEV'S,
Oct

be Paid

Silver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20 to
44

small

inform their friends and the Trade generally that their spacious store, lately damaged
ny lire, is again in complete repair, and are now
.prepared to show a

valuable

Albums, Engravings, Crayons,

DR. P.

Syrup Cups, with Salvers,20 to
Goblets & Drinking Cups, 5 to
u
15 to
Castors,
44
2000
Fruit,Card&CakeBaskets20 to
5000 Dozen Silver Tea Spoons,
10 to
44
44
10000
TablcSpoons&Forks20 to
250 Gents' GoldHunt’g-CaseWatclies50 to

1 box containing Silk, Calico and Stockings; 1 bundle containing 1 piece Broa&cloth and 1 piece Silk:
2 boxes) containing Pimento; 1 bundle containing 1
piece Broadcloth; 1 barrel Molasses; 1 tin box containing about 30 lbs. Gum Camphor; 1 valise containing 11 bottles Brandy; 3 doz. pairs Stockings; 1410-12
doz. pairs Mittens.
ISRAEL WASHBURN, Jb.,

MAKER OF

for I*halon*tt—Take no other,
'8old by druggists generally.

Oread—'A Ladies’ Institute!
500
500
1000
2500
500#
3000

W.
173

Messrs.

merriuT&

Julyl—codGm

Musical Boxes,
$20 to $150 each
with Bells and

300
150

)

forfeited for violation of the Revenue Laws of the
United States, public notice of said seizures having
been given and no claim to said goods having been
made, they will be sold at Public Auction, at tbe
Office of the U. S. Appraisers, lf)8 Forty Street, on
WEDNESDAY, January 24th, 1866, at 11 o’clock A.
M., to wit:

PORTLaVND, MAINE.

Ask

have a few carefully selected Skins,the best
we propose to make up to order.

*---—

Robert H. Hotchkiss, New Haven, Conn., Melodcvalue $150. W. F. T. Willis, W. 22d St., New
York, Diamond Cluster Pin, valued $200. Mrs. R.
G. Tapnan, 16 York St, Gold Watch, value $125.—
Mbs Ellen F. Dickerson. Binghampton, N. Y„ Melodeon, value $100. Mr. E. H. Stone, 52 Tenth St„ N.
Y., Piano, value $350. Mrs. Teresa A. Miller,Scranton, Pa, Diamond King, value $175. Mbs KUen J.
Peck, Springfield, III., Melodeon, value $125. Dr. I
Van Riper. Washington, D. C, Gold
Hunting Cased
Watch, value $150. Edward H. Lindsay, Worocstcr,
Mass, Piano, value $250. Miss D. it. Farwell, Dubuque, Iowa, Diamond Ear l>rps, value $250.—
FrancisI. Moran, 133 Pearl St, Albany, N. Y., Music
®4<l- Hr1- K- c IngersolL Urbana, Ohio,
£?x’ TS*-C
Silver
Set, value $00. Lieut. B. F. Hendricks, Willard’s Hotel, Washinsdon, D. C .Silver Patent Lever
Watch, value $56. Many persons who have drawn

E3P Beware of Counterfeits.

SPLENDID LIST OP ARTICLES!
Goods l

We also

imported, which

Ladies' Gold Watches,
Silver Watches,
Diamond Pins, Brooches and Ear Drops, Ladies
In Black or Gray.
Sets of Gotland Coral; Jet and Gold,
Florentine,
FULL SETS OB SINGLE ABTICLES.
Mosaic, Jet, Lava, and Cameo; Sets ot Studs, Vest
and Neck Chains, Plain and Chased
These Furs are much used as trimming for outside
Gold Rings,Gold
Thimbles, Lockets, new style Belt Buckles, Gold Pens
garments. We cat the trimming and put it on, or
and Pencils. Farcy Work Boxes, Gold Pens with
sell
the skins, as may be desired.
Gold and Silver Extension Holders, and a large as- i
sortment-of Fine Jewelry of every
of the
description,
best make and latest styles, valued at
W, M. SHUTE & SON,

which it tnliPN its name.
Manufactured only by P1IALON Ac SON.

EACH,

Not to

quality.

HOWARD.

300
500

A Wont Exqnhitc, Drlionfe nml Frneraiit Perfume, DiNtillrd from (he
lCnre nntl Krnntifiil Flower from

All I. be Sold for ONE DOLLAR Each !

District of Portland and Falmouth, }
Portland, December 20, J8G5. )
following described Merchandise having been

Patents,

Regard

We offer this season a
large stock of the above
choice Fur in the newest styles, and of
very superior

on,

OP AT

until you know what you
to receive,

Siberian Sables.

ALL RIGHT AGAIN!

used:

3—eod&eow3m

for

R>

To be Sold for One Dollar Each!

Half Million Dollars Worth

to Value,

W*

gold Hunting Case Watches,

....

Without

COLLECTOR’S OFFICE,

Hoop Sk*rta made from Washburn and Moon's
wire, at cost for a few days only.
Fency Goods, of every description, at prices to suit
everybody.
TSTDon’t forget the number, 106 Middle Street,
next above Hay's Drug Store.

Without reqard tp value, and not to be paid for until
you know what you are to receive.
Among those who have acknowledged the receipt
of Valuable Oift» drawn from this Association recently, the following kindly permit their names to be

LEMUEL COBB, Clerk.
ing.
declO eodtd*
Portland, Dec. ISth, 1805.

DISPOSED

GOODS.

best

Nov 10—dt!

nmUatwn

representatives. ‘•Well, Colonel,

our

December

new

-—--

HOLIDAY

o, ,*«

p.r annum) in „ara„„.

ble local weight and
prominence, who were
both anti-secessionists in 1860-61.
They talked of the appioachlng
convention, and of its
probable action in redistricting the State for

PRESS,

Mining,
,'srn

Terms-$8,00 per

sales-room Is on the ground floor, occupies
an area of
nearly one thousand square feet, and is
PERFECTLY WELL LIGHTED.
They propose to keep a fell stock of the best goods
in their line of
business, and rcspectlully request a
continuance of the patronage so long bestowed upon
them.

S500,000,

for the purpose of choosing three Directors, and Clerk
and Treasurer for the ensuing year, and to act on any
other business that may legally come before the meet-

ONE DOLLAR

ROOM FOR

Mr,

Location,

BOSTON.
The

COSTl

JjX
Bfng». Cluster, &c.,
200 Gold Watches,

liiiii1!

the Counting Room of J. W. Dyer, Esq.,
No. 117 Commercial Struct, on MONDAY, January
1st, 1866, at half past seven o’clock in the evening,

TO BE

Goods !

^

Elizabeth Wharf and Marine
Railway Co.

& CO., General Agents lor

Hale of Forfeited

No. 105 Middle Street.

Aug 20—dtf

FBUFirMEr

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

are

Sept 27, 1865—d&wGm

Work executed in every.©art oi the State.

of

NEW

Stockholders of the above Corporation
THE
hereby notified that their Annual Meeting will
be held at

200 Greenwich St. N. Y.

W. F. PHILLIPS
Maine.

Portlands Maine*

Solicitor

Mr. Sweat will be in Washington after the 1st of
January, and will attend to any business entrusted
to him, before the Supreme Court, Court ol Claims,
or any of the Departments.
dcSOti

Notice of Annual Meeting.

Sold by all Druggist*.

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

WILLIAM H.

Cape

elegant head-dress.

most

MAKE

Friday

FUR-ROOM,

At their Old

New York Gift Association!

PORTLAND, ME.

f>airing

appearance imparted to the hair, and no fear
of soiling the shin, scalp, or

John A. 8. Dana.

COUNSELLOR

“XT’}

Fourth—To make s 'ch change in the By-Laws as
be deemed expedient.
Fifth—To authorize the Committee to petition the
Legislature for an amendment of the Char tor so as to
build a lfrall and platform around the wharf.
Sixth—To appropriate any funds necessary for rethe wharf, or for other purposes, and goneraly to acr. on all matters which may be considered necessary lor the interest of the proprietors.
JOSEPH it. avhite;
Clerk of Un.on Wharf Corporation.
Portland, Dec. 26,1861.
dc27d7d*

glossy

l)Ag.\,

TO

Law,

Office 117 Middle Street,

mav

pears, bald spots are covered, hair stops falling, and
luxuriant growth is the result. Ladies and Children
will appreciate the delightful fragrance and rich,

Wldgery’s Whart,

li

Attorneys

Corporation.

ing invigorate, strengthen
and lengthen the hair. They
act directly upon the roots
of the hair, supplying required nourishment, and
natural color and beauty
returns. Grey hair disap-

NEW

*s

PORTLAND.

Announce thp opening of their

Great Prize Distribution

other officers as may be deemed necessary.
Third—To receive and allow accounts against Ihe

Mrs. S. A. Allen’s World’s
JIair llcstorer and Dress-

EMPIRE SEWING MACHINES for
State of Maine.

s

RETAIL.

LIFE, GROWTH AND BEAUTY.

Furnishing Goods !

AT

SWEAT,

and Counsellors at

such

68 ntld «6 Middle St.,
Sept 7—dtf

F i

Underflannels,

OF

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
for

BRADBURY &

Notice.
The p-oprietors of Union Wharf Corporation are
hereby notified that their Annual Meeting will be
liohjen at the Counting Room of the Wharfinger, on
said Wharf, on the first Tuesday, being the Second
day of January, at 3 o’clock, P. M., to act on the following articles, viz.:
First—To choose a President
Second—To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year, and

1—d8m

Dec

Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Agents

GLOVES,

ARJO

WHOLESALE AND

Dry Goods, Woolens,
And Gents’

6,1865.—did

Notice.

Ladies’ & Children's

Deerin#, Milliken

keep constantly employed a number of colorists, i.all
and examine specimens at my Photograph Exhibition llooms.
A. M. McKEX.VEV,
284 Congress St., opposite Preble House, Portland.
Oct 3—eod&cow3m

riAHE Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
X Dirigo Insurance Company will bo held at their
office 28 Exchange Street, on WEDNESDAY, the 3d
day of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M., for the
choice of Directors for the ensuing year, and for the
transaction of any other business that may then be
brought before them.
JEREMIAH DOW, Secretary.
Portland, Dec. 23, 1805.—dtd

HOOP SKIRTS AHD CORSETS,

Middle and 118 Federal Sts.

Colored Photographs !
Locket to Lite Size, by the best of Artists.
All coloring done in my estabishment where I
FtOM

_

L. B. FOLLETTE,

Successors to Chase, Littlefield & Co.,
of and Dealer* in all kiad* at

Importer*

Fanoy

Clapp’s Block, Congress St,

Sept 20—codtt

Stockholders of the Cumberland National
are hereby notified that there
will be a meeting of the Stockhofders, at their Bankon
ing Room,
Thursday, the 18th day of January,
I860, at 3 o’clock P. M., for the choice of Directors
and the transaction of any other business that
may
come before them.
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
De£. 16,1865.—dclSdlm

Maine.

Meaara. W. M. Shute & Son

DAILY

173 and 175 Washington St.,

AND

PORTLAND, ME.

THE
Bank of Portland

Exchange St.

Portland,
Mb.

No. 11

GEO. A. WRIGHT, Secretary.

St.,

No. 28 MARKET SQUARE,
JmnelQtf

Dec

Ladies ot

WOULD

I>entist,

Cumberland National Bank.

Congress

Picture Frame*.

&

Portland,

331

Mirrors and

Manif»aturer of Mirror

and

4—dtl

Nov

of the Ocean Insurance Com-

hereby notified to meet at the office of
on MONDAY, the first day of January

riAHE Stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified
X that their Annual Meeting will be held at their
■Banking Koorn, on TUESDAY, the 9th day of January next, at 3 o'clock P. M, to choose five Directors
for the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that may legally come before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.

OVERCOATS
A. D. REEVES’, Tailor,

At

Order, from out o! town solicited.

are

Exchange St.

QENTLEMEN, get your

PORTLAND, ME.
Coloring, Whitening and YYldte-Washing prompts

y attended to.
May 22—dtl

CASSIMERE,

without ob-

Dr. Fred A. Prince,

The National Traders Bank.

FINE ASSORTMENT of VELVET, SILK,
FANCY

STUCCO AND MASTIC W0BKEBS,
Oak Street, between, Congress and Free
Sts.,

and

OOODS.
No. 98

course

THE

A.D. 1866, at 3 o’clock P. M., for the purpose of
choosi :g seven Directors for the ensuing year, and for
the transaction of any other business that may then
be legally acted upon.

D. REEVES’,Tailor,

A.

Nov 4—dtt

FEEUnt,

PLAIN AND

Stockholders

Doc 9,1865.—dtd

At

the

Hallotypes!

Company!

Insurance

said Company

Block.

English

french,

PANT

Special attention paid to consignments of all kinds

of

of

AMERICAN
The

through

most beautiful picture ever made. The only
place in Portland to get them is at
A. M. Me KENNEY’S,
284 Congress St., corner of Centre Street.
Oct 3— eod&eow3m

Annual Meeting.

THE
pany

Morton

January

day
for the choice of five

Ocean

MEASURE,

3—lit,

TUESDAY,

on

next, at 3 P. M..
Directors, and
auy other business that may legally come before
them.
W. H. STEPHENSON. Cashier.
Dec 7,1865.
dc9dtd

Patterns,
FROM

pass

t^“ Mr* Brown would present to the Citizens
of Portland and vicinity, his warm
gratitude tor
their kindness and liberal patronage the past fi'teen
years; and with the promise of faithfulness, solicits otherfavors !
R. N. BROWN.
Portland, September 18,1865.
seplOdeod&wly

lor

By CHARLES CU8TIS & CO.

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Bard, Beaus.
DRIED

ing Room,

no!5tl

Portland. Not. 9th, 1865.

one can

taining a thorough counting-room education.

Annual Meeeting ot the Stockholders of the
THE
Second National Bank willbe held at their Bankthe 9th
of

paid to BOYS’ CLOTHING—

Street,

HOOP SKIRTS,
Hand-Knit Breakfast Shawls,

_

Cutting done to go outot tin* Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices
reasonable, a share of paLrouage is solicited.
Remember the place
No* 96 Exchange Si reel.
Nearly opposite Pest Office.

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senter; Gerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;
no28d6m
Clark, Read <2fc Co., Portland, Me.

AND

Furnishing Goods.

Particular at ention

no

TUESDAY,

which will be manufactured into Garments which
cannot be Miriwtswd lor style-and make in the city.
Also a Fine assortment of

on

Is open Day and Evening, tor a full and thorough
BUSINESS EDUCATION, located on Middle St.,
No. 161, opposite H. H. Hay & Co., Apothecaries.
The Principal has had 21 years’ experience.
I do not pretend an extension of Gold Linked Series of Colleges into the other
Continent; and that my
Diplomas aud full Scholarships, are good mil
over this great world ; but I do claim
they will
prove intrinsic to the Students (either LADIES
or
GENTLEMEN) in any part of the United States
of America; and also that our Counting Rooms
tor inductive training (without any
copying,) both in
Accounts and Native Writing, Mercantile Law, %c,
ffc., offer as full, thorough, complete, practical and
expeditious facilities lor BUSINESS EDUCATION, as any College in the U. S.
This is the only Commercial College in the State
where a full and complete Scholarship in Book-keeping, Writing, Ac., is taught without copying, so that

CLOTHING

No. 06 Exchange Street,
recently occupied by Messrs. MCCARTHY & BKR
RY, where may be found all the LATEST STYLES

Miscellaneous.

NEXT TEN DATS,

PORTLAND.

...

Goods.-

respectfully announce to the
W^ULD
Portland that he will sell for the

THE

CHISAM,

Merchant

CHOICEST TO BE HAD IN THE CITY,

1805.

HOWARD,

166 Middle

ANNUAL MEETING of the Shareholders in
this Bank will be holden at the Bank, on Tuesday, January 9,1866, at 10 o’clock A. M.. for the purpose of electing Directors for the ensuing year; deciding whether they will increase the capital stock of
the Bank; change the par value of the shares to $100
each, and for the transaction ol any other business
that may legally come before them.
Per order:

NEW STORE!

R.

of the Stockholders of

Merchants’ National Bank
OF

Fancy

ana

W.

“The Canal National Bank of Portland,” for the
election of seven Directors, and for the transaction of
other
business that may legally come before them,
any
wifi be held at their Ban iiig House on Tuesday, the
9th dav of January next, at 3 o’clock P. M.
B. C. SOMKRBY, Cashier.
declldtd

-FOE-

___

JOry

Canal National Bank.

THIS!

at
Tiif, Portland Daily Press is
$8.00 per year in advauce.
The Maine State Press is published every
Thursday morning, at $2.00 per annum, in advance;
$2.25, !t paid within six months; and $2.50, it payment be uelayed beyond six month*.

Miscellaneous.

Meetings._

......

MORNING, DECEMBER 29,

FRIDAY

4._PORTLAND,

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS:

•

...

consideration of

some facts which seem to
present a notable instance of its fallacy. Of
all the nations of modem Europe there .Is
none whose glory stretches back so far into
the past as that of Italy. Long, long ago the
Roman power arose and waxed, and filled the
world, then crumbled into ruin. To sustain
the theory we speak of, that ruin should have

communicate to you my views as to measof policy proper to be adopted, I would
now respecttUlly suggest that you advise Conmore investigating comgress to send one or
mittees’ into tbe Southern States, to Inquire
for themselves into the actual condition of
thines before final action is taken upon the readmissiou of such States to their representabranch of the governtion in the legislative
ment and the withdrawal of all national control from that section of the country.”

to

ures

been final, eternal.

tions, only

The vital elements of an enduring
nationality yet glowed in the hearts of the
and after centuries of obseuratic n

How They Expect to Do it.

ished.

Advertiser,
“Dixon,” writing
gives the following as illustrative of the kind
of plans openly discussed by that class in the
South who are now laboring to grasp once
more the power they lost by the secession
blunder. Their prospect of seeing these plans
realized each reader can estimate for himself.
to the Boston

He will find it in an exact Inverse proportion
to his confidence In the honor and genuine
patriotism of President Johnson:
In the. stage beg**** Augusta ami Milledgeconslderavfiie I

rodr^fcfcogmtSnfflt

But it was only organizapowers which per-

governmental

people;
The energetic, powerthey blared up again.
ful and wealthy Republics of Italy In the niddle ages comprised the best civilization of the
world.

Again the pressure of domestic and foreign
tyrannies was brought to bear upon them;
and it did truly seem as if at length all life

|I

was

J

as

crushed out of the land.

these

days

Tet we see in
Such a people
great deal of kill-

that It was not so.

the Italians

can

stand

a

\

Ing; and now, within the last six years, we
have seen this nation so hoary with age spring-

up in all the vigor, the elasticity and the
ardor of youth, and as ready to eEgage in the
race of national
progress as the youngest of

ing

her contemporaries. Already she ranks as
the fifth power in Europe, and is manifesting
in the conduct of her political and financial
affairs, in the efforts she is making to develope
her vast resources and to secure to her people
the blessings of enlightened liberty, a wisdom,
an ability and an energy which give promise of
a

glorious

career.

Her sources of wealth are immense and Varied. Her mountains are rich in minerals.
Her soil yields silk and wine, hemp and cotton
and wool, and her manufactures of these raw
materials are unrivalled. The skill and enterprise which she displays in the inception and

carrying forward of vast public works is
worthy of all imitation. We have already
laid before our readers some account of the
Mom Ccnis Tunnel, that magnificent enter-

13?” The steamer Regulator, Capt. W. H.
Mower, has made 216 passages between Bangor and Portland this season—and haa not lost
a trip or been
obliged to occupy the Sabbath.—
No accident to life or limb has happened.
On Sunday morning last, James Burko,
of this city, was found dead on the ice in front
of Veazie's wharf, City Point. Coroner Wilof
son held an inquest same day, the verdict
acwhich was that Burke came to his death by
ofl' the wharf upon the ice

To ihe Patrons of the M. L. A. Lectures:
The Lecture Committee have received

which when

has been calculated that the increased returns
from the land arising from this artificial supof water amount in the

province of Milan
to $1,350,000, and in the other provinces of
Northern Italy to $1,450,000.
The Cavour Canal is planned on an equally
grand scale. “It passes over the Dora Baltea
river by an aqueduct of 2500 yds in length, and
under the rivers Elvo, Sesia, Agogna, and
Terdoppio by syphon-tunnels formed of masonry. It taps the Po about ten miles from
Turin, and enters the Ticino after a course of
fifty-three miles, with an average descent of
one foot two inches per mile, discharging a
volume of water equal to 3000 cubic feet per
ply

second.”

The width of the canal at its

com-

mencement is

forty-three yards, decreasing to
The capital expendeight
ed on it will exceed $20,000,000, and it is estimated that by its means 300,000 acres of land
now yielding a rental of $1,500,000 will attain
an annual product of $5,750,000.
We give this as a specimen of the work
which old young Italy is doing: and we subat its termination.

mit whether it is proper to consider a nation
as effete and exhausted while it can produce

such patriots

to-day compromised by adjourning till Jan. 8th,
wldch both Houses

What has dejneciated the Currency P

Gold is now quoted at about 1.45, making a
paper dollar worth intrinsically about 69
The difference in value between gold
cents.
and paper is really the depreciation of the latter, as the former is the fixed standard of value,
recognized among all commercial nations.
In 1S31 a paper dollar was worth its face in
gold, wohld command that amount in gold,
and represented that amount in all business operations. The simple reason for this was found,
not in a surplus or a deficiency of currency,
hut in the fact that the whole banking or
money-issuing business of the country rested
on

a

specie

basis.

Nothing

but

specie

was

lawful tender, and no man was obliged, whether he would or not, to receive in payment of a
debt anything but the precious metals.
During the war gold fluctuated, running all
the way up from par to 2.80. It was unsteady,
oftentimes going up or running down twenty
or even fifty per cent, in a single day.
A
great battle or even a threatened battle was
enongh to unsettle the gold market. A
Union victory would send it|down; a Union
deieat would run It up to a fabulous height.
Now all these changes were but indications of
public confidence or lack of confidence in the
stability of the Government, and in its ability
to redeem its promises.
Who can doubt now that the great cause of
the remarkable fluctuations referred to was
the general doubt and uncertainty which hung
about "all tilings pertaining to the then fhture
of the Government ? Speculators in gold took
advantage of this uncertainty, and were able
with Its aid, to depress the markets or to inflate prices. When peace came gold gradually
receded till it reached about 1.45, and there it
has steadily remained, varying not more than
two or three per cent from that figure tor a
series of months.
Speculation in gold lias
ceased; no combination of brokers can control
it; no set of “bulls” can toss it up; no effort of
There it seems
“bears” can press it down.
fixed, tarying no more than do the English
consols or the shares in the Bank of England.
What now, at the present time, keeps gold
at 1.45, or, in other words, what is it that depreciates a paper dollar and makes it worth
only 69 cents ? Is it the great volume of the
We think not, and for this
currency afloat?
If the currency were reduced from
reason.
$700,000,000 to $500,000,000, a paper dollar
could perform only the functions which It now
performs. It would still be irredeemable, and
the holder would have no power to command
the gold for it. It would no more pay duties
at the Custom House than it will now. It
would be precisely as worthless as now for
paying bills out of the country. Mere xolume
might slightly vary the depreciation by increasing or decreasing the conveniencies of
trade, but it would have no power to remove
that depreciation altogether.
What, then,
would do it?
We answer: Let the Government abolish the
legal tender act making paper money lawful tender in all business transactions except in paying
debts at the Custom House and in paying
debts out of the

country, and redeem its own
non-interest bearing promises in gold on demand, and immediately every bill in the country, now worth 69 cents, would be worth 100
The moment a dollar bill can be converted at the will of the holder into a gold dollar, that moment the paper dollar will be worth
cents.

a

in it for any pur-

rWe take up a paper to copy an accident,
and before we get through find it is only put in
the local columns for the purpose of adding

A Card.
Portland, Dec. 18,1865.
Messrs. John E. Dow & Son,
Insurance Agents,
29 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
Gentlemen:—You will please accept my thankB for
the prompt manner in which you have adjusted my
losses by fire in September last. The ameunt of damage to my Furniture was promptly paid, and under
your direction Mossrs.C. R. & L.E. Frost have repaired my house in the most thorough and complete manner, and entirely to my satisfaction.
HENRY INMAN, U. S. A.
(Signed)
Dec 29—dtf

preciated by

an

act of the

Government;

not

by an excessive volume but by making it irredeemable ; and if it requires 45 per cent, more
currency to do the same amount of business
now than it did in 1861, when there was no
depreciation, it is because the legislation of
the country, under the exigencies of a state of
war, has rendered such a condition of things
for the time being unavoidable.
Let the Government reduce its own exthe lowest practical figure and make
penses
the earliest possible provision to return to
specie payments, making the precious metals
only the legal tender of the country, and when
it shall have done this it may
safely leave the
question of volume to be regulated by the demand of trade, and that will regulate a substantial, fixed currency, and nothing else can
to

09 it,

Ink !

Eureka Black Writing and Stancll INKS, and
Shoemakers’ Coloring—the very best articles In the
market. Manuihctured by Augustus 1). Fobbes
& Co., Cambridgeport, Mass.
Travelling Agent, H. M. FOGG, 33 Middle stroet,
6t*
dec28
Portland, Me.

Chilblains Can Be Cured!
Use CHARLES’ LINIMENT. Follow the Directions strictly and we warrant a cure.
For sale, Wholesale and Retail, by

BURGESS, POKES

CO.,
General Agents,
80 Commercial Street, (Thomas Block,)
doc27dtfs N
Portland, Me.
&

-I

Stationery

&

New Advertisements.

In this city, Dec 28, of diptheria, Wm C Tqn Broeck
Esq, in the 37th year of his age.
In Danville, Dec 23, Mr Jonathan Chase, aged

IMPORTS.

Sun rises.7.20
Sun sets.4.36

Moon sets. 4.21 AM
water.8.0% AM

| High

Ey An effort is being made

at

Bath to

a

city

ON

HOLIDAY G-IFTS!
Albums!

Albums,
DRESSER sells

a

50

«

«

A Custom House officer at Calais, while
on the bridge, saw an acquaintance

«

standing

coming across from the St. Stephen side with
his team, whereupon he politely
requested the

«

«<

«

•«

<•

.«

tf

u

<<

u

u

a

Dresser sells
a

a

100

a

a

2.25

2.50

it
u

Picture Album, for
tt

«

privilege of a ride, which was granted. Arriving at the officer’s residence, what was the owner’s surprise to find his horse, harness, sleigh
and robes, together with a bag cf tea, seized for

$2.00

Picture Album, for
«

«

«

««

2.75
3.25
4.0Q
4.50
4.50
5.00
5.50

GIVE DRESSER A CALL AT HIS

Old Stand, No. 99 Exchange Street.

violation of the revenue laws, by the man he
had been so obliging as to accommodate with a
ride.

Above
deelSd2w ss*

the

some papers do not believe that even
Gen. Grant is omniscient, and intimates that
they are no longer Union papers. Is not this
rather anew political test ?

Post Office.

fiAIR

SEELE’8

GS” The Bangor Times loses its temper be-

A Magical Preparation
-FOR-

BEAUTIFYING,

-ANI)—r”

DRESSING

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED

Gy It is stated that from $2,000,000 to $3,000,000 worth of boots and shoes have been im-

PRICE

CHARLES

a

GOUGH

CO.,

BALSAM!

For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat,
such

injury loss.
Gy The recent action of the President in
regard to the government of Mississippi leaves
but two Provisional Governors iu the South—
or

Texas,

administer to persons of all eges.
The Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage of being at once valuable as a curative and invaluable as a preventative of all the diseases ot the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world is challenged to produce a compound of
equal efficacy and safety.
#*# Prepared and sold by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East Market
nol4sNdAww8m
Square, Bangor, Me.

and Gov. Marvin of

Gy The Toronto Leader says that Mr. Geo.
Brown has withdrawn his' late resignation of
his position in the Canadian Cabinet.
G3f The New England Farmer sajs that
dogs infeoted by fleas may be oleansed by rubbing them with a piece of flannel saturated
with naptha.
Gy Two farmers disagreed about a balance
of accounts, one claimiug $7,11, the other $15,50.
The former sued. Result—forty witnesses and
an array of counsel; verdict for
plaintiff, $3,27;
whole expenses about $1000. The parties “enjoyed” a lawsuit, however.
Gy Marshall, of New York, who bought up
immense quantities of apples in "Western New
York counties, has failed, and several of his

A Fact Worth Knowing,
That Rubber Goods can be repaired in a neat and
substantial manner, at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
147 Middle St.
july21sntf

COLGATE’S HONEY SOAP!
THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in sucli universal
demand, is made from the choicest materials, is
mild and emollient in its nature, fragrantly scented,
and extremely beneficial in its act upon the s> in.
For salt by all Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealers

agents and coadjutors have gone down with
him. One of the latter loses from $20,000 to
$30,000. Some of the country banks, too, have

june3idlyr

large quantity of this apple paper, and farmers who trusted them have also suffered. The
a

One

crop of apples was larger than was expeoted.—
The supply was greatly in excess of the demand, and speculators could not control the

Bengal Dispensatory says tho “effects of
Hasheeth are popularly known in the South of Africa
Turkey, Egypt, Asia Minor, India, and all the adjacent territories, and in the popular medicines of these
nations we And it extensively employed for a multitude of afflictions." “In a standard treatise of Materia Mediea more than six hundred years old, it is described as one of the most valuable of all known
medicines/*
THE HASHEESH CANDY i
Now 'mportod and prepared by the Sylvan Oriental
Company, is the only pleasant and reliable prepaiation of the article ever offered to the public and will
soon take the place of all other remedies tor

Ey™ Science assumes—when real science
nothing—that the sun is composed
of soda, potassium, iron and other ingredients,

like those of earth, in a state of combustion.—
We assume, and not being a scientific man we
have a right to assume, that science don’t know
about the comp jsition of the sun,
even that it contains
any combustion at all,
that it is really hot!

By Last week, an
shot and killed in the

or
or

ocelot, or tiger-cat, was
graveyard at Bushville,

RHEUMATISM,
ASTHMA,
NEURALGIA,
COUGHS,
COLDS,

Indiana, where

it had taken refuge in a tree.—
escaped from Van Amhargh’s
menagerie, now in winter quarters nein Connersville, in that State.
!*y A Memphis man has sent to the GovThe animal had

RESTLESSNESS.
And all diseases of the Nervous System.
For sale by all Druggists. Sent by mail with frill
directions on receipt of price.
Price—Large Box $1.00, with 1# cents for postage;
Small Box BO cents, with 6 cents for postage.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.
Dec. 5,1865—SNdly

of

Mississippi the draft of a plan for
shortening the Mississippi river. The proposition is to lessen the distance betwoen Cairo and
New Orleans three hundred miles, by danuuing
the Bed river near its junction with the Mis-

ernor

sissippi,

throw the waters which seek
outlet through Bed river into the Atchafalaya and Berwick’s Bay. To avoid damaging
the commerce of New Orleans, an iron lock is
to be placed in the dam, so as to let boats into
and out of the Mississippi througli-Bed river.
so

as to

HALE’S

an

HONEY

Horeliound
FOR THE

Another part of the plan contemplates opening all the outlets, both natural and artificial,
from near the moutji of Bed river, op the west

Mississippi rivet, to Pine Bluff,
Arkansas, and straightening small streams,
thus opening a system of drainage
through a
country embracing the best portions of Arkan-

sas.

When

Hon. E. M. Bruce, formerly a member
of the Confederate
Congress, and a successfu
speculator on the distresses of the Southern
people, is reported to have made a present to

John C. Breckinridge of
$100,000. Bruce is
probably bidding for the next Democratic nomination for the
Presidency.

EF” A Dublin correspondent of the N. Y„

Herald, referring to Penianlsm,

says if it were
for the exertions of the
conservative men
of
every shade and creed on the island, aided
by the CathoUc clergy, Ireland would now be
in the blood of her
people and that
of the English military.
The laboring force at
the Hoosac Tunnel has been reduoed to about one
hundred
men,
not

subme^ed

CURE

Tar,

OF

COUGHS, COLDS, INFLUENZA. HOARSENESS,
DIFFICULT BREATHING, and ALL AFFECTIONS of the THROAT, BRONCHIAL TUBES and LUNGS, leading
to Consumption.
This sovereign remedy is compounded from tho fevorite recipe of on illustrious Physician and Chemist,
who for many years used it with the most complete
success in his extensive practice.
He had long been profoundly impressed with the
wonderful virtue of the honey oi the plant Horehound, in union with the CLEANSING and HEALING properties of Tar extracted from the- life principle of the forest tree Abies Balsamea or Balm ot

bank of the

It was in reward for his services to the
British army in building a railroad in the Crimea, that Sir Morton Poto received the order
of knighthood.

and

,

Gilead. For years he was baffled in his attempts to
blend these great medicinal forces into such a
union that the original power of each would be preserved, the disagreeable qualities of common tar removed, and the price of the compound be within the
means of all.
At last, after a long course ol difficult
chemical experiments, he found that by adding to
these Jive other ingredients, each one valuable by itself, he not only obtained the desired results but
greatly Increased the curative power of the Compound. This having been thoroughly tested by practice, is now offered to tho general public as a safe,

pleasant and infallible remedy.
Price Fifty Cents Per Bottle.
CHARLES DOWNER, General Agent,
44 Cedar St., New York.
For sale by W. F. Phillips & Co., Portland.
Dec 19—SNdlm

Hall's Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer has proved itself to be the most perfect preparation for the hair ever offered to the publie.
It i s a vegetable compound, and contains no injurious properties whatever.
IT WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.
It Will Veep the hair from
tailing out.
It cleanses the soalp and makes the hair^sott, lustrous and silken.

^It is a

splendid hair dressing.

No person, old or young, should fail to use it.
IT IS RECOMMENDED AND USED BY THE
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
A: ik for Hall’s Sicilian nair Rcnewer, and
take ne o tber.
R. P. HALL A CONashua, N. H., Proprietors.
W. F. P,

\Ulipt A

Ce

Wkoletale

Afentt.

augl#sndkw6m

Sch Julia, (Br) Seeley, St George NB.
Sch Commodore, Clark, Ellsworth.
Sch Iko, Crockett, Castine.
Sch Fair Dealer, Young, Boston £>r Falmouth.
Sch Elizabeth, Pe king, Bucksport for Fortress
Monroe.
Schs Clarissa, Walker, and Yankee, Saunders, from
Bucksport lor Boston.
Sch George Washington,
Bucxsport for

Replete

with.

Dec. 49th.

GO and 71 East Water St.,
MIL VAUKIE,

YOU

MUST!

It is seldom that a concert attracts sucli an
audience iu Portland as, despite the unfavora-

BJr* Positively the last night Friday, Dec. 29!h,
when will be Repeated, by general desire, the pleasing

ble weather, gathered last night in City Hall
greet the first appearance among us of the
admired Parepa. Expectation had of course
been raised very high; but we believe the universal verdict to be that the singer rather exceeded than fell short of what had been anticipated of her.
In person M’lle Parepa is quite tall, and
larger than any woman we have seen on the
stage unless it he Madame Alboni; her countenance is pleasant, and her manners have a
good-natured simplicity and freedom from affectation which must always please. Her
voice is wonderful, at once for its compass,

of

LEAP

to

YEAR!
roaring Farce

Phenomenon in

Smock Frock!

a

Prices of Admission
Gallery 36 cts; Lower
Floor 60 cts. Box Office open Thursday morning,
21, from 10 till 2, and every succeding day.
BUir'.No extra charge for Reserved Seats.
LON MORRIS, Manager.
J. L. SAPHORE, Stage Manager.
LOUIS A. ZWISLER, Treasurer.
Dec 29—dlt

Dec.

Grain, Flour, Beef
Pork, Lard, Hass, Butter, Seeds, etc.
Tlie fallowing choice brands ol Flour on hand:—
N. Warren,
Bertsht’s Best,
Cabinet,
Eagle,
McClelan.
Champion,
Market Reports sent daily or weekly without
charge.
Flour and Produce bought, stored and insured at
liberal rates.
marl3eodly
Bay

far Eastern

account

PHOTO
largest, best,

1

cheapest Establishment in
the State.
All work warranted.
Card Photographs $3,00 per doz.
A. M. McKEVNEY,
Oct ft—8 N eodtieowSm
281 Congress St.
THE

and

Clock's Excelsior Hair Restorer!
The

only

Hair Restorer in the world

the merits claimed for it.

possessing all

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
The only
combined.

perfect Hair Restorer and Hair
Dressing
*

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
The money refunded, after a fair trial, ii it tails to
give perfect satisfa- tloti.

Clock's Excel

ior

Hair Restorer !

Used and recommended by the Clergy and the

Warranted to restore gray hair to its original color, stop hairJYom railing off, and restore hair on bald
heads where the disease is not hereditary.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
or

the nicest bonnet.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
Stands above comparison with all othtr preparations.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
A!single trial convinces

the most

sceptical of its value.

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!
Once

use

it

and you will always use it.

Click's Excelsior Hair Restorer!
Is sold by Druggists everywhere at 1.00 per bottle,
six bottles ior 5.00. Call for DR. CLOCK’S EXCELSIOR HAIR RESTORER, and tdkeno other.
Dr. F. C. CLOCK, Proprietor.
Manchester, N. H.
H. H. HAY, Wholesale Agent, Portland, M.e.
Dec 21—sxeod&w3m
or

B3P*A Physiological View of Marriage:
nearly 300 pages, and 130 fine Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Organs in a state of Health and Disease, with a Treaties on Early Errors, its Deplorable
upon the Mfrul and Body, with the Author’s Plan of
Treatment—the only rational and successful mode of
cure, as shown by the report of cases treated. A
truthful adviser to the married, and those contemmarriage, who entertain doubts at tlicir physical condition. Sent free of i>ostage to any address,
on receipt ol' 25 cents, in stamps or postal currency,
by addressing Dr. LA CROIX, No. 31 Maiden Lane,
Albany, N. Y.
The author may bo consulted upon any of the diseases upon which his book treats either personally or
and medicine sent to any part of the world.
by
Oct 6—8 N d&wGm

—Containing

Consequences

plating

mail,

ITCH! ITCH! ITCH I
Scratch, Scratch, Scratch

l

Wheaton’s
Ointment
Will Carelhc Itch in Forty-Eight Hours.
Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions qf the Skin. Price 50 cents.
For
sale by all aruggis.s.
By sending 6i) cents to WEEKS <fc POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington St., Boston, it will be forwarded by mail, free of postage, to any part of the
United States.
Oct 25,1865.—8 N d&wlyr

Dress

Elevators I

23 Cents per Set!

At

FROM

Ar at Cardenas lGtli inst, brig Lincoln Webb, from
Portland.
Cld at Havana 22d, barque Pbilena, for Apalachicola.
Ar at Matanzas 19th, brig Castillian, Hardcnbrook,
Portland.
Sid 20th, brig Monticello, lor Portland.
A dispatch from Hyannis 28th, states that a light
brig, hailing from Portland, ts ashore southwest oi
Tuckernuck, and is inside of tho reef where a tug
cannot reach her. She will be a total wreck.

Capt Booker, of Rockland, late master of ship
“Urbane,” died Nov 24, on board ship Rainbow, on
the passage from Singapore to Boston.
DISASTERS.
Sch Mary Louisa, Collins, at Providence irom
Bucksport/reports, sailed from Portland 21st inst.

and about 10 AM next

day, between

Boon Island and

violant gale of wind trom NNW,
ana was compelled to scud under bare poles for thirwhen
the weather moderated. During
teen hours,
the gale the vessel sprung aleak of about 1300 strokes
and
lost
boat, davits, and 10,000 it lumber
per hour,
off deck. On Sunday, in South Channel, had anothfrom
and
er gale
SE,
split sails, lost head rails, &c.
Sch Otis, of Rockland, before reported ashore on
Wood End, was got off 28th and towed to ProvinceCane Ann, took

a

NEW YORK SKIRT & OORSET STORE
26
octl8sud3m

Market Square, 26.
GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent.

32

Best 9-8 Bleached Cottons for

40

Bleached Cottons fjr

42

Best 5-4

Fine 4-4 Brown

37}“

Liverpool
Berry, for

New York.
Adv 19th,
Doane, for

ships Success Chase, for Havre; Scotia,
Liverpool; Saranak, Rowland, for do;
Shakesbeare, Dlxey, for do; brig Randolph, Pressey,

Matanzas.
Shi 6tli, brig J D Lincoln, Merriman, New York;
sch Francis Coffin, Wass. Mobile.
In port Igtli, ship Boomer, Paine, for Liverpool;
brig Martha A Berry, Blatchrord, for Boston.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 4th, sch Maria Pierson,
Chamberlain, Near York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 22d, brigs Harp, Arey, Bangor;
Lewis Clark, Bartlett, New York.
WILMINGTON NO—Ar 24th inst, sch Willow,
from Rockland.

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 26th,

Cook,

AT

Boston.

Perry,

Preparcd only byB. C. PERRY, Dermatologist.
No. 4 Bond Street, New-York, and for sale bv all
druggists: price$2t>er bottle. Call for PERRY'S
Maine.

oct31sn MW&i’6m

Boston Stock List*
Sales at the Brokers Board, Dec 28.
American Gold. 145J
United States Coupons, ... lio’
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,. 107J
United States 7 3-lotlis Loan, 1st series. < gj
do
small. 98?
2d series.... 98
do
do
3d senes. 972
United States Five-twenties, 1862. 1031
do
small.102 J
do
1864. 101
do
1865. 101?
United States Debt Certificates, Aug
y8?
United States Ten-lorties. £4]
Portland. Saco and Portsmouth Railroad_
94
Eastern Railroad. 99J

Brighton Live Stock Market*
Wednesday, Dec 20.—Amount of Stock

at

hi ABKET.

Cattle.

Sheep. Shotes. Fat Hogs. Veals.

This week,.. 1857
week, .2854

8059
9827

Last

Amount

325
200

1600
1600

from Each State.
Cattle.

Maine. 101
New Hampshire...**. 94
Vermont. 277
Massachusetts. 24
New York. 157
Western States.1000
Canada. 204

00
00

Spcep.
407
1381
2778
622
188
255

2428
Prices—Beei Cattle, extra, 13£@ 14: First quality,
consisting of good oxen, best steers, &c, 12^@ 13;
Second guality, or good fail* beef. 11 @ 12; Third
cattle, cows, &c., 10@ 11,—total
quality,oflight young
beef, hides and tallow.
weight
Working Oxen—$150@275 p pair; steers $80@15A.
One pair 7 years old. 6 leet tO Inches,.f £180
3 years old, 6 feet 4 inches,. 165
4 years old, 6 feet 6 inches,. 200
6 years old, 6 leet 6 inches.
155
“
3 years old, 6 feet 4 inches,. 180
*«
4 years old, 6 feet 4 inches.
150
«
4 years old, 6 feet 0 inches.» 125
Stores—Yearlings, 20« 30; Two years old, $35050;
three-years old, $50«100.
Milch Cows—Sales at £50 @ 75,- Extra, $80 @ 100;
Farrow, 30 (a£ 45.
Sheep and Lambs—Old, C @ 7c p lb; in lots, £3 50
(a5 00 per head.
Shotes p lb, 12kg 15c wholesale; 14 @ 16 retail,
Fat hogs lli(®12c, live weight.
Hides—94‘cftJ0c p lb; country lots, 8^S,9c.
Tallow—Sales at 8<al0c Mi p.
Calf Skins—At 24(g25c p lb.
Pelts—£1 5(Xftl 75 each.

_MARRIED.
city, Dec

27. at the residenco of the bride's

father, by Rev A. Dalton, Theodore L. Kinsey, Esq.,
of Savannah, Ga., and Miss Henrietta J., eldest
daughter of Edwin Churchill, Esq., of Portland.
[Corrected.]
In tliis city, Dec 26, by Rev J T Hewes, at Park
Street Church, William A Sweet, of Syracuse, N. Y..
and Mrs Maria H Tallman, youngest daughter of
John B Hudson. iNo cards.l
In this city, Dec 25, by Rev S Morrison, Jedediah

L Farr, of New Gloucester, and Miss Asenatb Blackstone, of Pownal.
In North Yarmouth, Dec 23, by Rev T N Lord,
John A Porter and Miss Josephine Allen, of Freeport.
In Damariscotta, Dec 24, Randall C Hiscock and
Hester J House.
In Phipeburg, Doc 24, Abel M Oliver and Mary
M A Small,

Leone.

Cld 20th, ech R H Perkins, Lane, Fall River.
SALEM—Ar 25th, brig Virginia, Thompson, from

Portland for New York.
SAUGUS—Ar 26th, sch E

Philadelphia.

GLOUCESTER—Ar 23d, echs Willis Putnam,Cook,
Boston for Calais; Fredk Hahn, Farnsworth, do for
Waldoboro; Loo Clioo. Clark, do for Tremout; Dayspring, Davis, do for do; Texas, Day. do for Portland; Fair Dealer, Young, do for Ellsworth; O io,
Hickman, do for Kennebunk; Clarinda. Baker, do
for York; Oregon, Miller, Salem for Bluenill.
Ar 25th, schs Sophia It Jameson, Jameson, New
York for Portland; Vesper, Brookings, Gardiner for
Norfolk.
Ar 26th,

DRESS
in the

The Prices

New York.

SlA

ftn

London.

burg.
Off the Start 8th. Elizabeth Cushing, Brown, from
Rotterdam for Newport.
Off Falmouth 7th, John Patten, Emmons, trom
Shields for Martinique.

Ar at Swansea 9th, Derbv, Manson, San Francisco.
Ar at Cork 9th, Star, York, Callao.

Ar at Sourabaya, Oct 22, Viking, Chisholm, from
Batavia.
Sid ftn Algoa Bay CGH Oct 26, Maynard, Reed, for
New York.
Ar at St Helena Nov 1, Lucy A Nichols, Ford, fm

Maulmain for Queenstown (and sailed).
Ar at do Nov 11, Susan West, Dyer, Algoa Bay.
(and sailed 13th for New York.)
Ar at Sierra Leone Nov 6,
Mary E Ladd, Ellis, ftn
New York: Wm H Randall, Goudv, Boston.
Sid ftn Girgenti Nov 29, Witch, Loud, New York;
13tli, Conquest. Howes, Philadelphia; Dec 1, Ionic,
Knowles, New York.
Ar at Leghorn Dec 6, Lawrence, Johnson, fVom
New York.
Ar at Valencia Nov 30, Live Oak, Alden, Callao.
Ar at Cadiz 4th inst, Contest, Scott, New York.
SPOKEN.
Nov 14, lat 38 30, Ion 22, ship Old Dominion, from
Cardiff ior Martinique.
Nov 16, lat 26, Ion 21, ship Astrea, Millett, from
Cardiff for Montevideo.
Dec 21, lat 36 10, Ion 70 34, brig Alberti,
Dow, 46
day8 Aoui Malaga ior New York.
Dec 23, Cape Ann WNW 100
miles, sch John Adams, irom New York lor Portland.

Advertisements.

50 Active Agents Wanted!
To Canvass for the popular and only authentic

History

of Gen. Grant and his Campaigns,

By C O L C O F P I E
Address, or call on
C. H. DAVIS, General Agent,

lUp Stalls)
T
Junction
of Middle and Free Streets,
dec29dlw*
..

_

Down

GOODS,

on

secure

for themselves

rich musical treat not to fail to be
the Goods*

Sec for Yourselves*

PRICKS.

Congress Street.
Dec 29—d2w

150

BBLS.

lOO HALF
400

Meal and
DRIED

KILN

Dye.

nothing

STATEMENT OF THE

wanting

in this

lady but

a

Scranton

hand In office,
$16,386 90
Cash in Bank of Commonwealth,44,432 46
Cash in Continental B ink.
43,372 94
Cash in hands of Agents, in
course of transmission,
14,793 31

—

-$118,985

Bonds and Mortgages, being frst lien on
Real Estate in tne City of New York,
and its immediate vicinity,
Loans on call, secured by Stock collaterals

U,

8. securities,
United States 7 3-10 per cent. Treasury
Notes of 1864,
United States 5 per cent. 10-40 Bonds,
Bonds of the State of Tennessee,
Bonds or the Union Free School, District
No. 2, West Farms, issued by Act ot

167,750

County of Westchester,

N. Y. City Soldier8rSubstitute and Relief

Redemption Bonds,

Sol iers’

Bounty Fund Bonds,
Wisconsin State Bonds,
Bills Receivable, (for premiums on Inland
Navigation and Marine risks,
Premiums uncollected, amount due from
Agents, and other property belonging to

Company,

Interest accrued on Bonds and Mortgages,
and all other investments,
Total Assets,
Capital Stock9 £1,000,000 09
Surplus,
585,100 93

Sudden Death.—William C. Tenbroeck,
Esq., counsellor at law in tbi3 city, left bis
lodgings at the Preble House, Wednesday
morning, complaining of a slight indisposition
in his throat, and went to the residence of his
brother-in-law, George E. B. Jackson, Esq.,

00

149,1 5 63
121,000 00

Legislature,

the

06

039,134 0 )

Bonds of the City of San Francisco,
Bonds of the State of California,

Bonds of the

11,800

00

6,025 00
5,655 00
4,380 00
9,875 00

stopping,

99,100 33

150,297 83

LOSING, STAOKPOLE ft 00., Agents,
Office Mo. 117 Commercial St,,

PORTLAND.

RETURN OF THE

Providence

Washington

Ins. Co.,

OF PROVIDENCE, It. I.,
Ob the First Day of .Vovcir.bcr, 1885.
Date of Organization, a. D., 1799.
Auioiibi of Capital, all paid in,
8200,000.
Number «f Shares 6250, par value o< each 832.
Amount of Fire risks
uut-r.tandiug, *11,915.38.
Amount of Marine risks out-standiug, Hone.

The deceased was about 37 years of age
was a son of the late Rev. Petrus S. Tenrector of St. Paul’s Church, in

Amount Stocks and Bonds owned by the
Company.
par val. mkt. val.
United States 5-20 Bonds,
20,00( 20,600
_

i®81’ 0 per cent.
City of Providence

600

Shares

Exchange Bank,

39,000 21,350

100,000 110,000

Providence,
30,000 33,600
by the Co.
City Assessors valuation,
157,850
Amount Cash on hand,
2 335 03
Amount Cash in hands of
Agts,
7,200
--—362,9.55 03
Real Estate owned

LIABILITIES.

Amount of borrowed money,
20 0; H)
Amount of losses claimed and
1g!3i i3 76
unpaid,
Amounted losses reported upon whicli the
liability of the company is not determined, 13,25 0 00
Amount of all other claims against the
1 00.) 00
Co.,
Am t
required to rc-insure ail out-standing
risks, 50 per cent,
63 C$3 .84
JOHN KINGSB URY,
(—
President|
Warrkn S.

{L*8,

Greene, Secretary.

The State of Rhode Island,
)
And Providence Plantation, ( as.
Providence County, )
Bo it known, That in the city of Prov.dencc, in t be
County and State aforesaid, on the twenty-third «'*ay
of December, In the Year of our Lord OneThous Ana
Eight Hundred and Sixty-Five, before me, H« rnry
Martin, a Commissioner of Deeds of the Sta< a of
Maine lor the State of Rhode Island, perso a*Uy
appeared John Kingsbury and Warren S. Gr eene,
and the said John Kingsbury as President and Warren S. Greene as
Secretary of the “Providence \ Washington Insurance Company,” severally made oath
that the foregoing statement by them sigi ,e<i is
wholly and strictly true.
Witness, my Signature and Official Seal.
HENRY MARTIN,
[L.8.] (Stamp.)
A Commissioner of the State of Maine for the S tat©
of Rhcode Island.

LOSING, STAOKPOLE & 00.# Agents,
Oflce

No. 117 Commercial St.,

Dec. 29,1865.—eod3w

i

broeck, formerly
this city, and who died in Danvers, in 1313.
His mother—a daughter of the late Hon. Levi
Cutter—died in this city a few years since.
Mr. Tenbroeck was an unassuming young
man, of irreproachable character, and beloved
by all who knew him.
Narrow Escape.—As the cars were passing along Commercial street last Tuesday,
some person on the platform beckoned to
poli.'ie officer Foster, who was on the street.
Mr. poster ran to the car, and in attempting
to junto on the platform, slipped and fell on
the track. Lsstead of running over his body,
the wheels of tht? car pushed him along until
he had time to roll Mm self off the track. He
was terribly bruised in his legs, but no bones
were broken, and, we artf happy to say, he is
fast recovering from his injuries. But it was
a miraculous escape.
M. L. A. Lectures.—It will be observed
from a card in our

assets.

PORTLAND,

physician’s

He

93

No other Liabilities.
THOMAS W. BIRDS ALL, President.
O. O. CARTER, Vice-President.
R. L. Haddock, Secretary.

the way, at a

some

throat.

15,412 48

$1,5* 5,100

on

to ob-

medidue.
The swelling in his
throat increased rapidly, and he died at the
residence of Mr. Jackson about half-past one
The physicians
o’clock ThursdSy morning.
pronounced his disease as a filling up of the
tain

50,000 00
20,000 00
16,560 00

$1,585,100 93
Unadjusted Losses #£>3,032 0G.

Decamber 29,1865—eod3w

ago:

«

1SG5.

on

and

The Coal Sale in New York.

«

ASSETS.

Cash

complimented,

The New

I

YORK,
l*t,

not feel

Melnotte, and Mr. Otis as Glavis, were I Tons
Nov. 22,1866.
Dec. 27, 1865.
8 87te 9 87 J
Cocl...}7 05 7 75
capital in their several parts and added much 4,090Chestnut
in 62 i« 10 76
6,0fl0 Stove coal....... .9 26 %9S71
to the interest of the play.
9 37J 9 75
3,5000 Egg coal.7 8710 8121
2.509 Orate coal.7 87i«,8 121
8 62.u8 87J
This evening is the last one of the com9 00 a.9 60
2,000 Steamboat coal.. .9 00 rfo 12J
tills
in
00
8 87 ®9 37J
coal.8
25
special
By
city.
pany’s performance
.: 6,000 Lump
The following Is an account of the change In
request the beautiful comedy of “Leap Year,’'
which was so handsomely performed Tuesday prices in one month;
Average advance. Average decline.
evening will be repeated. We advise every Chestnut ooal....—
$2 00
140
one to see this performance, and our word for
Stove ci»al.
160
coal.—
Egg
it, they will say it is one of the prettiest And Grate coal.70
20
Steamboat
coal.—
best performed comedies that has been brought
1 00
Lump coal.—
out in this city.
The average decline, Including in the account the

INSURANCE CO.,

AUGUST

did

There is
little more

ow

NEW

apostles

York Evening Poll «ay« the 26,000 ton* of
ooal sold at auction In that city on Wei lues,.
day was disposed of at a decline of about $1 per ton
Mr. Meldrum as Claude, Mr. Lc Moyne as
from the prices of November last, and nearly $2 75
Col. Dumas, Mr. Dickson as Beauseant, Mr. a ton since Octobor.
'The following report of the prices obtained at the
Delano as Deschappelles, Mrs, Rogers as
I sale includes a comparison of the rates of a month
Madame Deschappelles, Mrs Chester as Wid-

#

SECURITY

The

—

attain.

No.. 4 & S Union W harf.

29—<14 w*

into full membership.
The true Uni on party has gained too much
for the country, in the great work of suppressing the rebellion, to divide the spoils of honor
with those who have sympathized with the
rebel leaders, in their efforts to destroy the
Union and the Constitution.

confidence in herself and that she will soon

ItYE, in .tore and for .ale by

WALDRON A TR UE,
Dec

them

a

present.

to the audience.

acknowledgments

MEAL.

BBLS. KILN DRIED MEAL.

BUSHELS

rebellion.
Now that the war is ended and peace restored to our once distracted country, where do
we find those men, who for four years cursed
the Union party that saved the nation?

when the damsel who was a soothsayer exclaimed—’’These men arc the servants of God
which show unto us the way of salvation.”—
Her professed friendship was an actual injury to the apostles. And I think President
the character she personated should be repre- Johnson will in no way be benefitted by the
and flattery which he is receiving from
sented, and, following her own ideas, effected praise
those men who opposed his election—made
She was rap- j
some new beauties in the play.
! sport of his inauguration, and are seeking to
turously applauded throughout the piece and I overthrow the principles by which he was eleLed ! vated to his present high position.
was called for at the fall of the curtain.
An old Democbat.
to the front by Mr. Meldrum, she bowed her

Deering Rlock.

Kiln Dried

rere-

publican administration.’
They gave no cheers in victory, praised only tbe officers who did the least, and spoke disparagingly of those who fought nobly, gained
glorious victories, and ultimately suppressed

Continental Theatre Company.
Mrs.
In the first play
Lady of Lyons
Lon Morris wife of one of the proprietors, appeared as Pauline—her'sccond appearance on
any stage. She is a beautiful and accomplished lady and her rendition of thecliaractcr was
excellent. She had a comprehension of how

Call

They are really OHEAPEB than the present
ISTo. 5

sult of the war, were

Theatre.—Notwithstanding the great attraction at City Hall last evening, there was a
very large and fashionable audience at Deering Hall to witness the performance of the

Platn Figures.

WHOLESALE

and those

sober readers who did not hear

advise all who would

proportion.

9th, Anna Kimball, Williams, from

Ar at Queenstown llth, Martha, Patterson, from
Cardiff ior Beaufort NC, put in leaky.
Put into Portsmouth 9th, Aiabla, Fuller, from
Callao for Hamburg.
Sid 9tb, Richard Jll, Gardiner, Im Callao for Ham-

New

same

high prices, brought about as the
charged to the “black

Even the

possibly

—

and

Boston; Golconda, Davis, Savannah; J H liyerson,
Patterson, New Orleans.
Ent out 9th, St Joseph, Alexander, Boston.
Cld at London 9fch, Crescent City dwell, for Sa-

vannah.
Ar at Cardiff

have

Please

barque Minnie, Ainesbury,

(Per steamer City of Washington.]
Liverpool 9th inst, Chattanooga, Higgins,for

GOODS

all Marked

arc

in

for Alexandria, Va.

for New York 8 days.
Ar at St John NB 23d,

our

entire Stock of

our

detrimental to the interests of the country.—
Every battle was a failure, every draft unnec-

enough to sweep people off their feet, and his
grand duet of “Das Alpenharn” with M’lle
Why, they claim to be the true patriots of
Parepa, was one of the finest of the evening’s
the land!
Professedly, they are President
performances. Mr. Castle has a voice of much
Johnson’s firm, and fast friends! ( ?) But Mr.
and
and
with
sweetness,
compass
sings
grace
sudden conversions are not apt to be
and expression. Mr. Seguin also performed Editor,
evangelical, and sound, and it is to be feared
his part in a manner highly acceptable. The
in the day of our Nation’s trial, these new
piano solos were a delightful feature of the converts will
relapse into their former state of
concert, though in the number ot more strik“sin and misery.” The man who is a friend
be
somewhat
overliable
to
attractions
ing
to the government from mere policy, is not to
looked. Taken as a whole, the concert was
be trusted. These men have nothing more to
best
which
we
have
ever
the
incomparably
and now they hope to gain something by
heard in Portland. To-night we have an en- lose,
to he friends of President Johnson.
tire new programme, with the addition of Herr pretending
If they are honest, time will furnish the proofCarl Rosa, the accomplished violinist, and we
We should wait a little before we take

$12

flf

sch S E Nightingale, Nickerson, Eastport

FOREIGN PORTS.
Ar at Liverpool 12th, ship Northampton, Morse,
New Orleans.
Ar at St Thomas llth inst, sell Light. Boat, from
Belfast (and sailed 19th for Turks Island.)
At Mansanilla 5th inst, brig H F Col thirst, Emery,

23 cents.

*1.12}.

M arked

our

artiste,

During the four years’ war through which
have passed, a class of men in all the loyal States, opposed (directly or indirectly) eveiy
effort of the government to suppress the rebellion. Every movement on the part of the
government, was, in their judgment, highly
we

losses of life and property were the
result of Mr. Lincoln’s elevatioti to office.—

think us carried away by
If any are disposed so to think,
let them go to-night and hear for themselves.
Mr. Levy played the comet in his own brilliant manner.
His “Whirlwind Polka” is

2*75

we

of this unrivaled

men.

essary—all

enthusiasm.

COST.
And

Ar

son, Malaga.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 27th. sch Mary Louisa, Collins, Bucksport via Portland, (see Disasters.)
NEWPORT—Ar 26tli, seb Cherub, Bailey, Elizabethpori lor Mobile, (see disasters.)
In
27th, barque Frank Malta, Stinson, from
Providence for Apalachicola: brigs J H Counce, Cox,
do for Philadelphia; Jessie Khynas, Jones, Baltimore for Jersey City; schs Connecticut, Carle. Elizabethport lor Saco; S G Hart, Wall, Providence for
Baltimore; Harmonia, Bennett, Calais tor Bridgeport, Ct; Ella, Crocker, Rockland lor Richmond, Va;
do for 'ew York: Frances, Smith,
Planet,
Portland for Norwich; Forest, Merrill, Rockland for

among

3.75

WORSTED

praise

her would

$1*00

All

brig Ida McLeod,

26th, bng Tea McLeod, Cook, Boston.
Cld 26tli, sch Mary E Gage, Hopkins, New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 26th, brig Elizabeth Deliart,
Tar box, Philadelphia.
Ar 27th, brigs Hiram Abiff, Tibbetts, fm Havana:
Jnliet C Clark, Freethy, Inagua: Frances, Small,
Savannah; schs W R Beebee, Crocker, Galveston;
Gen Knox, do, (with loss oi part of deckload, sails
split, &c.)
Ar 28th, ship Washington, Berry, Callao.
Cld 27th, ship Pactolus, Tobey, Melbourne; barks
Harvest Moon, Bartlett, Galveston; Nineveh, Stackpolo, New Orleans; brigRenshaw, Smith. St Marks;
schs Laura Frances, Higgins, Jacrnel; Tilt, Prescott,
Wilmington; Hardscrable. Jones, Baltimore.
Ar 28tb, ships Shirley, Mulleg, im Manila; Yarra
Yarra, Dunham, Calcutta: barque Velma, Nicker-

I

Good Style Cloaks from, $7 to

lor Boston.

PENSACOLA—Ar 9th, barque Kate Stamler,
Crawford, New York.
KEY REST—Ar 6th inst, brig George Gilchrist,
Gilchrist, Thomaston; 12th, barque Rachel, Mitchell,

in

40

Good Kid GlOTea

She gave “Five o’clock in the Mornwith delicious expression, and in re-

Time and space would fail us were
we to undertake to say all we are tempted to

Heavy Cotton Flannel
Heavy all Wool Cassimere
Heavy all Wool Beaver
Heavy Union Beaver

-----

country? Who constitute the true Democracy of the present age? These are questions
well deserving the consideration of all loyar

applause.

40

Plaid Dress Goods

Readfifxd, Dec. 25, 1865.
Editor of the Frees!
Who are the true friends of our beloved

T» the

sponse to an encore sang “Coming through
the Rye,” in a manner which elicited rapturous

30

Havre; Rome, Moses, lor L verpool.
MOBILE—Ar 14th, brig Aquidneck, Bigley, from

G Willard, Parsons, fm

Agents, Portland,

28

ing,”

Fine 9-8 Brown Cottons for

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO-Sid 27th, ship Isaac Jeans
New
York.
Bowling,
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 18th, sch John Oliver, Dix,
Indianola.
Below ICth, barque Savannah, Happenny, from

Norfolk; Charles Thompson, Brewster, Rockland for
New York; Ocean Ranger, Carter. Philadelphia lor
Portsmouth; Baltimore, Dix, Calais tor New York.
BOSTON—Ar 27th, shins Rainbow, Kelley, Singapore: Canova, Elliott, New Orleans; Mayflower,
Goodwin, New Orleans; barque Woodland, Hammond, Liverpool.
Cld 27th, sch Odd Fellow, Gove Eastport.
Ar 20tn, barque Helen Maria, Powers, trom Sierra

MOTH AND FRECKLE LOTION.
W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Ilay, Wholesale

Cottons for

voice.

Nice all Wool Grey Twilled Flannel
Nico all Wool Bed Twilled Flannel

sails, having experienced very heavy weather and
on the coast 20 days.
Sch Dwight, Lane, from Tobasco, (Mexico,) with
mahogany* &c, ran ashore on the Easter Dry Rocks,
near Key West, on the lith, and is a total wreck.

Boston.
Adv 17th, ships C B Hazelline, Ross, (hr
with dispatch; barques Harvest Home,

21 cents.

Best 4-4 Bleached CottoDs for

town.

Crew and part of the materials of the wreck saved.
The 1) registered 138 tons, and was built at Biddoford
in 1861, where she was owned.
Ship Old Colony, Berry, iron? London for N York,
which got ashore at Fort Hamilton, has been got off.
Damage not stated.
Sch Mary Fletcher, Tracy, from Philadelphia for
Salem, got In cilllsion with schr E Lameyer, at New
London on the 24th, and was so badly damaged in
her starboard bow, that she will have to repair before she can proceed.

PEW DAYS*

a

Fine Bleached Cottons tor

Brig Juliet C Clark, Freethy, at New York from
Inagua, reports. Dec 25, was run into by a threemasted sc hr, and lost jibboom, bead, &c.
Sch Cherub, Bailey, from Eliza'ietliport tor Mobile
with coal, put into Newport 26fh lost in dis ress,’
with loss of sails, main boom, anchor and chain, and
leaking.
Barque Oak, ltussell, from Boston tor Trinidad,
was spoken 12th inst, in lat 37, Ion 67, with loss 1

Perry’s Molli and Freckle Lotion.
Chloasma, or Moth patch, (also called Liverspor,)
and Lentigo, or Freckles, are often very annoying,
particularly to ladies of light complexion, for the discolored spots show more plainly on the face of a
blonde than of a brunette; but they greatly mar the
beauty of either; and any preparation tnat will effectually remove them without injuring the texture or
color of the skin, is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B.
C. Perry, who has made diseases of the skin a
speciality, has discovered a remedy for “these discolorations, which is at once prompt, infallible, and liarni>

lor

President Johnson’s Friends.

does, mounting lightly to the highest notes and
descending again with an entire absence of
abruptness or of effort. Her ‘•Nightingale
Trill” is certainly the most perfect and delicious piece of vocalization which we have
ever heard.
Her rendering of “Ernani involami,” was exquisite, exhibiting her varied power
anil the wonderfully melodious carrying of her

LEACH, BARTLETT & PARKER,
offering*

Tiie Portland Company have declared a
dividend of four per cent., payable at the Merchants’ Bank on and after January 1st.

the rich notes iroin her throat as a bird

out

rise in

COTTON GOODS,

Arc

Remember that the second of the Ariel
Assemblies will come off at eight o’clock this
evening at Lancaster Hall.

flexibility, purity of tone and sympathetic
quality; and her execution unrivaled. She
sings with surprising case, seeming to shake

MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.

port

ANDERSON’S

this

Notwithstanding the late

been

Clock’s Excelsior Hair Restorer!

In

NOW FOR BARGAINS!

—

Emery.

WISCONSIN.

Mimic IP at. COURT, DEC. 28.
Andrew
McUliuchy, on a search and seizure
process, paid $22.26, fine and costs.
Thomas Hunt, Tor assault on Ainasa Cook,
with intent to rob him, was committed to jail
in default of sureties in the sum of $300 for
his appearance at the March term of the S. J.
Court.
Edward Rodgers, for assault and battery on
James S. Fossett, paid a flue of $5 and costs.

Fun I

New York.

CLEARED.
Barque N M Haven, Hall, Matanzas—Geo S Hunt.
Rio
Brig
Grande, Lawrence, Matanzas Isaac

ing.

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Tho Bateman Concert.

Pendleton,

Sch Sarah Buck, Grover, Belfast for
Sch Orion, Hart, Belfast for Boston.

PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

The

can assume

thing

the Oldest Remedies

Knva to Medical Science.

price.

a

of

Portland, Me.
dec20tt.

BICE BROTHERS,

as

Aathnaa, Brooch ids, Consumption, Croup,
luflueuaa, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, or
Inflammation of the Lungn,
arid Whooping Cough*
In these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to

PORTLAND.

Boston.

DIPHTHERIA,

money, and ran away. Two shots were fired
after him, one of which grazed his cheek, but
he was fortunate enough to escape without

GALLERY,

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,

Will not stain the finest linen

BEST REMEDY

Bishop Bosecrans was attacked by a
highwayman on Saturday night in Cincinnati.
He refused to give up either his watch or his

Gov. Hamilton of
Florida.

&

OF

NEW

Now f r Bargain—I each, Bartlett & Parker.
Theatre—Morris Bros,, Pell A: Trowbridge.
Statement ot the Security Insurance Company.
Return of Providence Washington Insurance Co.
60 Agents Wanted—C. H. Davis.
Kiln Dried Meal and Rye—Woodman At True.

Sch Cercsco, (of Ellsworth) Smith, St George NB.

faculty;

CUSTIS

PORT

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

ton.

Has been found by experience to be the

few minutes.

either

FIFTY CENTS.
For sale at

WARBEN’S

agree.

*

PORT I* AND

HAIR.

WHOLESALE AGENTS for tlie STATE 01 MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.
July 22—sndtf

Gy A strange disease has broken out among
the poultry in Ohio. The chicken’s comb and
gills turn black, it gapes, sneezes, and hills dead

in

THE

*

-BY-

several New York papers. It is not surprising
that the members of the two professions could
not

>

Wholesale and Retail,

those manufactured at home.
S3T* Miss Olive Logan, the well-known star
actress, has been divorced from her husband,
Mr. Henry A. Delille, the dramatic critic of

al

Mo. 30 Centre Street.
dectsdlw s N

Evening,

COLUMN.

Bateman Concert—City Hall—tills evening.

BILL!

This Friday

and

Thursday, December 23.
ARRIVED.
Barque Winslow, (of Portland) Davis, Cardenas
17th inst.
Brig Water Lilly, (Br) Farnsworth, Havana for
Boston, 29 day9 out. Crew frost-bitten. Was blown
off her course, having encountered heavy SE gales.
Brig Calmuck, Leland, Boston.
Brig L Staples, (new) Stowers, of and from Stock-

First door from Congress Street.

LIFE I

cause

RESTORING,

1st.

DEPOSITS.

THIS Bank will issue Certificates of Deposit, nayable on demand, bearing interest at favorable rates.
W. JE. COL LD, Cashier.
Portland, Nov. 13,1865.—dtf 8 n

se-

h. is. b

*

No. 80 Middle Street,
Copying done in the best maner.

POETL'AND.

INTEREST

small steamer to run regularly between
and Boothbay, another season.

cure

that

:

January

to continue until

of Siore and Tenement for Sale*

PHOTOGRAPHIC

OF

receiving.

Bpeody sale,

Lease

SPLENDID

NOTICE

Card—M. L. A. Lecture—postponed.
Card—John E. Dow & Son, Insurance Agents.

A
A

Proprietors.
Everybody was delighted last evening beyond deand
the
audience
the
of
scriptl 'll,
unanimous verdict
was tbatihe
Company was the best that ever Perform
ed in this City.

Comedy

MARINE NEWS

SPECIAL

TERM.—WARE, J., PRESIDING.
Thursday. lViliiain Le Moor was tried
on an indictment charging him with
passing
a counterfeit $50 Treasury note on
Benjamin
F. Brown. A second count in the indictment
charged him with passing the same to Charles
H. Dame and Henry P. Young.
The case
was argued by Judge Fox for the prisoner and
Mr. Talbot V. S. District Attorney for Govern*
went, it wiil be given to the jury this morn-

VIC.INITY*

New Advertisement* To-Da>

FROM BOSTON,
MORRIS BROS., PELL <& TROWBRIDGE,

LAUGH

Fancy Articles.

AND

CONTINENTAL THEATRE CO.,

Miniature Almannc.December 29.

N-

PORTLAND

HALL.

1ST* Advertisers will benefit themselves, as well as
accommodate us, by sending in their
advertisements
at an early hour in the day.

57 years.

in Augusta, Dec 10, Charles II Carlton, aged 29 yrs
4 months.
In Augusta, Dec 18, Susan F, daughter of the late
Jas S Ballard, aged 28 years 5 months.
In Pittsheld, Nov 18, Mrs Lydia, wife of John
Getchell, aged 84 years.
In Farmington, Mrs Nancy, wife of the late Wm
Adams, aged 74 years.

U. 8. DISTBIOT COURT.

1865.

POSITIVELY THE LAST NIGHT
OF THE NEW

In Cornish, Dec 18, Mrs M C, wife of J D Small,

CARDENAS. Barque Winslow—62 lihds molasses
Chase, Cram & Sturdivant; 69 hhds 3 bids do, 5
bbls tank bottom, Phinney & Jackson; 297 pieces
lignumvitc, 945 do braziletto wood.
ST GEORGE NB. Sch Cercsco—3200 box sbooks,
to N J Miller.
Sch Julia—55,000 ft boards, to N J Miller.

Will be Bold at a great discount, at retail or in one
lot, my entiro stock of goods. Now it your time to
buy for New* Years. Being determined to close up
business, everything will be marked down so that it
secure a

EEEEHSTG-

75 years.

aged

Friday Morning, Dtcembar 29,

_

DECEMBER

to

TREMENDOUS DISCOUNT!

The First National Bank

paper has now a larger list of subscribers than
at any time during its twenty years of publication, and will commence the new year with still
increased numbers. The publishers will strive
to make it worthy of the liberal patronage it is

Jamie H-was a very little
!k#r
gold. Is it not plain, then, that
his parents lived in a wild
part of a Westwhat now crainly depreciates our paper cur- boy,
ern State.
One evening his mother was leadrency is the act of the Government which
ing him along a wild path through the w-oods,
makes it a legal tender thus placing it beyond
going home from visiting a distant neighbor.—
used
be
can
for
while
it
ongold redemption,
A storm was
coming up, the wood was growing
lyflialf the purpose for which gold may be dark, and Jamie was in mortal fear of thunused?
der, lightning and hears. He clung to his
We dare say the volume of the currency, mother, cried, and at length began to
pray.—
and the amount and form of its indebtedness,
0,Lord, save us this time,” lie said, “and I’ll
be a good
boy always. Do save us, do !” He
may render it impracticable for the Governcontinued thus in
ment to abolish the legal tender act at once,
prayer till they emerged
from the woods and came in
and return to specie payments itself, but when
sight of their
house. Then he ceased his
this can be safely done, we shall have no
supplicatioris, gave
a sigh of relief and
exclaimed, There, now I
more depreciation of currency, and the decan take care of myeelf />'
mands of business will soon regulate its volW Miss Reeve, a young English lady, who
ume. No act of Government can
force a pa- for three years voluntarily carried on a great
per dollar up to the value of a gold one, while educational work amongst the poor children of
the paper will not in all respects answer the Naples, recently fell a victim to cholera in that
purposes of gold, or while it may not be ex- city.

for it at the will of the holder.
If,
therefore, the currency of the country is depreciated 31 per cent, or thereabouts, it is de-

DIED.

pose.

its face in

changed

in

concnrred. You will see there
will bo no business done for lack of
quorum- till the
the obligations for public duty so heav■,
!that
^lteel
Uv
I cannot consent to be absent
any day the
House is in session, and I
am, therefore, compelled
to
*
give up coming to Portland.
Yours truly,
Schuyler Colfax.
Being unable to secure a satisfactory Lecturer for
the evening of Jan. 5th, the Committee take this
method to inform the Season Ticket Holders that the
next Lecture of the course will be delivered on Wednesday Evening, Jan. 17th, by Rev. Henry Ward
Beecher.
Per Order ol Committee.
dec29dtf8N

Garibaldi, and is capable of
undertaking and carrying forward such enterported into this country from Europe, within a
prises as this.
few weeks, in consequence of the high price of
as

the follow-

Washington, Dec. 20,1866.
George H. Smardon, Cor. Secretary, M. L. A.:
Sir:—1 had hoped to have the great pleasure ot
coming to Portland on the 6 h of Jauuaay, but the
Senate refused to adjourn for so long a time as the
House indicated, and the Committee of Conference

completed will carry the
great stream of traffic through the solid heait
of the Alps. An equally beneficial and al- that the person to whom it happened was or
was not insured in the Traveller’s Accident Inmost equally formidable undertaking of the
surance office, of which the publisher is an
same people is now rapidly approaching comagent. We don't believe in this mixing up
pletion. This is the Cavour Canal, the design
suffering with business; at any rate,
personal
of which is to supply irrigation to some three
we shall copy no such items of news for the benof
land on the plains efit of Insurance
hundred thousand acres
agents.
of Lombardy, which have hitherto been nearSST* The Argus, having got more than it barThe
Ticino
canal, gained for in comparing advertisements in the
ly unproductive.
great
built more than six centuries ago, is at present twopapers, in the most dolorous tones asks to
the chief source of irrigation for that region, have the matter stop and go no farther. Poor
By means of this canal and the net-work of spaniel! we have no desire to badger the poor
small water-courses connected with it, formed fellow; we despise everything like cruelty to
In many places of solid masonry, it is estimat- animals, and so we allow him to creep quietly
ed that thirty million tons of water are dur- into his kennel, to doze in the straw and in his
the bones of expectation.
ing every summer day that passes in Lombar- sleep gnaw
ty The Farmington Chronicle says that
dy, artificially distributed over her fields. It
prise

Ink !

iug letter:

school house in North Haven was destroyed by
lire last week, and that the destruction must
have been caused by an incendiary, as there
was no school in the building, and no fire was

lighted

NOTICES.

The

intoxication.
below, while in a state of partial
had attended
Burke, on the night of liis death,
too freely—[Bangor
a “wake" and imbibed

known to have been

CARD.

A

cidentally falling

Whig.
fty The Rockland Free Press learns that

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

ITEMS OF STATE NEWS.

special

notice

column,

that

Mr. Speaker Colfax, wild had expected to give
a lecture on the evening of January 5th, has
been compelled to give it up, on account of

being obliged to be at lus post in the House
that day. We think the Lecture Committee have acted wisely in not filling the vacancy

ou

with a second or thiid rate lecturer. The next
lecture will be given January 17th, by Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher.

Public Speakers and Singers wdl find
”
beneficial in
Brown’s Bronchial Troches
before
speaking or singing,
clearing the voice
and relieving the throat alter any unusual exertion of the vocal organs, having a peculiar
adaptation to affections which disturb the organs of speech. For Coughs and Colds the
“
Troches ” are effectual.
mwf
“

Entertainment in Gorham.—The “Organ Circle” of the First Parish at Gorham>
wiil give an entertainment at the Town House
in tiiat town, on Tuesday evening next, consisting of tableaux and vocal and instrumental
music; the music to he furnished by the High
Street choir of this city. A good time is ex-

pected.
The young ladies of
Christmas Gift.
class
in
the
third
the
High School presented
their Principal, Mr. A. F. Stone, on Christas a
mas day, with a beautiful silver service
testimonial of their respect and regard for
their teacher.
—

advance la the price of grate coal, Is about

one

dol-

lar a ton.

Thlscoal Is’ deliverable at FUaabethport, New Jer
sey, In the month oi January, In tona of 2.2W lbs
The freight charge Is seventy-five cents the ton.

Extraordinary Rifle Shootino in
California.—Dr. Parilee and Mr. Loud concluded their second score of one hundred
shots Nov. 26, at the Cunningham House, San
Francisco. The doctor did the most exact
shooting, and as the match is the best two out
of three one-hundred shots, the final score or
the “ conqueror was to have been settled ou
the 2d inst., when the success fill marksman
would pocket the wager, (6,000. The Judges
have famished the following result of the 2d
contest: ParJee, 100 shots, 220 yards distance,
173 1-4 a 1-16 inches; Loud, 100 shots, 220
yards distance, 1S9 1-16 inches. Considerable
interest was manifested In this match, and
judges say that it is the best shooting on record.
Something Perhaps more than a Misseems that ex-Gov. Isham G. Harris of Tennessee has made a blunder, or something worse, in stating that recently he had
an interview with the Emperor and Empress
of Mexico at the imperial palace—“the farfamed hails of the Montezumas.’’ The man
he saw at the palace, according to his own

take.—it

statement, was obliged to employ a lady as an
interpreter; but a note from William A. Buffum, Esq., formerly Consul of the United
States at Trieste, who knew the Emperor
abroad, establishes the fact that Maximillian
speaks English, as he does the other modem
languages, perfectly well, and could not, therefore, have required an interpreter.
Another Shipwreok and Loss of Life.
The sunken vessel which has been recently
seen in Vineyard Sound, off the “Sow and
Pigs,” proves to be the schooner Sophronia, of
Fall River, laden with coal for Bristol, R. I.
The crew are supposed to have been oil lost,
A dispatch at the Merchants’ Exchange, Boston, states that papers have been picked up
containing the names of the crew, as follows:
Thomas Henderson, master, of W'iscasset: W.
D.
mate, of Mattapolsett; Ctis W.

Boodry,
Chase, cook, of Harwich; James Grant, pf
Nantucket, J. L. Hathaway, John Shilov, tea-

men.

Is not

The residence of the last two persons

given.

The Westminster Review for October comes to
baud a little late, bat it to a number of even more
than ordinary value. The opening article on “Personal Representation,” can hardly fall to be read »1th
especial Interest at this time. It is followed bv reviews ol Reeky’s “Rationalism In Europe,” of Mr.
Grote’a “Plato.” of Palgrave’s “Travels In Aiabla,”
and of Rady Duff Gordon’s “Letters from Egypt.”
An article on “The Capacities of Women,” another
on “The Holy Roman Empire,” and one discussing
“Thu Doctrine of Nationalities, and Schleswig-Holstein,” with the usual summary of “Contemporary
Literature,” conclude the present number of tldf
best of the English Quarterlies.
Republished by Leonard Scott & Co„ New York.

e»- It is said that George Sand’s seventyfive volumes have brought her in an average of
810,000 each. This is exolusive of her plays,
which have brought her in fWMHIO,

Tribute to the Maine Twelfth.

Savannah,

To the Editor of the Press:
Although not a regular

BY

Dec. Is, 1S65.

correspondent

TO THE DAILY PltESS.

ah

low me, please, to ask permission to contribute one word for the gallant 12th Maine which
lor some time has been doing duty in Savannah, Ga. To write of the Twelfth gives us
much pleasure; for wherever duty l*as called
its men, there have they manftdly discharged
their duty.
From the very commencement of its career,
its record has been an excellent one; its officers and men commanding the respect of ev-

Friday Morning,

From North Carolina.

Raleigh, N. C., Dec. 28.
Jonathan Worth, governor elect, took charge
of the executive office to-day,
relieving Pro-

Gov. Worth has telegraphed Secretary Seward that he has assumed
the duties the of office.

Wilmington, N. C., Dec. 28.
On Saturday last a small boat containing
three white men and two negroes put out
from Middle Sound for a pleasure excursion,
and went to sea. Later in the day the boat
drifted ashore, empty.
It is supposed it was
caught in a squall and all hands lost. One
of the white men was named Gunseil. The
other names were not ascertained.
There

disturbance last night between
the police and some colored seamen of the
gunboat Laconia. The seamen came ashore
on liberty and got drunk and
disorderly. The
police attempted to arrest the seamen, when
the latter drew pistols and fired a dozen or fifteen shots. Their ammunition then
becoming
short, they fled to their boats and put off to
the vessel. Capt. Hannover of the police received a flesh wound.
No others were hurt.
Commander Temple of the Laconia has taken

soldiers as they are, acquiesced in the later
decision of superiors.
The duties of compute continued as liefore and aU together await

patiently other and final orders for mustering
out. The regiment is now under command of
Col. Illsley, than whom no other officer in the
rsgimeut is more beloved and respected. Ever

identify and punish the men.
A Rosenburg clothing merchant committed
suicide this afternoon by
laudanum

No

after the interests of his men, he
commands their respect while presenting to
them his own worthy example.
We esteem
him highly as a gentleman, a soldier jmd a
friend and can hut wish him success in every

acted like a charm and to all appearance
the citizens are extremely loyal.
A close observer cannot fail to
notice, however, that it is

yet time to let Georgia act for herself.—
Though confident that they have been whip-

not

ped, a majority of the people feel not a Itttle
sour to think
they must remain so. Loyal
few in numbers here yet.
our pleasure to meet with the
officers of Co. B. often, and for their courteous,
ness towards U3, Capt.
Thompson and Lieuta.
Jordan and Hodsdon have our heartfelt grattiludc. We feel confident that all questions
arising among the Freodmeu—so tar as they
come within thejurisdiciion of these officers
men are

It has been

whether

presented to

them as negro versus

negro versus white man, will be
settled with a spirit of justice and with due regard to the demands of duty. Co. B, while in

negro

or as

unison with the other companies holding in
high esteem the superior officers of the regiment, is also ready to stand by her immediate
officers to the last. They too have our good
wishes for the future.
Company I., under command of Lieut.
Doughty, is now stationed at Brunswick,having left Savannah with company B.
One other officer in the
regiment merits our
notice, both for his qualities as a gentleman,
and for his highly efficient services
during his
connection with the army. We have reference to Dr. Towle, of
Fryburg,—Acting Assistant Surgeon. In every situation has this

cause

is assigned.

taking

Washington, Dec. 28.
desired by the War depart-

Information is
ment of the names and residences of the 27
soldiers belonging to what was known among
the rebels as ‘pthe foreign
battalion,” and who
escaped at or about the time of the execution
of' seven Union soldiers
order of the rebel

by

Gen. Moore, before or at Savannah in December, 1864. Such of those soldiers as may be
reached by this paragraph, are requested to
communicate with the Judge Advocate General at Washington their names and residence,
together with such information as they may
possess in regard to the above refereed to
exeoution.

to recover our endangered good name, and to
send hope and cheer to our brothers, incited
by dill representation. Do this, and your executive will abide the result with perfect confidence in the brotherhood and the cause.
Advices from St. Louis have been received
here, staling that the Fenians of that city intend sending a full representation to the Congress on Tuesday next.
A cabinet council was held
yesterday at
headquarters in Union Square. Two general
members
of
the
officers,
militaiy council of
the Irish republic, who arrived here
during
the week od a special mission, participated in
the deliberations which arc said to have been
of a very important character.

Proceedings of Court Martials.
Philadelphia. Dec. 28.
The Evening Telegraph’s Baltimore dispatch
says Judge Giles in the U. S. District Court
tins morning, had up the important habeas
corpus case of

Ralph Abercrombie, who is held
by Gen. Wooley charged with being a spy and
with desertion to the enemy, also, with
giving
testimony to a rebel court martial in Richmond
on which testimony Capt. Deaton of the U.
S. Army, was wrongfully convicted and executed. Judge Giles decided in favor of the
military authority, remanding him back to
custody for military trial, as he belonged to

the U. 8. service and he could not set aside
the habeas corpus. Abercrombie will soou be
tried by court martial.
He was a Lieutenant
in tho old U. S. army.
The Court Martial of which
Major General Francis Fessenden is President and
Colonel Bingham Judge Advocate, has ad-

An Observes.

To the Editor 0/' the Frets:
We had a rich treat last

week

in

Speaker

Colfax’s lecture, “Across the Continent,” so
rich that it seems worthy of especial commendation to those of your readers who are interested in such matters. I was quite inclined to
stay away, and it was accident that finally determined me to attend.
The speaker had not
proceeded far however, before I began to
count it a

lucky

his hearers.

accident that made me one of
a vivid and
striking

He gave

sketch of what he had seen in his
passage
overland and his visit to our Pacific coast.—
There was uo vagueness in the descriptions;
the other hand fact3 and

figures were stated
with the definiteness of Physical Geography.
The resources of the country and the developments of Industry were spoken of in the
style ol a shrewd man ot business whose mind
has been turned to thoughts of national proson

The wonders of nature in that wonderful land lent their full share of interest to
the lecture; and the life and feelings of our far

perity.

off fellow-citizens were made near to us. One
who heard, ought not soon to forget the love
of home, that is, home, here, on our side of
the continent, which the lecturer portrayed
as existing in the minds and hearts of those
who have gone out from us to find fortune on
the coast that looks out upon the Great South
Sea of the old Spanish discoverers.
The patriotism of the lecture was not only
comprehensive, but also true to the core and
firm; willing to listen to the Mormons, but
not willing to tolerate polygamy; as ready to
put down the unopposed rebellion in Utah, as
to rejoice over the crushed insurrection in the
seceded states; alert also to strengthen the
country in peace and for war, by railroad con-

nections between its most remote parts; and
laying a track for the iron horse between Missoqri and California, to make easier and swifter than now, a “passage across the continent.”
Perhaps, the famine of lectures to which tor
the last two or three years I have been subjected, added something to the zest with which

enjoyed this feast; but I feci sure that the
sauce and flavor of the rich entertainment
were not furnished wholly by hunger. The
subject was one of great interest and attractiveness in itself; and the style and manner of
the lecturer were even with the subject. The
parts Were well fused and blended; the plainer statements relieved by incidents of pith and
point, and personal allusions to some of the
heroes whom the nation now loves to honor,
po us to make constant attention easy and lis-

i

for an hour and

tening
agreeable.

Washington Items•

Washington, Dec.

Washington, Dec. 23,1865

hgif exceedingly
produce
pleasing
than this very popular production of one of
our most popular public men. Crowded
houses
a

lecture season will
few addresses more valuable or more
The

wifi listen to it and very few indeed will g0
away not fully satisfied with an evening's
share in a trip “across the continent.”

% H, T,

bbls. at 164 @ 19*c
sales 100 bbls. at 2 27 @ 2 28.

Whiskoy—declining;
Sugars-quiet.
Coffee —quiet.
Molasses—quiet; salos,

250

874 @110.
Naval Stores—dull.

Freights

to

28.
The National Intelligencer says upon authority competent to conclude sucli a question,
‘‘We announce that the published statements
to the effect that a loan of one hundred millions was upon the occasion of his recent visit
to New York, tendered to Mr.
Secretary McCulloch, by the national banks, are a sbeor
fabrication. The Treasury has not at present
any need of a loan, and should such become
necessary, it would not be accepted from the
banks, but would be solicited, and doubtless
without trouble, immediately obtained 'from
the people.”

tJhicar/o Markets.
Chicago, Dec. 29.
Flour—firm.
Wheat-firm at 131 @131* for No. 1, and 92 @
^
95c for No. 2.
at

NC°ra—quiet
Oats—dull.

days

Mrs. C. C. Clay has arrived here

has been

on

to her husband.

a

Various Items.

Fi'om

ment

^editors.
45000,000,

SoutTi

"file bridge over the
seven
miles south ot Atlanta, has been
carried away
a
tresliet.
by
There was considerable disturbance
the
25th, at Clarksville, between whites and blacks
Particulars not known,

Chattahoocliie,

Kansas City, Dec. 28.
Three stores in Main street were burned
last night. Loss $20,000. Partially insured.
Stock Markets.
New York, Dec. 28.
Second Board.—Stocks steady.
Amei lean Gold...
1451
United States 5-20.] *io«
United States 10-40.93
Treasury 7 3-10..
New York Central. 931
■

Erie.95#

Reading..106$

Michigan Southern .741
Cleveland and Pittsburg. 82

| Pluol*Central,,

Violin

Fantasia C»|.rice-

100 doz. aU wool Hose, ladles, 20 gauge,
100 doz. Childrens* Balmoral, 4 sizes,

Duet, Violin and Piano—

seen

&c„ &c.
Books,

replenishing

SABBATH
Dec 9—d3w

SCHOOL

Rev. A.

fur-

will

Music

Making,
&

Co.

Dec 27—dtf

Copartnership

Notice.

to continued ill health,
OWING
my interest in the firm of

Jan. 1,

’66,

Quartette

Signed,

taking anybody’s opinions upon trust, will be
vindicated by the result. If the policy the
President believs in is right, mid his facts are
sufficient to justify his belief, the advocates of
his policy ought to welcome discussion.—
Whether they do or not, it will
come, and
honest men will hear and Judge rightly in the
Worcenter
end.—[
Spy.

please call

purchasing,
BEFORE
Street and examine

No. 27 Free
Rigalette Hoods.
NUBIA8’ AND CHILDRENS’S HOODS,
Selling at very tow pricet.
WOOLEN GLOVES AND SONTAGS, at cost.
at

Twenty

our beautiful

H

a t s

,--All Styles

s

HAT,
DROOPING DERBY,
and ROLLING DERBY.

TURBANS,—Plain

TBS,

Grand

March

Parquette

50 cts.

Performers

a new

for

lift-

l

J3P*Don*t allow anything jealous neighbors

i

G.

W.

Ex. !N"o.

a

Photograplrand Autograph Album

com-

ty A fine assortment of Colored CUromo and Oil
Prints.
dcl9dtdc31

Plenty,

c. w.

decM

and'Levees^mpplM

dtw_No.

n

el persons entitled to Stock In the Portland and
R. R. Co., aie
-JY Rfwhester
requested to call at the
« jliaeUe St., and ex,!1',' Company^o.
aIul Trustee’s Re.S°n< oiCo"P°nsceipts for certificates
Stock.
IaEWIS pierce,
Treasurer
&
“•c°Dec 4, 1865.

A

Ihinv,

ceintf f^eir

\Ri

S^n^ed'fo

Rtt

Sauu

l6t’W

o1
th

furnished or unwitbout board>at TT

Booms
or

Bes^toble transient boarder, accommodated.

LANCASTER
Firemen’s, Military and

Pictures !

Extraordinary

Use Pomroy’* Patent HEAT

I

EEGTTLATOE,

Aad Save One-fourtls of your Fuel.
Sold exclusively by

J. M. Dick (S

Co.,

No. 74 Middle

On New Year’s

St.,

a

“Portland

Iroplins,

be

Decl-df

very dear, lor ANDERSON still is found
Market Square.

Ball !

No_

#2

HALL.

_Dec

Civic

Ball,

HOOP

person with

on

Street.
M* SEAVEY.

Company.

a

FORTY

P.

For the

Skirt and Corset Store!

—

Deco—dif

A GOOD HEAVY SPRING HOOP SKIRT

Valuable Real Estate at Auction.
SATURDAY, January 13, at 3 o’clock, P, M.,
on tbe premises, we shall sell tbe valuable

THREE STORY BRICK HOUSE, No. 14 Brown st.
This House is finished throughout, and is in tho rough repair. Good cellar, good water, pleasantly
and centrally located, and desirable as a residence.
At 3} o’cloc kwe shall s 11 the two-story brick house
No. 23 Fog?.sir et. This house is also well finished,
convenient, nd in good repair. It is near the Portland Co.’s works. the Grand Trunk Depot, and tho
Boston boats, ana must increase in value.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auct’rs.
dc37ts

convenient and commodious Hotel on Main
Street, >acs, better known as the “Saco House
will be sold at public auction, at ten o’clock A. M.,
on-the-day of January next, unless

rpHE
X

of at

private

|

Christmas and New Year’s Gifts!
Also,

an assortment of

H O SIERY !
GLOVES,
Worsted Goods, Fancy Articles, &c.,
For sale at

M. E.
Prices have Got

and

Speculators

a

Dig in the Ribs!

Monopolisers

are

feeling

BEDLOW’3,

A

French

DRESS

00.,

KT“

GREAT

a

pair.

BARGAIN!

Combination Corsets at
Redwjed Prices!

ELEV ATORS! 25 cts.
per Set.
No La<*,y should be without them.
TEE

TRADE

SUPPLIED. .JJ

Ladiet, call and be convinced ;'we tell nothing but
the ver’y beat quality of
goods, and can and will tell
them cheaper than any house In the trade.

commodations, auplv to

ANDBBSON'S
Corset
Store,
and

Skirt

I

““/SiS'S-1

8S MARKET SQUARE.
GEO. ANDERSON, Agent.
Dec20—diatl

—

Street,

do22ds)t

CHRISTMAS”
-AND-

NEW YEAR’S GIFTS!
BARM IIS,
JUST
sortment of

60 dozen Superior Colored Corsets
One Dollar a pair.
French Pattern Corsets 1.50

Middle

Opposite 2nd Parish Church, Portland.

RECEIVED at the Auction Store of W. C.
109 Federal Street, a large asgoods suitable for

very queer.

23d-dlwQE°BGE *■ rCNT*111 C°“’1S‘*• ”•

CHRISTMAS m NEW YEAR.

SO Spring, extra wide Tape Skirt 1.48,
Varexer priee Mi.

LOW by

of
A FINE ASSORTMENT
Utobs Cloths,

sale.

The house has been kept tor the last few years by
RuAia M. Lord. Possession given lSlh July l£66.
For particulars enquire of
Dr. J E. L. KIMBALL, Saco,
Or. ISAAC DYER, No. 9$ Union Wharf, Portland.

Another Witness

on

the Stand

IX FAVOR OF

JREPRODUCTrR!
“Portland,
I

ST, ’60. (
M». JoHJfSOH,
Dec.

Dear
months

Sir:— Two
ago my with

commenced using
Reproducer;—

Jourhair at

that tin e
ling o# reiy*
rapidly and had become so thin as to exThe
pose the scalp.
use of one bottle has
er
was

la

that

now

she lion

the

millng off and has increased the growth o

a

thick head of hair which the most

will not in the least
myself and wife have found It exceldandruff, and as a dressing the bett

You

one to

I

ever

used.

at liberty to publish this, or to refer any
personally.
Very respectfully, yours, <Sc.,
GEORUE BLAKE,

are
me

MRS. HATTIE E. BLAKE."
Mr. Blake may be found with Mr. Dunham, manufoctarer of Britannia Ware.corner of V n on end Fora
St., Portland, or at hia residence In Westbrook.
Manulhctured and sold wholesale and retail by
HORACE U. JOHNSON. No. 80 MiMlo
St., Portland, (Up Stairs).
Dec 28—dtf

!M!edical

Holiday

Gifts!

PRICES. The
s 1.1 at the LOWEST
stock consists of Silver Plated VS are, such as
Castors Cake Baskets, Te»-Se ts, Call Bells, 8poonButSow Bowls. Cream Pilchers. Mugs,
Te*. Desert and Table
ter Dishes
Medium
ami
Forks,
Shells,
Sugar
Simons pessert
BbtterKnlre». Salt *nd Mustard Spoons, Ac. Also
rtment of flue
a good asso

Which will be

Holdin

174

U$aPkin, Rings;

Electrician,

gold, and gold-plated jeweley,
all kinds; Gold and Stlrer Watches; a good stock
Perfumery; a new stock ol Photograph Albums,
cheaper than ever. Band Wallets, Pocket Knives.
Pistols, Tape Measures, Back Gammon and Chequer
Boards, Games, Fancy Boxes, Playing Cards,Traveling Bags, Reticules, small Parian and China Ornaments, and a good assortment of

Fancy Articles.

Also, Just opened and will be sold very low, White
and Colored Blankets, Fine Wool Shawls, Ladles
Cloaks and Cassocks, Worsted Breakfast Gapes,
Gloves and Hose, Head Nets, Wool Table Covers,
Lace Veils, Comloners, Scarfs, a good stock of UnderShirts and Drawers, Traveling! Shirts, Ac.
gy please call and examlnevthls atock, and learn
the prices before purchasing elsewhere.
Recollect, at the number 109 Federal St., Aucton
Room of

W.
Portland, Deo 15,1*55,

C.

MIDDLE STREET,

Nearly Opposite the United Stntes Hotel,
he would respectfully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he has
permanently located in this city. During the two

WHERE

years we have been In this city, we have cured scene
ot the worst forms of disease In persona who have
tried other forme ot treatment In vain, ana curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do thev stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and Is also a regular graduated physician.
Electricity is perfectly to lap ted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia ra
the head, nock, or extremities; consumption when
In the acute stages or where the lungs are not fully
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitae’ Danes, deafness, stammering or hesitancy ot speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—wb cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

By Electricity
The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazv
leap with Joy, anil move with the agility and elasticity of youth; the heated graid is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishes ot
youth are obliterated; the accidests ofmature lile
prevented; the calamities ol old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who have cold bancs and feet: weak stomachs, lama
and weak backs; nervous and sick headache: dullness and swimming In the bead, with indigestion and
constipation of theoowels; pain in the side and back;
leneorrhces, (or whites); falling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure means
For painful menstruation, too profuse
of cure
menstruation, and ail of those long line of troubles
with voung ladles, Electricity is a certain specific,
and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.
TEETH 1 TEETH I TEETH I
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Death by Electricity without pair. Persons baying decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines tor sale
lor family use, with thorough Instructions.
Dr. D. can accommodate a lew patients with board
and treatment at his house.
Office hours from 6 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; (from
to 6 P. M„ and T to 9 In the evening.
Consultation Dee.
novlti

Reflect l Reflect

BARNES.

t

Reflect!

you wish to save money ? If so ECONOMISE.
And to do so to the best advantage, procure immediately one of A. E. ELMER’S

DO

Patent Heat Controllers!
They can he applied in less than five minutes

to
ANY 8TOVB. It to the HEAT article in the market,
the fuel comand is warranted to save
monly used for cooking or wanning purposes.
and be satisPS^Oall and examine tor

one-fourth
yourselves

fied.

in evers/townin the State.
A it anifNER, Sole Agent lor Mslne,
I NT ENTOMB’ hix CHANGE,
80 Federal St., Portland.
Dec 26 dl-v‘

Agents wanted

of
of

Toys and

DEMING,

complaints.

TO ORDER!

Ef Call and examine, and judge tor yours, Ives.
Oar prion as well as our goods challenge competltion.
Dec 23—dtf

51

High

Gifts I

And furnishing families with every variety of Loaf
and Fancy Cakes, for partis and New Year's callers.
Hot and Cold MEATS, Boned Turkeys, Salads,&c,
prepared upon the briefest notice.

FOR ONE DOLLAR!

Ride.

113 Exchange SU

partTngton,

«

The last sailing Barque N. M. Haven,
v
will sail for the above port, on or about
?Mhe 26th.
C For passage only, having excellent ac^

Dec

nr—

1

For Matanzas.
*■

s

SQUARE.

Skirts and Corsets!

supply of those

so

Holidays I

Cake and Table Ornaments

26 MARKET

Sleigh

ed2w

MADE

CLOAKS,

MORRELL &

*<

deawtf

a

Selling

owners

a host ot Brackets, Ac.,
BUBBOUGIIS Sc HUDSON,
r 4
Freest. Bfock.

CENT.,

ANDERSON’S,

XJ nder-Flannels,

ot any share or
v
shares shall foil to pay all
assessments, with incidcu(should
have
any
TV®?’
accrued) for the space
c
days next after the assessment shall be
*»i thirty
*
laid, it shall be the duty of the Treasurer, when in* structed
by the Directors, to sell or oause to he sold,
delinquent proprietors share or shares atPub‘l»c Auction.**
dc27dtd

'lables, Camp Stools, and

PER

Street Riding and Livery Stable.

And get

Special Notice.

good articles fbr P reseuts, call and look
IF atyouthewant
Italian, Turkish ami other Chairs, Fancy

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Holiday

J. W. ROBINSON,
South

Christmas and Ne w Year.

at the office of J.
C. WOODMAN, in Portland, on the Eleventh day of
January, 1866, at ten o’clock A. M.
Dec 20, 1 6B.dc2Ttd

DR. W. N.

SHAW BROTHERS’,

SKIRTS,

Marked Down

tne most reasonable terms.
'Call and examine for yourselves.

Dec 23—dim

attention of delinquent Stockholders is callTHE
ed to the following article of the
By-Laws, viz:—
or

QOA AAA" OF the Third Mortgage Bonds
V /.l_r\YV of the Am iroscoggm Railroad

AT

CORSETS! At

Aim, Single and Double Teams to accommodate
Sleighing Parties—large or small—In good style, and

attendance is requested as business of importance will come before the meeting.
Per Order.
C. M. DAVIS, Treasurer.
.,
Portland, Doc 27th,l$G5._dtd

®

Notice.

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

OPENING

R. L. ROBINSONS old stand under Lancaster Hall, is selling a splendid variety of

The subscriber would take this opporto remind his friends and the pubgfMfC tunity
kiy*\ilio that he is ready with his beautiAil
UoA SLEIGH-BARGE

A fall

^

NOW

j.

the Stockholders of the Company
A will be held at the
Hoard ot Trade Rooms JanuBE TTER H URR Y UP
ary 3d, 1866, at 3 P. M.

n ca“®

SUCH AS ABE

December 21,1865,

presents.
B. F. HAMILTON U Co.,
Cor. Congress and Preble S’.
19—d2w

Bow for

Exchange

MEETING of

Fur Cap, Collar or Gloves

Good News for the Ladies

“THE BELLE.”

Dock

Auction

remove.
Both
lent to remove

136 and 138 Middle Street,

Any of which would be valuable, useful and economical for

w

Portland Dry

HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.
Dec 22—dtd

—

blankets

Homooo-pathic
Medicines,
obtained
Bt

two-story

entirely stopped

SPLENDID FURS!

coming, ia yet

are

at 2®

HOSIEBT,

_^
Christmas_Presents!
a

ON

we Hhall sell the two-at ry brick House No. 25
Cotton Street. Also tbe
woooden House
No. 23 on the adjoining lo
These bouses are in good
order, centrally located and desirabfe. Terms onehalf cash, Imlance in one and two years—interest
semi-annually—secured by mortgage. Two hundred
dollars purchase money will be required at time of

dtt

THAR A SET OF

is better, the oil of Petroleum’s

But that good tiihes

Very nice all-wool

EAT0N'

useful to

Valuable Real Estate at Auction.
SATURDAY, January 6th, at 3 o’clock P. M,

thorough combing and brushing

cave, far under the soil, to pay the
high prices which ruled the past year.

GLOVES,

The Steamer NEW BRUNSWICK
her last trip tor the season

mn«C^0re

HENRY BAILEY « CO.,
Auctioneers.

vast

Cashmeres, BARGAINS,
BARGAINS, BARGAINS

handkfs,

will make

v

or what

Thibets,

Special Steamboat Notice.

To

the few who speculate on the wants of the
many who need the riches ot Croesus,

Goods.

SHAWLS,

copart-

G. M. Sc A. B. HAYES.
CHARLES W. HAYES,
MATTHEW T. VALENTINE,
BENJAMIN H. HOUSTON,
STEPHEN HOUSTON,
CHARLES THUNBUBG.
Portland, Dec 15,1865.
dcOTdSw*

™

or

St. Block.

OR BEAUTIFUL.

-▲

Portland Street,

present, thaSone of

FOBT,

JOHNSON'S

HOLIDAY GIFTS

Year.

High prices are falling, which is bad for

Wm.

the

27—dtd

New

“Good bye the old year,” welcome the

H. Weeks.
C. H. Nash.
S. S. Burnham.
|
Tickets, admitting Gentleman and two Ladies.
$1.00. Ladies do. 50 cts.
t
To be had of Partington, under Lancaster Hall,
Croiman & Co., and at the door.
Mneic by Raymond’s Fall Raadrille Band
Doors open at 7 o'clock—to commence at 84 o’clock.
Dec 27— dtd

af carrying on the business of Wool
Pulling and Tanning Sheep and Calf Skins,and taken

bv

Real Estate at Auction.
/~VN MONDAY, January 1st, at 11 .’clock A. M.,
on the premises, we shall sell the valuable lot of
land on the corner of Mountfort and Sumner Streets,
containing about
Tweuty-Firc Thousand One Hundred uud
Fifty Feet.
This is a line lot, pleasantly located, and near the
Portland Co’s Works.
For particulars enquire of Cant. JAMES MOUNT

WHAT MORE APPROPRIATE FOR

MANAGERS.

T
nrit,
J.
C,
Colley,
T. W. Burnham.
Wm. W. Knight,

for the purpose

Factory

Every Saturday at 11 o'clock A. M.,
At Forest City Stable, co'ncr Federal and Lime Sts.,
where Carriages can be stored and Horses boarded it
desired, previous to or alter the sale.
These sales will he under cover, and held vlthont
regard to weather
HENBY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.
Dec 11—dtf

Dec 20—dtd

December 19,1865.

tV'Those holding Course Tickets win be admitted
without extra charge.

Tanning Company,”

on

all their varieties.

S Free

new.

January 1, I860,
and Military are request-

Notice. SILKS,

name

WEHarnesses, Ac.,

C-ir" We confidently Invite the attention ot the
Ladiet to the above stock, which we offer strictly at

(Monday) Eve’ng-,

Holiday

undersigned have this day farmed
THE
nership under the
and style of tbe

AT AUCTION!
sell Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, Robes

shall

preparation

On which occasion Firemen
ed to appear In Uniform.

Room No. 4, Up Stairs.
Dec CT—dlw*

Copartnership

In

i

—AT—

Plain atsd Colored.

Notice

HOUSE-KEEPING' GOODS I

1866.

The

PORTLAND 2 will gives Grand

JUST THE THINGS FOR THE HOLIDAYS!
Now in the market, and sold low. Every purchaser
receives a present worth his purchase.
MT'Call and see a the
G1LAND NOVELTY SALE,
888 Congress Street.
Dec 27—dlw

2^“l6^5.“*r ™* PA“,8U

For Sale at Auction.

FLANNELS,

St,

iSfaiirEiMttn

•

Year’s

IVew.

beautiful ASSORT-

a

Imported

Ex^anglst.

Portland & Rochester Railroad Co.

New

J^n?EoCfETVED

WOOLENS,

can

CHRISTMAS

Night,

18 6 6

M

8 SilT«r S«rC<,‘-

Something

of

Candies and French Confectionery
that cannot be excelled. All thecholaeat kinds of
Confections, Ornaments for Christmas Trees. Ho)1
day or Ladies' Apples.
Cake of all kinds constantly on hand or m'ria
order, frosted and ornamented.
Call and see for yourselves.
ty Parties
at short notice
by

6

Years

each

BY-

SMITH,

Dee 4th, 1865-dt.

New

on

TB
Assembly,
New ears Night,
1.2B
SO
Gallery.
To be obtained of the Managers, and at the door.
MUSIC BY CHANDLER’S QUADRILLE BAND.
D. H. Chandler, Prompter.
Dancing to commence at 8 o’clock.
Clothing Checked Free.
no28eodtojanl

GREENING

in

assort ments

“

•<
50
NEW DRIED *•
50 TUBS CHOICE BUTTER,
5000 lbs. NEW MILCH CHEESE,
50 TUBS PURE LARD,

»AL*

Dec.

USEFUL AND ORNAMENTALJ/

To close with an Assembly on Thursday Night. January 11th, 1866.
MANAGERS:
Pres. Edw. Hodgkins,
VicePres. S. S.Hannaford,
Sec’y P. W. Stouehain, Treas. F. J. Bailey,
C. H. Phillips,
I. A. Rich,
B. D. Page.
Tickets for the Course,
S6.00
1.00
Thanksgiving or Christmas Night

200
BBLS. BALDWIN APPLES,
100

-FOB

present?

ELDEN & WHITMAN,

Night,
Military, and Civic

Firemen’s

Ball

CO.,

And Lard.

part of Tovs. ail kinds of Ornamental Work, Christmas Cakes,
Bon-Bons,Homs

CONSISTING
oi

&

OF THE BEST QUALITIES,

THURSDAY

on

of 016 *ale wU1 *

ON

One Price.

1865.

clo“

thc present year and who
particularly desired to be

A Ball on Christmas

Apples, Butter, Cheese,

m

HOLIDAY PRESENTS!

Goods 1

At the Lowest Prices; and a lull assortment of

4,

llall,

br two Assemblies

A Grand

No. 171 Fore Street, Head Long Wharf.
December 21, 1865.
dtf

Dec

PIIOTO-CALIGRAPH,

Mourning

BLANKETS,

Maamfaetarera of Hoop Skirts & Corsets.
D»cia-dtf

Thanksgiving Night

on

JN lunfb,

RICH

rente7«^I^i°'*t
desbetaretaSkf!

Com,any' will be sold at auotlon

We would call attention to ouv stock ot

siim.
148 & 150 Middle

OCEAN ASSOCIATION,

A Ball

The Next Thirty Days.

Christmas and

JPhotographicon.

And

say to prevent you from calling.
Copy the number
and call it for nothing more than to see the great difference between our prices and others.

30 cts.

Mechanics’

FOR

Square,

CALI, AND SEE IT.

Goods,

ALPACCAS,

Will commence their FOURTH ANNUAL COURSE
of DANCES, at

OVERCOATS AT COST!!

January 4th.

The

Ih'ess

Fancy

hand- made Shawls

of

rPUE unsold Pews in the Universalist Church, In
1 Congress
Square, will be sold at auction, at the
°“
SahuJAy evening next (Doc. 30) at seven
.’clock

CLOAKS,

Received I

Splendid Assortment
Hoads and Sestags.

Pews at Auction.

sale.

more

A

through Georgia!

Gallery

Dec 27—d«t

COST!

AT

Star

o’clock A. M..

11

ALSO,
Bbls Molasses and Beef; Boxes Coflee,
Starch, Mazina, Tobacco, Tea, Spices: Boots, Nails, Soap, with
a variety ot other goods.
Dee 28—dtd

previously disposed

OVERCOATS AT COST!

YE Alt, I

received
article
hew Year Presents:
HAS

SHAWLS,

Just

SHERMAN’S

and Puffed!

The ARNO HATS, and
CZAltINE SKATING CAPS !
can be found at
No. 37 Free Street,
dec27dtf
MBS. M. HUTCHINS & CO.

—

J- E. PIOKETT, 28 Market

SILKS,

—

MAMMOTH MUSICAL PANORAMA OF

All

CHRISTMAS
AND

1.5a each.

50 dcx. Hoad*, Woven, slightly damaged,
50c each, worth 1.00
50 dos. llood., Nuhiaa, choice goods.
95c each, worth 1.50

Who will present the most novel, original, unique,
and pleasing entertainments ever ofiered to the
citizens of this city. Also to be seen at the same
time the

The DERBY

Formerly occupied

—

In Wine Colon, together with acomplete stock of

HOODS.

MINSTBELS.

Ladies Attention.

Deo. 30th.at
ONISO llbla. Oiaion*.

Dec 14—dtd

Thibets!

and

HOODS,

A

HOODS, HOODS, HOOD I

—

NEW

Poplins,

Poplins

KID GLOVES.
SKIFF l GAYLORD’S KIDfewGLOVES,
left Emb. Backs,
T5c pr.

NATHAN P. WOODBURY.
dc27dtf

Dec 2d, 1665,

opinion

long

invoice oi those

In Winter Colon. Also a fall line ot

HOODS,

-with-

familiar. But the subject is of too great importance to allow men’s opinions upon it to be
affected by personal considerations.
Both
Andrew Johnson and Charles Sumnermaybe
mistaken in their judgments. The truth is
to be determined by
frank, bold, ingenuous
discussion. The man who does most to encourage inquiry, and to dissuade others from

an

business.

WE SHALL SELL

as an assault upon the
administration,
Mr. Sumner receives the same
untHendly personal criticism with which he has been

opening

THIS DAY

Plaid

slightly damaged,

choice goods,

Jannary 1,2, and 3.

same

are

elegant and desirable

hand made, German wool,

20 doz

Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday,

offer at

Taking!

1.T5, worth 4.00
doz Sontags, with Fringe, choice goods, 1.00 each.
••
«
«
*•
20 doz
90c each

Club.

we

/

One Price, and No Variation !

20

HALL.

Shaw’s

by

doz Shawls, large size,
for

20

Perfumery

For the Toilet, which

|

SHAWLS.

DEERING HALL.

SOUTHARD Si WOODBURY,

country.”

Some of the friends of the President were
sensitive about Mr. Summer’s prompt criticisms of the President’s message.
They have
much greater occasion to be alarmed
by Mr.
Saulsbury’s endorsement of the message, and
his invitation to the President to throw himself into the arms of the
opposition, who were
waiting to make his quarrel their own. Mr.
Sumner’s facts are unanswerable as against
the President’s positiou. But to be
patronized and flattered by Mr.
Saulsbury, in the interest of the worst phase of
partisan democracy, is more dangerous to his influence than
Mr. Sumner’s facts. From those
republicans
who regard every independent
expression of

be Sold Prior to Stock

and

Soaps

We

I have sold all

To W. L. SOUTHARD, who will continue the

In all qualities, together with a carefully'selected Stock of

SHAWLS,

Tickets for the Course,.$1.00
Ticket tor one Lecture,....'
’25c.
For sale at toe
Bookstores, Paine’s Music Store,Crosman & Co.’s, Lowell &
Senter’s, and at the door.
Doors open at 6 o’clock. Lecture to commence at 7
J.
Committee qf Arrangements.
Jacob McLellan,
Benj. Kingsbury, Jr.,
ISRAEL WASHBURN*, Jr., OLIVEB
GERBISH,
M. A. Blanchard.
Portland, Dec. 28.
dtd

St.,

Hutchins

They Must

SATURDAY,

Horsey Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,

Black Lace Teils

Gentlemen, Keep Year Temper I

STONE,

Monday Evening,

Fancy Handkfs.,

Gloves and Hosiery,

Knit Goods, Knit Goods!

OF BOSTON,

Cn

-AT-

M.

Embroidered,

Including Lrce, Cambric and Valoueennes Sen, Collars and Sleeves, Plain and Embroidered Linen Sets,
Collars and Cods. Also, a full assortment of

be delivered by

L.

CITY

Mrs.

cts.

The Portland Freedmea's Aid
Association

-IS-

No. 37 Free

tor

Auctioneer

l'ow“ for

in. Tape, 6 tapes, heavy wire,
1.45 former price 2.00

3

PATTEN^

AT A UCTION!

Embroideries,

IN AID OF

LIBRARIES.

Dress & Cloak

Hoops,

30

INDEPENDENT LECTURES
Eighth Lecture

heretofore, to

1 Oc pr.

Here in Where we Pul the Knife in.

The Programme wlU be varied with new and
attractive textures.
Should the evening prove unfavorable the Exhibition will be postponed to the the next
evening.
PeTOrder of Committee.
Gorham, Dec 28—dtd

LOWEST BRICES.
and

Commencing at 9 o'clock.
Reserved seats #1.00.

On Friday Evening, Deo. 29th,
Commencing at 7 o’clock.
Tickets 15

the City and Country, all o/ which

as

45c pr.

E. M.

E.M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 18
Exchange St

Onions, Onions, Onions!

Ladies’, Gents’, and Childrens’; Hemstitched and
Colored Bordered, together with plain Linen
Cambric do. in all grades. An Elegant

THE

BOOKS

63F~ Orders solicited.
H. P. pays special attention,

And

I 30 Hoops,3 In., Conet and Skirt
combined,
fo*
1.50 former price 2.25
Christmas Sunday School Exhibition will be
30 Hoops If, Corset and Skirt combined,
repeated by request in the
l°r
1.25 former price 1.To
Methodist Chorch at Gorham
Corner,

STATIONERY of every variety,together with

Such as are used In
will be sold at

Lace Trimmed,

HOOP SKIRTS !

Christmas Sunday School Exhibition.

Books !

SCHOOL

as-

Choice Styles hi

and

oi‘

every day, torenoon amt afternoon, until
every lot is sold.
No postponement on account of the weather.
Hie public wiil please look at them
previous to sale.

Gifts,

new

10 A. M. anil at
24 P
fine astto tment

Goods, Woolens, Linens, Cottons, Shawls, Hosiery, Furnishing G ouS, Soirts and Drawers, Blankets, Cambric Handkerchiefs, Qui ts, Sheets and c< mforteis, together with a general assortment ot other
goods.
I am receiving fresh goods
daily, and this sale will
con mue

dec2odtf

Assortment of

TICKET OFFICE AT PAINE’S MUSIC STORE.

Envelopes, Blank

Paper,

nishing

—

Doore open at 7} o'clock.
Admission only 75 cents.

every age and in every Style of Binding.

to

Portfolios, Writing Desks,
And

—

CASTLE-Song—Good Night Belovedhong—Thou art no near, and yet so far.
®E0t;IN wiu sing —“We were boys to-

in this market.

side that is. You’ve been
whipping us right
soundly. We acknowledged the whipping,
but we don’t kiss the band that
gave it—not
by a d—d sight! We’ll unite with the opposition up North, and between us we’ll make a
majority. Then we’ll show you who’s coin"

Wh|<jh Is

Louisville, Ky., Dec. 27.
A tornado last night
in the vicinity of Pulaski unroofed
and temporarily desbuildings
tfc e^lal> MC
communication with the

Hebb C abl Boa a
Trdwore

Consisting in part of

Adapted

Slaughter

HOSIERY.

Pofka

GOODS FOR THE HOLIDAYS,
Splendid TOY BOOKS, such as have never been

Embracing many

We Commence the

Racdo.
LEVY‘ 8010 Co*11©*—Alexis, and Leviathan

the attention of the publlo to his LARGE
and ELEGANT STOCK of

Gift

The Heal Danger,

Holiday

If you have any doubts read the following Price

M’lle Parepa will sing—Grand Aria —Casta

Block, 5,

Have just received and are now opening a
large
sortment of Goods suitable for

EVERY THING MUST TUMBLE!
assertions
to the contrary are groundless!
Any

Diva—Norma—Sing, Birdie, Sing, written expressly
her-Serenade, with Violin and Piano—and U

No. 61 Exchange Street,

and you needn’t be at any loss to know which

Liabilities between $400,OOQ and

The Opera House Is advertised to be sold
Marcli 5lh, under
trust deed.

HOOP SKBITS ARE TUMBLING!

PACKARD, getter’^'

H.

shuffling, whose presence graced many a caucus in Washington in the old
times, “Why
the side that bids
highest for us, of course;

to govern this

5 Free Streot

CLOAKS ABE TUMBLING!

for

as

Also, the

on

FIRE INSURANCE

Scenes in mobile.

unrestrained without the introduction as he
used to be after it. That is about the most
marked change one notices on the social surface. But there is no abatement in the old
ambitious pretensions. The North, we are
told, must have the Southern trade; and with
that trade it is to be
corrupted. The North
will be politically a power divided
against itself; the South will be a unit, and will rale
again, as it alwa- s has ruled. “Which side
will we take?” answered an
adept in political

j

PROGRAMME:

Photograph Albums* Beantiful Picture
Cards* both English and American.

if he might be maguificent in a charge—on
the breakfast table—as my room-mate. He
turned out to have been a chief of staff to a
conspicuous Southern general. I fell into a
conversation with my neighbor at dinner,
which soon drifted from requests for the mustard into a discussion of the claims oi Southern ‘-members” to seats in
Congress. By-andbye he casually mentioned that be had been
in the rebel service, which
might interfere
with his taking the test oath!
The personal demeanor of these
gentlemen
is unexceptionable. Formerly a Southerner
was
and
resentful
of
moody,
approaches from
Yankee-speaking strangers, unless they came
properly introduced. Now he is as warm and

Violinist!

eminent

18 Exchange St

a

ELDEN&WHITMAN,

FANCY GOODS ABE
TUMBLING!
SKIRT GOODS ABE TUMBLING!

List and they will be dispelled.

Nashville, Dec. 28.
Colton is being shipped to New Orleans actively by
steamers at the rate of #4 per bale and to Cincinnati
at Si per bale.
Price of cotton to-day 40 @ 42c. Receipts to-day 321 bales; shipments 260 bales.

18jc.

ROSA, the

These distinguished Artists, whose success throughout this
country has been without parallel in the history of music, will be assisted by
MR. WM. CASTLE, the celebrated American Tenor.
MR. E. SEGCJ1N, the famous Buffo Singer.
MU. B. J. LANG, the iavoxite Pianist,
Under the direction of HERR CARL ANSCHUTZ.

AND FREIGHTS.

INVITES

Chicago, 111., Dec. 28.
Crosby, yesterday made an assign-

of his property for the benefit of his

C* A. Stackpole* Jr*

rod 1 96 @ 2 00: new red 1 00 ® 1 78.
Hogs active
and prices higher; sales 7,000 at 11 00 ig H 75 and net
12 37 at the close; Receipts 7,100 bead.
Mess Pork
29 60, now sold at 30 00 ; 300 bids, sold at 30 00, deliverable next month at the buyer’s option.
Lard
Arm at
Whiskey dull at 2 25 (eg 2 26 iu bond.

Miscellaneous Dispatches.

Mr. U. H.

LONG WHARF.

-OK-

Western and Soutiiem Markets.

Mexico,

fident of the success of the
Liberals, whether
assisted by American* or not. He harrasscs
the French at Acapulco terribly.
They get
no provisions from the back country which is
in possession of the Liberals.

world!
HERR CARL

MARINE INSURANCE

wheat, 4,700 bushels of corn, 18.000 bushels of oats.
Shipments-2,200 bbls. flour.

Cincinnati, Dec. 23.
9u'®t and unchanged Wheat quiet; old

DRY GOODS ARE TUMBLING I

Auctioneer,

COSTCnjED EYEBY CAY THIS WEEK.

TUESDAY morning, at
ON
M, at Office, I shall sell
I>iess

-AND-

M'LLE PAREPA, the wonderftil Cantatrice 1
MR. j. LEVY, the greatest Cornet player in the

Office No. 117 Commercial St.,

EDW’D M. PATTEN,

Sales.

Closing Out Sale.

HOLIDAYS.

CHRISTMAS IS COMING,

December 29th,

O’CLOCK.

H

_Auction

-FOR TDK-

Second appearance in Portland of

BUSINESS,

HULLS, CARGOES.

JIALIj,

Friday Evening,

—

San

Fbancisco, Dec. 28.
Advices from Acapulco state that Alvarez’
forces were at Providentia, 28 miles east of
that place, on the 30tli ult. Alvarez was con-

a

FIRE i MARINE INSURANCE

PrcatiiM Loring*

_Miscellaneous.
Sound the Glad Tidings! NEW GOODS!

POSITIVELY LAST NIGHT.

LORING, STACKPOLE & CO„
For the transaction of

Miscellaneous.

The Bateman Concerts!

Co-part-

»

New Yobk, Dec. 28.
Yesterday Hon. John T. Hoffman, Mayor
elect, took the oath of office to-day. Itiehard
O’Gorman, corporation counsel, did the same.
This morning a large gang of ruffians left
the city to witness a prize fight near the Fashion course, between two plugs named Wm.
Keeler and “Jeff.” The police succeeded in
arresting Keeler hut “Jeff” and the other
roughs succeeded in making tkeii escape.

furled.
The weather for the past ten
thick, with constant gales.

a

-ONHigh Wines—neglected.
Provisions—moderately active.
Dwellings, Furniture, Warehouses, MerPork—sales of mess at' 27 50 @ 27 75 for present delivery, and 2< 00 @ 27 50 delivered in January.
chandise, Stores, Manufactories, &c.,
Green Hams—firm at 142 @ 15.
:•
i. *J i.
L
Lard—firm at 172 @ 18c.
Hogs—active and advanced 25c; sales at 1100 @ Promptly Effected in Firat Class Cow*
11 50,
panics*
deliyenng in 200 pounds. Live hogs active and
25 @ 35c higlien; salee at 9 25 @ 9 75 for
good and
choice grides.
dc28dlwteod2w
Portland, December 27, 1865.
Receipts 4,000 bbls. of flour, 1,500 bushels of

Gen. Grant’s and Gen. Carl Schurz’s reports on the condition of affairs in the South,
have been ordered to be printed. It is understood in Washington that the latter
report
does not present matters in a rosy hue
among
the “wayward sisters.” Gen. Schurz
spent
two or three months in all the Southern
States, and Gen. Grant five days in four cities.
Yet Grant spent time enough to ascertain that
it is not safe or desirable to remove the soldiers from the South, and that the
powers of
the Freedmen’s bureau
ought to be incteascd.
—[Concord Monitor.

sgils not

THE

46 c for No. 1, and 41@41Jc for

visit

Fortress Monroe.

Fobtbess Monboe, Dec. 28.
Steamer Louisburg from Morehead city has
arrived, and reports 2Stb having passed wrecking vessel at Lookout Shoals, with masts gone,
also a brigantine ashore 30 miles south-east of
the Cape, the Bea breaking over her and the

undersigned hare this day formed
nership under the style of

Liverpool—dull.

A Singular Case.
On Christmas day
the Rev. Theodore L. Cuyler of New
York,
married a couple, the
bridegroom being a returned volunteer
soldier, who had lain five
hours in a dead-house attached to one of our
military hospitals, where he had been placed
by order of the surgeon, he supposing him
dead. Signs of animation were discovered before it was too late, and the soldier was restored to health, and has taken a wife to himself
to make happy his future
days.

From

CITY

COPARTNERSHIP.

NEAR

Petroleum—dull; sales, 1,000 bbls. of crude at
41c; 1,000 bbls. of refined bonded at 63c.

Entertainments.

Miscellaneous.

bbls. New Orleans at

A Mobile correspondent of the Cincinnati
Gazette says:
Last spring Mobile was a city of ruins, warehouses ruined by “the great explosion,” merGen. Augur commanding the
Department chants rained by the war, politicians rained
of Washington has ordered Lieut. Col. Lyre,
by the abject defeat, women bankrupt in heart
in command at Alexandria, to arrest all
par- and hope. I had not seen it since, till the
ties concerned in the recent riots in that
city, other day, emerging from the chaotic interior.
and not release any persons arrested on the
One rubbed his eyes as he was whirled
demands of the civil authorities, but to refer
through the bustling streets, to be assured that
all such cases to the Department
Headquar- 1 he was not deceived by an unsubstantial visters.
ion. Warehouses were rising, torpedoes had
The War Department expects
Semme3, of been removed from the harbor, and a fleet of
the pirate Alabama, lieie to-night.
Prepara- sail and steam vessels lined the repaired
tions are being made tor Ids custody at the
wharves. The main thoroughfares resounded
Navy Yard, pending his trial.
with the rush of business. The hotels were
overflowing. The “new blood of the South”
was of a truth leaping in right riotous
Fenian Transactions.
pulsations through the veins of the last captured
Nuw York, Dec. 28.
the
coast.
President O’Mahoney has issued a brief ad- city-of
Everywhere, in the throng of cotton buyers,
dress to the Fenian brotherhood, stating that
around the reeking bars, at the public tables,
evil disposed persons
to
desiring
perpetuate in the crowded places of amusement—two
dissension in our ranks, se,k to prevent the
classes crowded and
healing effects of the Congress of the 2d speculators and rebelcommingled—Northern
soldiers. These last
proximo, by inducing delegates to remain come on
you in every guise. For example:
away Corn and ignore its deliberations. It
single rooms at the hotel were out of the quesrests with you, he says, to reform ouAcoiumn,
tion. and I received a j oily fellow who looked

gentleman conducted himself with honor; and
had promotion been the reward of his skilful
services he would have been, long ore this, in
advance of his present position. We write of journed' sine die, having disposed of the important forgery trial ot Private Thomas Murhim in no spirit of selfish prejudice. The recphy. A new Court Martial will probably soon
ords of the past demands that his services
be formed to try Abercrombie.
meet with greater reward; aDd sooner or latFrom Tennessee.
er, though it be not till the army has no more
to do with him, success must crown his efforts.
Nashville, Tenn., Dec. 28.
A negro was killed by a soldier of the 10th
For proof of his worth, we would refer to
in
the
street last night.
Regulars
written testimonials from
Surgeons with
Reliable information from the operator at
whom he has been at times associated. Ever Pulaski, says a tornado visited that
town,
prompt in administering to the wants of the blowing down a number of bouses, and killing
a number of
and
them
in
the
persons,
sick and wounded, whether in camp or on the
burying
ruins. One lady was killed, but her
body has
field,—all who know him concur with us in not been recovered. The
telegraph lines are
down between here and Pulaski. No further
giving him praise.
Other companies of the regiment are soon
particulars received.
Very few negroes were arrested on Christ
to be detached from it I understand. Yet
mas day, though there were hundreds
peramwherever the Old Twelth is represented, there
bulating the streets all day.
be
The
is
there
need
of
men who can
you may
sure,
transferring of jurisdiction of punishment of offenders from the
be depended upon. Let no citizen of Maine
military to the
civil law, causes fewer arrests than
formerly.
feel otherwise than proud of the “Twelth.”

Speaker Colfax's Lecture.

Lard—firm: sales

—

Wash i nffton.

From

Col. Kimball has been much of
the time, while the regiment ha3 been in this
state, on detached service.
He, too, we understand is worthy of much honor.
Never
having passed any time in his society, however, we cannot speak of him from personal
observation.
We, nevertheless, believe him
worthy of his honorable position, and hope
soon to make his acquaintance.
Of no officer'
or company can we speak
disparagingly. Bach
deserves the highest praise. Co. B, is now on
duty at Darien. Though alone in that desolated place once bitter against the
North, its

once

@1135.
Wheat—firm; sales, 38,000 bushels of Milwaukee
Club at 1 80 @ 1 85. Amber, new, 2 45.
Corn—lc lower; sales 69,000 bushels Mixed Western at 96 @ 96*c.
Oats—quiet.
Beef—quiet.
Pork—sales 8,300 bbls. of Mes3 at 29 374 @ 30 374.
530

ut

Undertaking.

»

was a

measures to

looking

This company under command of Capt. J. W.
Thompson of Bangor, one week ago relieved
a
company of colored troops for sometime
stationed here, who, having been somewhat
remiss in the discharge of
theirduty, allowed
the dissatisfied citizens of this
vicinity to become a little insolent; but Co. B’s
presence at

New York, Dec. 28.
Cotton—lc higher; sales 3,500 bales by auction for
Government account, and 2,231 bales of Memphis
cotton at 434 @ 47$c. Middling Uplands at 52 @ 53c.
Flour—5c oetter; sales, 8,500 bbls.x»f State at 7 40
@ 8 85. Western 7 40 @ 8 99. Southern, sales 400
bbls. at 9 10 @ 15 25.
Canada, sales 300 bbls. at 8 45

visional Gov. Holden.

countermanded, and the men, though thus
disappointed, quietly and like weil disciplined

allegiance.

December 23, 1865.

---,-

During the present month orders
came for the regiment to start for home and
preparations necessary for the journey were
immediately commenced.
But neither government nor the people of Savannah were
ready to part with these gallant troops, and
much to the disappointment o*
many, whose
expectations of seeing home again liad been
suddenly raised to the utmost, the order was

yet uneasy secessionists and at least passive

•

—----

erybody.

presence commands silence in the ranks of the

TELEGRAPH,

New York Markets,

H. A. HALL
lust received on consignment a Bankrupt
stock Of RUBBER OVEECOATS which be U
sell at 93.00 each. Any person in want
no emitted to
at his
call

Hta
Should
8

immediately

NEW RUBBER EMPORIUM,
141 Middle St.

Nov. 8—dtf

Wanted.
SITUATION In a store bv a young man that
can come well recommended; pay not so much
of an object as a permanent situation.
Applv to or address A. C. D., No. 11 Orem St,
Deo 26—dlw%

A

I do not like to hear him pray,
Who loans at twenty-live per cent,
For then I think the borrower may
Be pressed to pay for wood and rent,
And in that book we all aho Id heed,
Which aavs the lender shal1 be bleat,
As sure as I have eyes to read,
It doeBnot say “take interest.”

It^was

•

298

them

afterwards, thus oxidizing his
a repetition of deep inThe
spirations.
operation lasts from five to
ten minutes or more, according to the dopth;
and during it the operator is never interfered
with by his companions, and seldom speaks or
is spoken to; he is simpiy watched
by two of
them, hut at a little distance, and they never

venture to urge him or to distract him in
any
way during the process.
“It seems to a spectator as if the diver were
going through a sort of mysterious ceremony
or incantation.
When, from some sensation
known only to himself after these repeated
and
long-drawn
heavy inspirations, he deems
the fitting moment to have «rrived, he seizes
the slab of marble, arid after crossing himself
and uttering a prayer, plunges with it like a
returning dolphin into the sea and rapidly descends. The stone is always held daring the
descent directly in front of the head, at arm’s
length, and so a3 to offer as little resistance as
possible; and by varying its inclination, it acts
likewise as a rudder, causing the de:cent to
be more or less vertical, as desired by the diver.
As soon as he reaches the bottom, he
places the stone under his arm to keep himself
down, and then walks about upon the rock, or
crawls under its ledges, stuffing the sponges
into a netted bag, with a hooped mouth, which
is strung round his neck to receive them; but
he holds firmly to the stone or
rope alt the
while, as his safeguard for returning and for
the
known signal at the time he demaking
sires if.
“Now let us notice the proceedings of his
companions in the Boat floating some twenty
or thirty fathoms above him.
The two men
who were nearest to him previously to hit

making the dive, but who systematically seem
to place themselves so as to
prevent him from
conceiving the idea of beingl.npatieutly watched by them whilst
undergoing the preparation, spring to their feet as soon as he disapand

rush to the rope, which one of them
then holds in his hand,
veering it out or shortening it as the diver moves about upon the
bottom; and as soon as the signal indicative
of his wish to return Is felt, they commence
hauling up the rope with great energy and
earnestness, and in a way calculated to ensure
the greatest expedition of ascent, since the
overstay of a few seconds may be a point of
life or death to the diver.
“The hauling up is thus effected: The assistant who has hold of the rope,
awaiting the

pears,

signal, first reaches down with both hands as
low as he can, and there grasping the
rope,
with a great bodily effort raises it up to arm’s
length over his head; the second assistant is
then prepared to make his grasp as low as he
can reach, and does the
same, and so on the
two alternately, and, by a fathom or more at a
time and with great rapidity, bring the anxious diver to the surface. A heavy blow from
his nostrils, to
expel the water and exhausted
air, indicates to his comrades that he is con-

scious and breathes. A word or two is then
spoken bv one of bis companions to encourage btm,1f he seems much distressed, as is often the case; and the
hearing of the voice is
said by them to be a great support at the moment of their greatest state of exhaustion.
“A few seconds rest at the surface, and thethe diver returns into the boat to recover, gen
orally putting on an under garment or jacket
to assist the restoration of the animal heat he
has lost, and to pi event the loss oi more
by
the too rapid evaporation of the water from
his body. Such is the trying life of a Levantine
sponge-diver; and doutless there are very
few of us who have any idea of what a fellow
creature has suffered in
procuring that little
article which has become a
necessity of our
toiletrtable and the luxury of our
morning
ablutions. In spite of the danger and difficul-

ty of the trade, sponge-gathering employs, in
Eastern Crete, from fifty to a hundred boats,
with seven or eight divers in each. These
men gain but a scanty living, while the local
dealers, who incur no risk and suffer no harddrip, make a rich profit.”
too Hard.
as

the mala head of the family reaches the fireside, and you shall see a man tired out. He
Will hang up his hat with a sigh, and
drop into the chair with a groan. He
will, perchance,
brush up and fuss up, and take off in compliance with a social “invite,” and return between eleven and twelve with the “last straw”
on his back that breaks it with weariness
and

fatigue.

Go into this man’s store next
day, and you
will see a man on tbejump, driven with business, on fire with avarice, thrilled to his fin-

ger’s ends with ambition, and tired out_
Through all the sprightliness and vivacity that
lights his face aod lightens his step, you s]lan
read the unmistakable signs of a tired-out
man.
Occasionally he pauses, and the handwriting on the countenance comes sadly out,
and you read the record of a wearied, overof

respite, he will lean against the desk or the
doorway, and look abstractedly on the floor,
or complain to his
companion, of a pain in his
back.
There can be no manner t>f doubt, then,
that our business men are going it too
strong.
They should rein in their ambition, check
their greed for gain, and give themselves more
to quieter pursuits and recreative
sports.—
rheir desire to get rich is
eating up their vi-

tality, so that when the riches come they will
bring an exhaustion that prevents their enjoyment. Their ambition to buy and sell on
a great scale is
consuming their physical
strength so that they will presently be unfitfor
the
ted
satisfactions that buying and soiling secure. All work and no play breaks the
and

constitution
dwarfs the mind.
All business and no books wear the
and deadens

body
brain.—[Chicago Journal.

Military and Naval Claim Agency.
OOUNSELLQR,

No* G5 Exchange Street,
(Formerly Agent U. S. Sanitary Commission,)
Pensions, Bounty, Back Pay.
PROCURES
Prize Money, at th. shortest possible notibe.

and
Information obtained of
soldiers.
Personal
missing
property °f deceosed soldiers obtained and forwarded
to heirs.

The Sanitary Commlsslo*! being about to close its
local agencies, Mr. Fessenden
wifi continue
in th© different departments ot
theOov-

toTose-

PeclsL^d^'

w- p-

tenement suitable for

one

two

or

Wanted.

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
B., for English and Irish Ports, at highest rates of freight.

Fiusenden, WMhington.D.C.

Also,

To load lumber at same place for Galveston, Philadelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE.
No. 4 Central Wharf.
Aug. 20—dtf

--

w

House Lots for Sale.
finely located House Lots in Cape Elizthree
minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge.
abeth,
Inquire of E. N. PERRY, «t the SbernPs Office, Poitwhere
a
land,
plan of Cape Elizabeth lots may be
seen.
mayl3tf

Lost.

SEVERAL

of the water
a small pistol
prized bv the

closets of tli8 United States
(Smith & Allen's).
owner on account of associaJs
tions connected with it, a liberal reward for its recovery, more than tne value 6f the pistol, will be paid,
and no questions asked, at the office of the United
dec25dlw.
States Hotel.
one

IN
Hotel,
As it

For Sale.
fTIHE Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer
X Street, at a cheat bakgais.
For particulars, enquire ot
BENJ. K*N IG H T,
octl8dtt
Atlantic Wharf.

$10.00

Reward !

the 18th inst., a Black and Tan
Pup, 6 months old, ears out; had on

on

MLost

Terrier

J.

DR.

WHITE PINE

The result was exceedingly gratify ing. Withdays the irritation of the throat was removed,
the cough subsided, and a speedy cure was effected.
Soon after this, 1 sent some to a lady in Londonderry,
N. H., who had been suffering for some weeks from a
bad cough, occasioned by a sudden cold, and had

She soou found
streaked with blood.
relief, and sent for more. She took about ten ounces
B.
J.
well.
and
of it
(Mark, Kb^7 editor of the
got
Manchester Daily Mirror, made a trial of the same
«>f
a severe coid, a d was
in
the ease
preparation
cured immediately, lie was so highly pleased with
of
confident
success attending its
the results, aDd so
sa es if placed before die public, that he finally pera
name
and
send it abroad to
suaded me to give it
bentfi the suffering. In November, 1855, I first advertised under the name of White Pine Compound
In two years Ironi that time there had been wholesa'ed in-Munch ester Bdovuionejiundred dollar'* worth,
where it look the lead of alg^io *ough remedies in
the market, and itstili.maintafn3 that posi.ion. There
is good reason for all this; it is very soothing and
heal mg in its nature, is warmi *«g to the stomach, and
pleasant withal to the taste, and is exceedingly
mucus

As a remedy for kidney complaints, the White Tine
Compound stands unrivalled. It was not originated
for tii. t purpose; but a person in using it for a cough,
was pot only cured of the cough, but was also cured
of alkldney difficulty or ten years’ standing. Since
that accidental discovery many thousands have used
it tor the same complaint, and have been completely

A

ONE

and Land
streets.

HOUSE
Spring

on

the corner
Lot about 50

on Spring Street.
Two storied house containing nine

bv 100 feet

out-buildings. Enquire

of

MRS.

Brackett and
feot on Brackett

o1

rooms

with

THE l.VDETENDEUT

good

»

JAMES E. FERNALD,
87 Middle Street.*
*

Dec 4—tf

CLAIRVOYANT I
-AJfn—L

For Sale.
fTiHE two storied house No.,2 Peach Street.
Price
A $2,000. Enquire of
JV1ICAH SAMPSON,
decld d2w*

ffo. ^Cjsnyercial Wharf.

House for Sale.
fYUIE three-storyBricl& Hou^NoAW, comer of
J- Danforth ana Tate Streets. Tt hksalltlie rao<lImprovements and im excellent condition.
'The house can be examined anj- day.
For tonus, Ac., applv to
ftUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Whari.

Portland, Nov. 8,1865
—-

—istf

..—

For Sale.

THE

Firm of Stevens, Foreman & Co.

FOB SALE l
Schooners Allen Lewis and H. S.
THE
built in 1861,96 tons, old measurement.
For

Rowe,

particulars apply to or address
ALLEN LEWIS, Boothbay Harbor.
Dec 23, 1865—d&w2w

For Sale.
fllHE Two-Story Brick House and Lot, No. 8 Fore
A Street. Enquire <m tne premises. Thehouse
has eleven finished rooms.
doclSd2w*
GEORGE LORD.

fllHE WOODEN STORE numbered 85 on CommerA Clal Street, formerly occupied by Davis, Twitchell A Chapman,
opposite the Thomas Block; possession given the 1st day of January.
ELBRIDGE GERRY,
Apply to
Dec. 25.—dtf
No. 52 High Street.

case was a

Location

one

of the best best in

have

as

House Lots ior Sale.
Metbomu, Adams, Washington,
HOUSE LOTS®treets*
**
114 *e<*ucecl prices ior
on

a“B

JOHN

C. PROCTER.

To Let.
RJEW building near the head of Center Street, will
-Li be fitted up to suit tenants.
The chambers will
be a desirable location for a Dentist, Dress
Maker, or
other genteel business.
Please apply to
MARTIN GORE,
Dec 16—eodSw
At Five Cents Saving Bonk.

DR.

P. £. BUNNELL,
Healhig Physician,

happy to Inform the sick of Portland that

IS taken rooma at

ho has

Kingsbnry's Hotel, -203 Congress Street,

Where he will exereise h|p unrjyalad powers of healmg (not tonly acute but chronic disease) for those
who will give him a call.
Dr BUNNELL is m> professional
humbug from

New York, or some other remote place, where nothing is known ol him,
he has been a pupil
oi the celebrated magnetic
Physician, Dr. Schulliof,
°f ■New Yorklbut a man from
your own State, and
who is well known.
cures Bheumatbm in all its forms.
Do not
suner irom this disease when reller is so
easy and
Lameness, Deafhoss, Neuralgy, Catarrh with
evd3» Female Weaknesses and Comn
aI1 Liver and Kidney AffecLoss of Voice,
Kyes.
Asthma, Scrofula,
TnflarnTnou

(although

5.r*

fti/f'

o;?iat?ndant:

8oS?to^rLlwtDIse5Be»

Ery-

fow thFires

trouWeVi^Sies

Bnrnoll

d

no

me'lidne.
of

P^

‘by

ipttlng
,ailil18 to

rid of your
°»U

on

Dr.

PBOF. LIEBIG’S FOOD FOB CHILDBEH
AND INVALIDS.

rawsKsassea^ste1*

BmssaaBsfSSsifi'is
made healthy and strong by

milk,

can be
use of

this food.

t,h#» <v>nwho nro
anycaube. will

invalids, those

And

consumptive, dyspeptic or feeble from
nnd it most excellent and
streiigtli-imnartiiLg.
Messrs. JAS. R, NICHOLS & CO., Manufacturing
Chemists, 150 Congress Street, have made arrangements to prepare this food perfectly
pure and tresh,
in large quantities.
all the Apothecaries.
W. F. PHILxsaJeby
LIPS Ac Co., Wholesale Agents.
Nov
24—dtf

Copartnersh ip.

undersigned have formed

THE
der the

name

king
SINR’

and firm of

&

a

had it not been for Mrs.

though she

copartnership

OF

BOSTON, MASS.;

First day of November, 1865*

Amount of Capital actually paid in,
300,000
Number of Shares and par value, 10,000—$30
ASS ETS.

Amounkof Cask on band,
1,033 09 i
Amount of Cash deposited in. Hamiltun
^
Bank,
20,583 93
Amount of Cash in hands of Agents,
1,947 54
Amount ofloans on Real Estate secured by
r.
08,000 00
Mortgage,
2142 Sbdrcs Hamilton Bank, Boston, par $100,
market value, 113,
242,046 00
170 Shares Shoe and Leather Dealer# Bank,
par 100, market valu* 130,
22,100 00
237 Shares State Bank, Boston, par 100, market value 1032,
184 Shares Webster Bank, Boston, par 100,
marl^t value 104,
*
*
150 Shares Bay State Bank, Lawrence, par
75, market value 73,
80 Shares Atlas Bank, Boston, par 100, market value 103,
J
--

f0 Shares Market Bank of ^<jatonf par 100,

U’DEXTEB-

«s^|^^r<^tsv»a.»*
nrm.

gep29 *65 tf

19,136 00
10,950 00
8,210

00

160 Shares Boston and Providence Railroad,
par value tOO, market value 125,
20,000 00
70 Shares Boston and Worcester Railroad,
par'106, market value 128,
8,960 00
30 Shares Port. Saco and Porta. Railroad,
par 100, market value 95,
2,850 00
$15,000 U. S. 6s 81. Registered Bonds, par
15,900 00
15,000, market value 15,900,
$10,0u0 U. S. 6s 81, Coupons, par 10,000, market value 10,C62 50,
10,662 5 0
$15,000 U. S. 5-20 Bonds, par 15,000, market
value 15,150,
15,150 00
$11,200 U. S. 7 3 10 Bonds, par 11,200, market value 10,867,
10,867 00
$10,000 City or Buston, par 10,000 market
•
value 10,600,
10,600 00
$100 Bond, Town of Brunswick, par 100,
market value 100,
100 00
Amount loaned on collateral securities,
27,300 00
Amount Premium Notes on hand for Marino
rieks,
27,991 61
Amount Loan to Suffolk Bank, Boston,
4,753 20
Amount Premium Notes due and unpaid,
744 25

Amount Loaned

on

personal security,

57,30000

y

patent

$667,301 54

Vni’t of Losses which have not been settled, 33,000 00
Amount Dividends declared due and unpaid, 2,466 00
MB.630 60
Aun.’unt Premiums undetermined,

8138,096
A. H. BEAN, President,
GEO. W. K L HN". Secretary.
State of Massachusetts, I
County ol Su Hoik. I

60

RO
B'

Dee. 14, A. Ii. 1B03.
{Stamp.]
Then personally aphe. wed Aaron H. Bean, President and George W. Rub n, Secretary, of tho National Insurance
Company oi .Boston, ami severally made
oath
is

that the foreeoinir stat sment by them subscribed
true.
Before m«,
CHAS:- B. P. ADAMS,
Jus tice of the Peace.

JOHN HOW, Agent,

Copart nership

Et change St.,
Portland.

Notice.

Copartnership hereto ore existing un der the
name of s
k. .1 ACKSCfN & SON,
will be continued afti >r this date under tho style of

PERKINS,

JACKSON

&

CO.,

dealers in LU MBER, COAL
andWOOD, Sawyer’s Wharf; foot of -High Street.
Doc 21, I860—dtf
Wholesale and retail

suspisuspicions!

principles

dropathy, Homoeopathy, Thompsons ism, Eclecticism, and dtbfersvstems which IraVe Calmed public
favor within the .last twenty-five years; so that 1
feel at liberty stm. this ground to speak my convic-

tions.

Then the'sympathy which I feel for you, as a former
Baptist pastor-obliged to relinquish the ministry
merel von account of ilj health, but still cherishing
nil he jcrdor of your early year* for this blessed
work, ana laboring toyOur uttnost, In other ways to
proclaim the g orious tioepel— inc ined me, as a'matterof duty, to comply with your roquest.
In 1863 I became acquainted With Deacon Bolmes
Board man, of Maine, bro her of the late (ieerge Dana Boardman, formerly missionary In Burma!), and
fiom him for the first time earned the wonderful
»‘0 had a
medicinal qua ities of white pine bark
few year * before been brought to the borders of the
grave by wlifiit the bes*. of physicians pronounced*

given up to die,
pulmonary consumption,
but wa$ nevertheless entirely cured by a preparation
and

was

made by his ow hands from this bark. Since that
time, unti I became acquainted with your ar icle,I
have been surprised tha no phi osophical mind was
found to undertake a cough preparation from white

pine.

As soon as your article was brought to my notice, it
therefore secured my attention >>nd I have hot failed
to acquaint myself w^h a sufficient number of facts
Some
to produce a settled judgment as toi 8 va uo
of nay owu family have tried it with signal benefit.—
I believe it one of the best cough medicines ever prepared. Besides its valueasa Cough Medicine, I have
reason t'* believe it to ho all it claims, as a r«mey for kidney diseases and diabetes
L C. STEVENS.
Yours truly,
have al[Several other clergymen and
so written oDr P., high y approving of his White

food

physicians

Fine Compound ]
FROM ELERY E. CAIIOON.

Brewster, Mass., «arehl9,1363

Dr. Poland:—1 fee it my duty to inform you of
very" eat bepetit whiclvl have received from the
In August, 1861,
use of your White Pftie. Coinpound.
I to k a very severe co d. which continued to afflict
me, increasing m severity, attended with a very severe cough, ni he sweats and some b ee
proha*
by from the throat. Through the 1»M ana winter• my*
cough wasTery distressing^ reducing my ties and
the

I tried
and rendering me unlit for labor
medicines of various kinds, hut noue of them, howlef.
In
me
re
gave
ttuy
March, 1862,
eyer valuable,
asyou may remeinbdr, I wrote to you stating my dn
cftulties and asking advice. You sent me some of the
X commenced, taking it, and
White Pine Compound
Immediately began to amend. At the time of writing to you my weight was only 135pqunds. £n five
weeks I wn8 0ut'ln active lahOr, and fn a few mouths
gained qp to 165-pounds. 1 know tl at it was the
1.
Ifkite Pine. Compound which did ad this for me.
to me for the medisoon began to nave persons
appy
it
Iu
cine, and as you now, I ordered for sale.
eight
months, though without much exertion, I disposed ol
640 bottles of the Compound here on the Cape.
I would add that several persons of my acquaint
ance, whose condition was as hope'ess as my own,
have been cured by the White Pine
The White Hne compound, advertised at ength in
our co'umns, ianot only as to its name inviting, hut is
a highly approved medicine, Dr. <1.
Poland, the
invenror, has the confidence of'he many who know;
him, a confidence which he enjoyed while laboring
usefully many years as a Baptist minister. Ilis experience as a sufferer led him to make experiments
which issued in his medical discovery.
[Boston
Watchman vnd Reflector.
The editor ef the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, inaleader of the Daivy, thus speaks of the

strength,

*■

:A
f
}
White Pine Comjfonnd is advertised at much
we
are
and
in
co
our
umns,
length
happy to learn
that the demand for it is increasing lieyond a'l previIt is the very best medicine for
ous expectations.
cougbs and colds we know of, and no family that has
We speak from
once used! will ever he without it.
our own know edge, it is sure to kilf a bold* tyW |) eas-

Compound:
“The

antassure. The greatest inventions come by acci•
deut, and it is singular that the Whi e ine Compound, madefbrColda and Coughs, should prove to
be he greatest remedy for kidney difficu'ties known.
But so it is. We oanpot doubt it, so many testimo
nialscbme tens from wel known men Besides, the
character of Dr.Po andissu h that we know he will
not countenance what is wrong. For years a Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find remedies
for hi * ailment-*, with a delicate consumptive look,
standing with one foot upon the g ave, he made the
discovery which has saved him elf and cal ed out

from hand rads of others the strongest testimonial
posg'be, We have know Dr. Po'ana for years, and 1
never knew a more conscientious, honest, upright
we believe whatman, and we are g'ad to state that
ever he says about his White Pine Compound.

TheWhite Pine Compound*

GEORGE W SWETT, M. D.,
Will be manufactured

Proprietor,

in ftitnro at the

New England Botanic Depot.

PROMPTNESS
In the

payment of losses is

01 this

Company,

distinguishing feature

a

IT NEVER HAVING LITIGATED A CLAIM!
CARE
Also in the selection of risks, its losses for the last
six years having been from 30 to 70 pr. ct* less
than of any other Co. of as long standing*
As the losses ot a Co. are so are its profits, and as
its profits so are its dividends. The moral is readily
understood.
A few

competent

men

wanted

E3T" Office No. 25

as

Excliacge Street,

INTERNATIONAL
INSURANCE COMP’ Y
No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

CASH CAPITAL,

W.

Anteu Jau’7 It 1865*

ever

organ-

Original Capital
Dollars I

Million

i

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
We are prepared to issue policies on DweUIng
Houses for a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

MARINE

INSURANCE.

Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public will find It for their 'interest
to

give ua a

Sold by Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Medicine everywhere.
H

Nov27—eod&eow3m.

indication of how this Company stands AT
HOME, we take the City business of 105 Companies
and Agencies, named In the Treasurer’s Report of
t}e
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
and
find
that
THE
REINTERNATIONAL
1864,
CEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This list Includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall
for behind the International in point of patrona ;e in
tills City.—New York Commercial Advertiser.
This Is a most gratifying and remarkable fact, best
understood by those who best know the real merits
and B'iilful management oi this sterling corporation,
which thus within two years takes the lead of scores
of other Companies that liave been established from
a quarter to a half century.
CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINE, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
OFFICE, ICO Fore Street, Portland, Me.
an

John W. Munger & Co,9
o-tGdly
Agents.

CHEAP

INSURANCE\

Against

Accidents I

ALL

TRAVELLERS,
railroads steamboats, SAILING
VESSELS, STAGE COACHES, or other public
conveyances may insure against loss ol life, or serious bodily injury, for SdllOO in case of death,
and tjjliei weekly benefits incase of bodily injury,

By

lor the

small

sum

of

TEN CENTS TEB DAY!
Thus, 10 cts. will insure to Boston of New York;
30 cts, to Chicago or Milwaukee;
50 cts. to St. Louis or Cairo;

TO cts. to New Orleans, and so on to any part
of the country, and for any number of days desired.
Before entering a Rail Car, Steamboat, or other

conveyance, secure'yourself and family or friends,
Three Thousand Dollars in case of death, or
vsek in ease of injury, whereby you may be

jMSper

Policies issued for
of any kind, such as

GRAND TRUNK
Of

31

Dec 14—dtf

State Agent.

LITTLE,

SOOO Yds. PopHn* anil Thibets,
down and to be sold at bargains.

C. K. BABB.
No. 9 Clapp’s Block.

fi&O AAA A YEAR mode by any one with
Tools. No experience
,VJUvJ$15—Stencil
The Presidents, Cashiers, and Treasuraccess ,ry.
Sent free
ers of three Banks indorse the circular.
with samples. Address the American Stencil Tool
oc#d3m
Works, Springfield, Vermont.
For Sale.
A f\C\ QUINTALS ot Pollock Fisb, on 1 ward the
Schooner CInderilla, Long wharf, In lots
to suit purchasers. Apply to the master on board.
Dec 29—dlw*

U you are In Want of any kind ol PRINTING
call at th« Dally Press Office.

-FOR-

RIO DE JANEIRO,
CALLING AT
St.

PAItA

tlie bowels oaice the next morning.
Warranted
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum., We
promise a cure for all symptoms of the Dyspbpsia,
such as
after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitting ol food, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness,
Pain ip the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin

Oppression

and Eves, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue,Billousncss, Liver Compliant. Loss ol Appetite, Debility,
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia,
Travelers find the Lozenges just
Faintness, &c.
what they needy as then are so oompact and inodorous
Viat they may be carried in the vest pocket. Price 60
cents Tier box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J* a
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.
July4dly

mmmu

DR. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is \rwanted to cure Coughs,Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affections of the throat and
Lungs.
For sale by Druggists. 50 cents per bottle.
GEO C. GOODWIN A CO., 37 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.

The Company arc not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $5f» in value (and that personal) unless notice is given and paid for at the ruto of

passenger lor every $50 »additional value.
C. J DRY DOES, Managing Director.
H HAILEY, Local Superintendent.
nov2dtl
Portland, Nov.. 1, 1965

one

Commencing: December, 11,1S65.
Portland daily (Sundays
for Bath, Lewiston via An*3£K“^3jg£*exocpted)
R.
droscoggin
R.), Augusta, Watorvillo, Kendall’s
Mills, Skowhegan, and Intermediate Stations, at
1.00 P. M.
Portland
for Bath daily (Sundays excepted)
at 5.15 P. M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowhegan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55.
This is the only route oast without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central R. R., can be purchased in Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change cars at the first depot they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class eating house. Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the through
Trains leave

trains.
Fare

Low

as

by

this Route ab any other.

Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon. Anson, Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, East and North Vassal boro* at Vassalboro’, and for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s.
W* HATCH, Train Manager*
Dec. 11,1865—dtf

“MAINE

07

CENTRAL

WINTER

ARRANGEMENT.

Trains leave

k^^^ffiffiTrnnk

Portland daily (Grand

Depot) Sundays evcepteci,tor Auand Lewistou at 7.33 A. M., and for Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,
trains from Auburn and Lewis!on aie due at 8.30 A.
M., and from Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at 2 P. M., to connect trains for Boston.
EST’ Freight trains leave daily at S A. M.
burn

Dec

EDWIN NOYES, Supt.
dc22tf

15,1865.

Grand Trunk

Railway.

For Tickets to all points West & South West,
APPLY TO THE

General Western Ticket Office,

90 Exchange Street.
I5T* Fares from $4 to $7 lower via. the Grand
Trunk Railway, than any other route to the West.
J3. P. BEACH, Gen. Agt.
I WM. FLOWERS.
276 Broadway, New York. |
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.

AAS.

E.

PKINDLE, Agent,
Street,

90 Exchange
August 10—ili'm

TRIP.

dispatch regularly,

tho

on

each month, at 3 P. M., from Pier 43 North

River,

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,
No. 5 Temple Street,
1>o can be consulted privately,

XXTHERE

and with

W the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at all
hours <.aily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
l>r. H. addresses those wbo are suffering under the
affliction ol private diseases, whether arising ft\m
impure connection or the terrible vice of selt-abui*.
uis entire time to that particular branofc
Devoting
the medical
profession. he leels warranted in Qla*rajukeixu a lurk in all Cases, whether of iong
standing or recently contracted, entirely reuiovtag
the dregs of disease from the
system, and making*
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention oi the afliicted to the
fact of his long
standing and well-earned reputati n
furnishing sufficient assurance of his sUll and success.

CAUTION TO THE PUTLIC.

Every intelligent

and

thinking person

must know

that remedies handed out for general use should hat e
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a
regularly educated physician, w hose
preparatory studies fits him for all the duties he must
mltill; yet the country is Hooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
are not only useless, but alw ays injurious.
The unfortunate should be PABTlCirLAli iu selecting bis
is
as
it
a
lamentable
inconUovertphysician,
yet
ablo fact, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
lor it is a point generally conceded by the best syphi’ographers, that the study and management of these
complaints should engross the whole time oi tbo^o
who would be competent and successful In their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general l ractitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
himsell acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated aud dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

THE

HAVANA,

West,

ship.

All letters must pass through the Post Office.
For freight or luggage apply to
THOMAS ASENCIO «fc CO,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
TUOMAS ASENCIO A CO.,
Or,

D.

BCSTON AND CUBA

FOR HAVANA.

LITTLE

LOW EST RATES OF FARE,
And all needfal information cheerfully furnished.
Travellers will find it greatly to their advantage
to prooo! a Throng fa Ticket* at the

Portland

Railway Ticket Office* 31 Exchange Street* (up stairs.)

W • D« jLlTYLE* A Rent*
Passage Ticko’s for California, by the Old Line
Mail Steamers and Panama Railroad way be scoured
by early application at this office.
March 20,1S66.

marSOdkwtf

THE GREAT

*

Dr,

England Remedy.,
J.

W. POLANDS

■

*

WHITE FINE

OOMFOTTND,
Is now ottered to theafilicted throughout thecountry,
after hiving been proved by the test of eleven years,
in the New England States, where its merits have
become as well known as the tree from which, in part,
It derives its virtues.

OP

GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS. LARD, BUTTER, and WESTERN PRODUCE generally.
Particular attention riven to shipping by quickest
No. IBS South Water
and obeapeet route,.
St.,

Chicago, Illinois.

P. O. Box 471.
Rtferenctt—Me,are. 8. G. Bewdlear h Co; Hayrard A Sons; H. A W. Chlokerlrg; C. H. Cumm-nrs
A Co; Chas. H. Stone; Hallett, Daria A Co; Boaton.
J. N. Baoon, Eeq, President Newton National Bank,
Newton.Maea; C. B Coffin.Kaq, N.V.Citv febsWdiv

HALL]

for Concert,, Lectures, Exhibimay be obtained on applicaN<5.8 Tolman Place.

suc-

15th.
These steamers arc of the first class, and hereafter
sail semi-monthlv lor Havana.
Having elegant acoffer good facilities for those
commodations.
the
Island
of
Cuba.
wishing to visit
in currcr cy.
Price of pat sage,
For freight or passage, apply to
WM.H. KINSMAN & CO.,
3 India Street,
Or to
BRIDGE, LORD & CO.,
6 India Street.
dec27 dtf
Boston, Dec. 27th, 1865.

they

FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST.

Boston

and

Philadelphia

Steamship Line.

The Steamer* NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
steamer leaves each port

now form the line, and a
EVERY FIVE DAYS.

From Long Whar Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Whar!, Philadelphia,.at^O A.M.
for the West forwarded bv the Pennsylvania Radroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions.
For freight, apply to
SPRAGUE, SOULE & CO.,
9 T Wharf, Boston.
Nov 22—dlyr

Freight

Go.

InternationalJJteamship
Calais and

Eastport,

St. John.

ONE TRIP A WEEK.
On and after Thursday, Dec. 7,
the Steamer New Brunswick,* apt.
E. B. Winchester, win 'eavc Railroad Wharf, foot of State St, every
—-•Thursday, at 5 o’clock p. m, for
and
3t.
John.
Eastport
Returning wilt leave St. John ev3ry Monday at 8
▲. m. for Eastport, Portland and Boston.
At Eastport the Steamer "Queen" will connect
for St Andrews,Robbinston and Calais with the New
Brunswick and Canada Railway for Wood8too* and
flouiton stations.
S age Coaches a*so oenneot at
Ea dport tor Machias and intermediate pl&cos.
At St. John the steamer Kzr.peror will connect, for
Windror. Digby and Hai tax.
Through tickets
procured of too agents or the clerk on board. No

Passports required.
Freight received on days of sailing until
C.

P. m.

Portland, March 20.1866.

4

o’clock

C. RATON. Agent.

The White Pino Compound, advertised at length in
columns, is not only as to its name inviting, but
highly approved medicine. Dr. J. W. Poland,
the inventor, has the conlldence of many who know
him, a confidence which ho enjoyed while laboring
u Be fully many years as a Baptist minister.
His experience as a sufferer led to him to make experiments
which issued in ids medical discovery.—Boston
Watchman and Beflector.
The Editor ot the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the Daily, thus writes of the

Compound.

“The White Pine Componnd is advertised at much
length in our columns, ami we are happv to learn that
the demand for it Is increasing beyond all previous
expectations. It the very best medicine lor Coughs
and Colds we know of, and no ihmily that has once
used it will bo without it. We speak irom our own
knowledge, it is sure to kill a cold and pleasant as
sure.
The greatest inventions come by accident, and
It is singular that tho White Ptne Compound made
lor Colds and Coughs should prove to be the
greatest
remedy for kidney difficulties known. But so it is.—
We cannot doubt il, so many testimonials come to us
from well-known men. Besides the character of Dr
Poland is such, that we know that Be will not countenance what is wrong. For years a
Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find remedies for his
ailments, with a delicate consumptive look, standing
with one foot Upon the
grave, ho uiado .ho discovery
which lias saved himseli, and called out from hundreds of others, the strongest lestlmonlais
possible.
We have kuown Dr. Poland for
years, and nevor
knew a more conscientious, honest, upright man
and are glad to state that wo believe whatever he
says about his White Pino Compound.”

t

Summer

Arrangement!

THE

STEAMERS

Montreal,

Will, until further notice,

run

ass

fallows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,

Monday. Tuesday Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock P. M ; and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday. Tuesday, Weduesday/Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at5 o’clock P.M,
Fare in Cabin
$2.00.
jjTT Freight taken as usual
Tne Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $60 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
Aug 5, 1865.
fab.Id,1863 —dtf

SEMI-WEEKLY

LINE.

JSjedK*. The splendid and fast Steamships
CHESAPEAKE,tCapt W. W. Shcr■5ft&k&*&/L'coo<l and FRANCONIA. Capt. U.
Bhubwood, will uolil lurtber notice,
ran as follows:
Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY and 8ATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
as E'st River, Now York,
every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’clock P.k.
These vessels are fitted up w'th fine accommodations for passengers, making this the most
speedy,
sate and comfortable ronte for travellers between
New York and Maine
Passage, in State Room,
*8.0°. Cabin passage *6.00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal, Quebeo, Bangor, Bath, Angnsta, Eastportand
St.John.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to ths
steamers ns enrly as 8 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Brown's Wharf, Portland.
H.B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 86 Wert Street,
New York.
Mav 29. 1866.
dtf

*

Whit

Lead.

a

Atlantic V lite

Lead

and Linseed Oil Co.,
of New Y

Cough*, Cold*

nud

LEAD, Dry

and in

LITHARGE,

Oil, '.ED LEAD,

Glass-m.-' ers’

Red

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav,

Boiled

Lead,

etc.

L-noum

in 18.12, and still
ESTABLISHED
remedy for all affections of the lMngs, throat and
Chest. Be

caretul to get the genuine.
REED. CUTLER & CO., Boston, Proprietors.
Small, 80 cents.
Large Bottles, $1.00.
Pure Cod lAver OH
Bottled expressly tor Medicinal use by REED.
Cl' TLER Sc CO., who have tacilities for obtaining oil
ot the most reliable quality. Large Bottlos, $1,00.
Not 10—dawSin

Medical

Elect ic

For sale

by Druggists

genially, and

Sc

Dealers

by

ROBERT COLGATE Sc Co.,

Agents,

General

287

“There la

Pearl St., NEW YORK.

no

»och Word

os

Fall.”

TA.BRANT’S

Sure,

and

Copaiba,
Cure for

Tarrantt Compound Extract qf
Copaibt

all diseas-

Cubtbt and

thereto no need of confinement or ohanjre of diet
In its approved form of a paste, it l* entire!* tasteless, and causes no unpleas-nt sensation to the patient. amt no txpasure It is now acknowledged by
the mo-*t learned in tbo profession that in the above
class ofdiseas**, Cnbob* Rnd Copaiba are the only
two remedies known that‘can be relied ujen with
any certainty or suocess.

LADIES will find it invaluanlo in all cases of ob
structions after all other remedies have been tried in
in
It is purely vegetable, containing
vain.
the least injurious to tho health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
‘No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

nothing

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult ono of tbeii
A lady of experience In constant attend
ance.
Janl.l860d&wly
own sex.

HELMBOLD’S

Fluid

Buchu!

Extract

Indiscretion.

Wcaknessarislng
FOR
hausted powers of Nature, which
ied

WEVER

In affections peculiar to “Feraales’Ma
by
any other preparation sain Chlorosis or Retention,
Painfulness' or Suppression of Customary Evaounlons Ulcerated or Seh rrousState of th-i Uterus; and
all coiuplaiuts incident to the sex, whether arising
from habits of
imprudence in, or the de*
c ine or change of life.

unequalled

dissipation,

FLUID

HEMBOLD’S

EXT. BUCHU

AND IMPROVED ROSE WASH,
Will

radically exterminate from the system

Diseases

arising Irom habits of dissipation, ^it litt e expense,
little or no change in diet.no inconvenl* nee or exposure; complete y superseding those unpleasant and
dange oua remedies, C'opalva and Meroury in all
those diseases.

U»e
FLUID

Helmbold’*

EXTRACT

SUCBU,

In ill diseases of tbera organ,, whether eiletkig In
Male or Female, from whatever cause originating,
and no matter how long standing
It is peasant iu
taste and odor,immefliatein actn-n and mere strength-

ening than

any of the preparations ofbark or iron.
Thus suffering from Bioken Down or Delicate Conat once. *■*
stitutions, procure the
The reader must be aware that however slight may
of
the
above
he tiie attack
diseases it is certain to affect his bodily heal h, mental powers and happiness.
All the above diseases require the aid ofa diuretic.

remedy

HELMBOLDS EXTRACT BUCHU

Helmbold’s
COMPOUND

Diuretic.

Highly

Concentrated

FLUID tXTRACT SARSAPARILLA.

For
the blood removing all chronic const!
tutional diseases arising from an impure state of the
reliable and effectual known remblood,and the
edy for the cure of Scrofula. Scald Head,Salt Rheum,
Pains and Swelling of the Bones. Ulceration of tbs
Throat and Legs, Blotches. Pimples on the Face. Tet-

purifying

only

ter, Erysipelas, and all Scaly Eruptions el the skin,
tiie completion-

Not a few of the worst disorders that affec* t mankind

arise from the corruption that accumu’.ates in the
blood Of all the discoveries that have \^en male to
purge it eut, none can equal in effect HF.LMiiOLli's
COMPOUND EXTRACT OF SARSAPARILLA
Jt
cleanses and reuov*ites the blood, iuslila the vigor of
health into the system, and purges out the liuiimrs
It stimulates the
whioli make disease
healthy ftinc
tion* of the body,and expells the disorders that ,rr«.w
and rankle lath® blood. Sucn a rem dy that could
be relied on, has Jougbeen sought for, and now, for
the
1c
the first

pub

have

which they

one on

eau

Our space here does not admit of
show Its effects, but the rial ofa single bot tU* win
how .1.. .id that it liu rirtuea
1
9
u®
bey have ever taken.
Two -able spoonbills of the Extract ef
SarsaparilK
sd'.ed toa Dlutot water Is equal to the Lisbon
Diet
Drink, andoce bottle is flil'y equal to a gallon of the
or the decoction as usualiv
Syrup of

certificate,!

.urpa^ng Myt,"™

made.

Sarsaparilla,

These Extracts have been admitted to use in the
Untied States Army, and are also in very general use
in all the State Hospi alsand Public Sanitary lnsM utions

throughout the land, as

well

as iu

private

prac-

tices, and are considered as invaluab e remedies.
See Medical Properties of Buchu,
FROM DISPENSATORY of the UNITED STATES
See Prof. Dewee’s valuable works on the Practice,
of Physic

See remarks made by the late celebrated Dr. Physio
of Philadelphia.
See remarks made by Dr. Ephraim M’Dowell, a
celebrated Physician and Member of the Royal College of Surgeon.*, Ireland, and pub ished in the Transa lions of the King and IJueeu s Journal.
See Medio Chirurgical Review, pub ished by Run.
Jamin Travers, Fellow of Royal College f Surgeons.
See most of the ’ate Standard Works of Medicine.
EXTRACT BUCHU,
SARSAPARILLA
Sold by all Druggists.

Principal Depot—

HELMBOLD’S.
DRUG AND CHEMICAL WAREHOUSE
694

Broadway.

Sept 29,1SS3—«od | yr

Copartnership
a

Notice!

We, the undersigned, having formed
copartnership, are prepared to repair
description of FAIRBANKS

every

SCALES, In the neatest mamur, anti
with dispatch. We also put In eouiplete order Skates, Scissors, Knives,

CO..

maydUdly

ex-

Hembold's Fluid ExtractBuchu

Manntactnrod only by

&

The

accompanwhich

ainon*

Consumption or Insanity ensues.

FAILS.

»7* Green viol) St., Hew York.
Bold by Druggist, all orer the World.

are

by so many alarming symptoms,
will be found Indisposition to Exertion, Loss of Memory. Wakefulness, Horror of Disease, or Forebodings
of Evil; in fiict Universal Lassitude Prostration,
and inability to enter into the enjoyments of society.
The Constitution once affected with Organic Weakness, requires the aid of medicine to strengthen and
invigorate the System, which Hemboldi* Extract Huchu invariably does. If no treatment is submitted to,

Tarrant» Compound Extract of Cubtbt and

Copaiba

Infirmary,

THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly nviles all Ladles, whe
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 6
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for tbeii
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.'s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled iu efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities.. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a^hort time.
TO

to

TAB BANT
dbon BUSINESS SUITS, of the host Canada
ipaiij Grey, made to order, at
A. D. BEEVES,
W Exchange St.
noTldtf

Stamp fer Circular.

depend

frequently performing
a penect cure in the short vpace of three or Jour
days, mud always in less time than any other preparation. In the use ot

Balsam !

a

time,

and Refined.

»

Cou.umpllou l
the best

ET Send

WHITE

es

State of Maine.

Vegetable Pulmonary
For

All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.
I)b. J. B. HUGHES,
Address:
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle
Street], Portland. Me

and beautifying

Manufacturers of PU .E

Certain,
Speedy
A irtnryg and Urinary Or gang,
IS of the bladder,
either in the male
female,

H. H. HAY,
for

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure m such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult tho Dr.,
cun do so *>y writing, In a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.

I* the Great

or

General Agent)!
Oct 5—4&w3m

examinliig

New England Screw Steamship Co

llubebs and

*

W. F. PHILLIPS

are

from

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP
J. W. PERKINS,

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the blador burnder, often accompanied by a slight smarting
ing sensation, and weakening the system in a manna
On
the
the patient cannot account for.
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and some tunes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkisb hue,
turbid appearance.
again changing to a darkdieand
of this difficulty, IgnorThere are many men who
ant of the cause, which is the
There

dcOtf

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE !

< ur
is a

_

I LOUR,

on

DA,” bailing MONDAY,

January

Give it a trial il you would learn the value of a
good
and tried medicine. It is pleasant, safe and sure.

W. SYKES,

PURCHASERFOREASTERN ACCOUNT,

MON-

sail from the end
Long Wharf,
WILL
DAY, January 1st, 1866, at 3 P. M., to be
TON AW AN

ceeded by the

FREIGHT

Hardly a day passes but we arc consulted by one
more young man with the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated a* though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
such cases yield to the proper and cnly
have it.
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.

or

Conveying the U. S. Mail. Tho
STEAMSHIP CORTEZ.
A. W. Sampson, Commander,
ot

MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth,—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
THIS BY

every

for all the

New

company.

steamship

Forest City, Lewiston and

great Leading Routes to Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Galena, Oshkosh, St. Paul, L&Crosw, Green Bay,
Quincy, St. Louis, Louisville, Indianapolis, Cairo,
too. and is prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland to all the principal Cit ies and Towne
in the loyal States and the Canadas, at tho

18

HOUSE

Dec 4—dtf

The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, Cor
Disublcd Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
HOW

WHARF,
Portland, Me.

CUSTOM

South, North-West and the Canadas.

Agent

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

will

PORTLAND.

10 THS

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed an excess ol auy kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturcr years,

leave on FRIDAY, the 26th December, and
call at Para.
An experienced Surgeon is attached to each Steam-

Will

Important to Travelers

DR. STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY lias cured
thousands ot the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
Piles.
It gives immediate relief, and effects a permanent cure. Try It directly.
It is warranted to
For sale by all Druggists. 50 cts. per bottle,
cure.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.
novl0d6m

COLE, Superintendent,

OTHER

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

S KENNEBEC R. R.

ally.

jonelfidtl

EVERY

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

ble.

palate, cause no pain, act
promptly, never require increase of dose, do not
exhaust, and for elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night movten, are Just the thing.
to the

MECHANICS’

Bahia, Every Trip,
-AND-

AT

frum tho
Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel, and other complaints.
For Piles and Scurvy, it will be found very valua-

arranged
WELL
tions, Levees,
tion to
RICHARD

Thomas, Pernambuco,
And

TI1E WHITE PINE COMPOUND
CUBES
Sore Throat, Colds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary Affections
generally. It is a remarkable remedy
for Kidney Complaints, Diabetes, Dimcultvol Voiding Urine, Bloed-

PLEASANT

Jan. G.

United States Mail Line

20th ot

Auburn at 7 35 a m.
Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham. Island
ond, Montreal and Queb'-c at 110 p m
This train connects with Exp-ess train for Toronto,
etroitand Chicago. S eeping Cars attached from
Ian d Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked after the
in e above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
810am
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.
1 45 P, M.

Ticket & Insurance Office,

EXCHANGE STREET.

D.

on

Passage to Lundondery and Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$06 to $80
Steerage,
$25
Payable in Cold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
li. & A. ALLAN,
B G. T. K. Pasycng«T Depot.
Portland, Dec. 11th, 1865.
doclldtf

Canada.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Policies issued and Tickets sold at the

W.

RAILWAY,

any sum, covering 'Accidents of
Falling of Ice and Snow from

Bailway

Liverpool.

alter the arrival ol the train

of the previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the Peruvian

Will

buildings, or Falling on tin- Ice Skating, or Broken
Bones, Bruises, Sprains, Cuts, Burns and Scalds, Assaults by Burglars, Explosions of Laiuns, Falls,
Kicks and Bites of Horses or other animals, upsetting of or falls from Carriages, &c., &c.
Every person is liable to accidents of some kind,
and should therefore insure without delay.

General

Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,

At Buxton Center for West

W.
Insure

u.

South Limington. Limington, Limerick, Newtteld,
Parsonsfield and Ossipce
At Sacoarappa for South W'indham, Windham Hill,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland, Oct 26,1865-dtf

.-ygffiynsBari

J.

novl4

River for Portland at 6 30 and 9 40 A.

4?Leave Portland for Saoo River at 8 00 A. m, and 2 00
and 5 30 p m.
The 9 40 a. m and 200 p m. trains will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached.
S^^Stagcs connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standisb, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Seim go,
Bridgton, Lovell, 11 tram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Barrlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter. Freedom, Mad son and Eaton. N. H

Sold by all Druggists, and dealers in medicine gen-

DR. SWETT will attend to the business department,
to whom all orders should be addressed.

MARKED
dlstf

Leave Saco
and 3 40 p. u.

call.

New York Eiliiuate of the International.
As

and

Return Tickets Granted at Reduced Rate*.
The Steamship DAMASCUS, Capt. WAITS, will
sail from this port for Liverpool, SATURDAY, 30th

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 18C5-6G.

$1,204,188,40
Thi* Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co.
ized on this Continent, with an

Londonderry

Portland to Skowhcgttn via Waterville
and Kendall’s Mill**

Surplus, 204,188,40

POLAND, M- D.

J. IT. PEREIHS, IV F. PHILLIPS, «)ul H.
HA Y General Agents for I he otate at Jdaiue.

On and after Monday. Oct 3o. 1865,
rains will leave as follows, until further

$1,000,000all paid in. PORTLAND

Under the supervision of

J.

rnrassn

CAN BK FOUND AT HIS

—

S. II. McALPINE,
State Agent for Maine.
aug2C'65dly

Nov. 15.

1

DR. J. B. HUGHES

and U. S.

Malls.
Pabbengebe Booked to

December,immediately

n3SK*S3=£3 On and after Monday, Nov. Clk, 1865,
pqrffr'iv ipfritrains will run os follows:
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and

solicitors.

106 Hanover Street, Boston,
REV.

daily.

A

Compound.

LIABILITIES.

THE

JOSEPH A. KING.

toe new

12

market value 103,
7,210 00
Shares Shawmut Bank, Boston, par 100,
market value 100,.
6,600 00
187 Shares Boston and Maine Railroad, par 100,
market value 116,
21,692 00

Dec. IS—d3w.

BCFederal

24,559

86

86 and 88

DEXTER,

J"

and

fxracm
£th
Amount of Capital,.$300,000

un-

HABOWAKE
?1il*Sn0?^ethe8eneral
*th® °Id St’u,d>170 MM<U» »»<1118

Portland, Sept. 22, lass.

Manchester,

never

I*ATrONAL INSURANCE CO.,
!

J32****?the 8tock of Cl'IUO, Littlefield

S^taf

like

fthe^

Total Assets.

Btant

never saw one

STATEMENT

On the

j yj ]For

Dec 23—d2w

city; they

said the

conld be repaid for her
MARY RAY,
GEORGE W. RAY.
dcl2tf
Providenoe, R. I., Nov. 10,1865.

being

it

Sale.
.,,
LOT in Evergreen Cemetery, on tile main Avonue.
Said lot is composed of two lots in one.
and is very handsomely laid out. For particulars,
address Bor 596 P. O.
3
Nov 4—dtf

Caali^I

Physicians in the

came

lived,

feel
skill.

For particulars enquire at this office.
Dec 25, 1865—d&wtf

A

Clairvoyant Sight.

Of the condition of the

mostly
the city,

corner store.

of

very singular one—they

For Sale.
good

Case

could not tel
to the conclusion
what the disease was. Some friends advised that we
should call on a Clairvoyant; there being none in
Providence that we could rely on, wc wrote to Mrs.
MANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately, examined her case fend told
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told where she
drank it, and that it has been growing, and from the
best of her judgement she should think it ten or
twelve inches long. 1 gave the child her prescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive
irom the stomach; it was measured and found to be
eleven and a half inches long. We have i t preserved,
that all may see for themselves that tbit Statement is
really so. I am confident that the child could n^t
it—and

Stock and Fixtures of a Grocery and ProvisrpHE
A ion
run of
with a
cash trade.

Store,

!

Dear Madam:—Permit mo to tender yon my sinoe^thanks for the cure you have effected on my
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
We called
last January in a very singular manner.

we

For Rent.

Physician

From G18 Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can bo consulted at her office, No, 11
Clapp’s block.
A Clear

LETTER FROM REV. L. C. STFVENS,
II
Pastor of Baptist Church, Goffstolen Ce-itrc,
Dr. J. W„r Poland—My Dear JSir:—You asked me
what I think of your White Pine Compound. 1 never
before put pen to paper to tell any man what I
medicine. My lather, a physithought of a
cian of the ola school, early led me to serious
cionsof all nostrums of whatever kind not bearing
the stump of that fraternity. But these
have parted with by degrees, as I have carefully acof Hymyself with the leading

quainted

Electrlc

in si* of the best

UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
MARSHALL'S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For ftirther particulars enquire of, or address
GEO. L. KIMBALL,

Nov. 11—dtf

MANCHESTER,

Boston

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Catarrh

Eye, Ear,

Freight trains leave Portland and

p.

PORTLAHD&ROCHESTER R.R.

this way.
The Dividends oi the Charter Oak are equal in
value to those of any Life Co.
Dividends without interest payable in four or five
year8, or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution
when reduced to their present value.

■

TWENTY-FIVE

and 2 30

RETURN.

IMMEDIATE

1

WANTED

A. m.

The

cured.”
The above was writton by Dr. Poland in I860.—
Since'hen, as m Manchester, the White Pine Compound has a-en the lead of a 1 cough remedies, a
well as preparations f6r the cure of kidney diffieul
ties, in every city, town, village and haw let, throughout the New England States

The past year has given great rpportunity to tes
the virtue of -4he' White Pine Cx/tnpound. It has
been an unusual time lor Colds and Coughs, and very
large quantities Of the Whi'e Pine Compound have
It
been sold and used with the happiest effects
speaks we 1 for the Medicine, and the people where it
is pr< pared are high in its praise.
One bottle of this Compound is generally sufficient
to remove a bad cough, and frequently 1 have known
persons to have a cold entirely removed in two days,
by using ess than half a bottle. From one to two
teaspoonfuls is a large dose. I sometimes put a little
white sugar and hot water with it, when taken on go-

Leave Boston for Portland at 7 30

FRANCIS CHASE, Supt.
Portland, Nov. 6,1865—dtf

an

advantages of this system over that of dividends payable after a term qf yean without interest,
are obvious.
No other Company pays dividends in

Carrying the Canadian

_Medical.

M.

CHARTER OAK Life Insurance Company
Dividends each year, and pays them at the
payment of the second and each succeding premium,
thus aiding the insured in meeting their payments by

THE

The

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

—

THE

_

HOUSE

PORTLAND

On and after Nov. 6. 1865, rrssongor
leave as follows
Leave Cortland for Boston at 8 45 a. m. and 2 20 r.

declares

THE

__

Steamboats.

M.

doses.
in two

fancy Collar marked J. EDWARD ^f’be limits to whioh T purposely-confine myself in
GOVE, Portland. Whoever wH return*, this circular will not allow of thdtrfWD expression
For Sale aud to Let.
the said Dog will receive the above reward and no
which I would like to give in favor of the White Pine
Stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
questions asked, by applying at
Compound It is universally admired by all who use
Payson Block, No. 37$ Middle St. Apply to P.
it,—it ha* attained to such a popularity among those
S. W., on the premises, or at boose No. 42 Middle St.,
whose opinion is valuable indeed, that vanity may
octkltf
Portland, Me.
Dec 23—dlw
possibly in part prompt me to record more here than
hurried pcop e will have patience to read: so 1 will
'o all who need a
Store to LeL
**
I 99 J Wanted.
stop, by merely recommending
or kidney remedy to test the virtue of the
cough
Brick Store corner Commercial and Franklin
LOAN of $2000 fora term of years at the usual
Pine
Compound.
White
Streets, at present occupied by Messrs. Jeffer- A rate of interest. Satisfactory security given.
son Cooiidge & Co.
Possession given Oct. 1st.
Address H. P., Press Office.
A. £ S. E. fiPBING.
TESTIMONIALS
Dec 27—dlw*
27—dtf
A very ’urge number of important testimonials
Sept
have already been received from Physicians, ClorgyStone-Cutter8 Wtinted.
mcii, Apothecaries, and indeed, from all classes in soBeal Estate for Sale.
Immediately, twelve good Stone-Cut- ciety, speaking in the most Ha tering terms of the
White VMne Compound.
and LOT No. 32 Middle !*r<*t,known as
ters to cut abutment and pier stone.
■?
3
Dr Nichols of Northfield, Vt ,says:
JAMES ANDREWS,
the Payson House.
Applv to
•‘1 find the White Pine Compound to be very efficaDoc 27—dtf
House and Lot corner oi Waterville and Sherbrook
Biddeford.
cious not on'y in coughs and other pulmonic affections
Sts. Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
hut also iu affections of the kidueys, debility of the
Apply toW, t!t VUddte 3t.
julylldtl
Wanted.
stomach and other kindred organs.”
active young In to apply PomRev J K Chrse of Kumney, N. H write1:
For Sale.
“X have for years regarded your White Pino Comroy’s Patent Heat Regulator.
The two-Mory Brick House No. 46 Danforth
remedy. I can truly say that
Applv at No. 74 Middle St, Room No 4 UpStalrs.
pound as an inva uable
OT!-.
Dec 27—dlw*
I regard it as even more efficacious and valuable' than
;j|LLStreet.
of
E.
JAMES
Inquire
CARTER,
I have just taken the Compound lor a cold, and
ever.
No. 4 Portland Pier,
it works charmingly.”
Wanted.
Or, WM. H. STEPHENSON,
Hon. P XX Bweetser of South Reading, writes:
Nov 18—dtf
Second National Bank.
SMALL TENEMENT, or 4 or 5 Rooms, by a
“Having fang kn wn something ol the valuable
gentleman, wife and one child. Please address, medical properties of the White Pine, I was prepared
“G. D.” Box 1,799,
on
seeingan advertisement of your White Pine ComFor Sale.
>„.
Dec. 25.—dlw*
It ha« been used
a trial
Portland, Me.
pound, to give the medicinefor
second-hand Engine and Boiler (15 horse
several year*, for colds
by members of my family,
powor) all oompleto.
and coughs, and in some cases of serious kidney diffiSecond-hand Shafting and Bullies.
culties, with excellent results Several of our friends
One new horizontal Engine (C in.
cylinder.)
have also received much benefit from the Compound.
One new Oscillating Engine, (6 in. cylinder.)
We intend to keep it always on hand
One small 3 horse power Epginc ana Boiler.
REV. h D. HODGE.
~
Also, second-hand Mill Glaring and Shafting.
,
u‘ (1 ] VI
of West Randolph, Vt., who ft a practicing physikinds oi Machinery promptly made and
as wollas a preacher,In a letter te Dr P v dated
cian,
Ejjf^VAll
THROAT! May 21, Still, says: “l find it an excellent medicine
IRA WINN, AgeAt, Np. II Uni# St.
iu kidney diseaso.”
Dec 2—d2m
Portland, Me.
fROM A EOSTON PASTOR
Bbs*roN, Jan ua ry"G1362.
For Sale.
Rev. J. W Poland M I)
White Pine Compound has been
Dear
Sir:—You~
TONS square Hackmatack Timber.
'i
used in iny family, and 1 kuow of ethers who have used
-I-t/V/vf Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetack
and Hardwood Plank, for sale
it, alwa>s With a good effect, and I feel fully justified,
by
and it is with pleasure that I say that 1 regard it (unL.
81
Commercial
St.
TAYLOR, «
rw
like most preparations of the day,) as wholly deser
Oct 24—dt!
ing of the entire confidence of the public. Netoiily
do I consider it a sift*, but an efficient remedy for all
For Sale.
diseases of the throat.
a

Railroads.

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

Life Insurance Company.

COMPOUND!

“It was early in the spring of 1855 that this compound was originated. A membe* of my family was
afflicted with an irritation of the throat, attended
with a disagreeable cough. I had for some months
previous thought that a preparation having for its
basis the inside bark of whitefpine might be so compounded as to be very useful in he case of the throat
and lungs. To test the value of it in the case alluded
to, 1 compounded a small quantity of the medicine
that I had been planning, and gave it in teaspoonf .1

raised

OAK

W. POLAND’S

cheap.

_

Congress St.,
Portland, Me.

-—*-~s—.—

—

FESSENDEN,

J®*®*****

Tenement Wanted.

desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth,
mile from Portland Bridge. The house is

july25dtf

blood very highly by

ATTORNEY AND

or Gentlemen wishing
to make money should eftll ®n,m -addresss.
J. HANKERSON & CO..
130 Middle Street,
Nov 23—dtf
Portland, Maine.

AVERY

and Besearches in

a moment

to

a rare

Beal Estate tor
In Cape Elizabeth.

Crete,” by Captain Spratt, of the British navy, just published in London, contains an interesting account of the sponge trade on the
east coast of the island. There are few trades
that require more courage and care fill training than that of the sponge-gatherer. Thirty
fathoms deep lies the object of his search, and
only by the assistance of a great weight can
he descend so far.
When down, the water
presses on him at the rate of seventy-five
pounds to the square inch, and with that
great weight upon him he must keep his respiration suspended or die. The whole mode
of operation is so curious that we copy the description of it:
“The mode of operation preparatory to a
dive is very peculiar and interesting; the
sketch in some degree 'represents this also.—
The diver whose turn it is takes his seat on
the deck of the vessel, at either the bow or
stem, and, placing by his side a large flat slab
of marble weighing about twenty-five pounds,
to which is attached a rope of the proper
length and thickness ( one and one-half inch),
he then stripB and is left by his companions to
prepare himself. This seems to consist in devoting a certain time to clearing the passage
of his lungs by expectoration, and highly in-

H.

in the

a

a

HOW IT IS CONDUCTED.

W.

Wanted.
in every town
State of Maine
ANsellAgent
new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies
chance
for

small families, with good water privileges.
WANTED
Sale, Please address
Tenement. Box 1603.

Trie Sponge i’ishory.

the

CHECK drawn by Mathews & Thomas, on
AX Canal National Bank, dated Oct. 26th or 27th,
for One Thousand Dollars.
Payment has been
stopped. All persons are cautioned against receiving
the same. The finder shall be
suitably rewarded by
returning it to
W. W. THOMAS,
At Canal National Bank.
Nov 23—dtf

stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beautyof location is unsurpassed in this \ icinty.
Term easy. For particulars enquire at

Go into the dwelling houses of Chicago,

Lost!

A

prices, it can be completed tor occupancy
for $75,000, according to the original plans.
For price, terms of sale and other particulars, onquire of
JOS. ILSLKY.
November 11,1865. —dtf

one

Now and then, in

dlw*_

approved

two

worked man.

pur-

enhanced

do not like such soulless prayers;
If wrong, I hope to bo forgiven;
No angel’s wing them upward bears,
They’re lost a million miles from Heaven.
I do not like ongprayers to hear.
And studied from the lips depart;
Our Father bends a ready ear,
Let words be lew—He nears the heart.

Working

A

nearly so.
Its original estimated cost was $177,000, exclusive
ol the land; ot this sum about $110,000 have been
expended to bring it to it* present 8* age of progress,
nnd it is believed that notwithstanding the present

I

Wanted.

LIGHT, respectable business wanted—one that
would
giye out ot door exercise preferred. Those
answering will please state kind of business, profits,
amount 01 capital
necessary, and all other needful information. Address
WILLIAM GARDNER,
decl»
Box 3gg p.’o.

It’occutfles aboilt

I do not liko to hear her pray,
With jewel led ear and silken dress,
Whose washerwoman toils all day,
And then isa?ked to “work for less.
Such pious shavers I despise;
With folded hands and airs demure,
eyes.
They lift to Heaven their “angel
Then steal the earnings of the poor!

flating

Business

nineteen thousand square tet ot
of fi\ e hundred and
land witn an aggregate frontage
and conIt is Five Stones
seven tv-flv e[ceu
and
hundred
flttcen
apartments Jor
two
tains about
lour
capacious stores, and all
Vie use of guests, besides
modern conveniences for a FIltST
the most
C
designed by Wm. Washburn, Esq., Architect, of Boston.
Its arrangements fhr Hotel purposes are pronounced bv competent judges to be fully equal to those of
any Hotel in the country. Its construction is most
thorough in all respects; the basement and first
stories being quite tire-proof, and all other part;,

#

14—d&w3ro

Oct

OIuLaT BABGA1N.

1 do not like to hear him pray,

“Let blessings on the widow be!”
Who never seeks hor home to say,
“II want o’ertakes you, come to me;”
I hate the prayer so loud and long,
That’s orterod lor the orphan’s weal,
By him who sees him crashed by wrong,
And only with the lips doth feel.

oflered tor sale

the undersigned, is
chased at a
°

spend

be

can

the
Books by subscription.

any
Steel Engrav-

Address at onoo, with stamp, WM. GRACE & CO.,
161 Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O. feoxl732.

HOTEL,

and

and others,
Eastern States, to sell fine

Soldiers,

house in
ings and

foa Middle, Willow and Silver Sl»„

I do not like to hear him pray,
On bended knees about an hour,
For grace to
aright the day,
Who knows his neighbor haa no flour.
I’d rather see him go to mill
And buy h b luckless brother bread,
And see his children eat their till
And laugh beneath their humble shed.

Remedy! CHARTER

or

THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED

MABBLE

I~

THE

Ladies
Gentlemen. Remember that
Great New England
WM. GRACE & CO., oiler better inducement*
EITHER
to returned
than
othur

FOR SALE!

Insurance.

Medical.
_

Wanted,

Agents

Valuable Hotel Property

I Do not Like to Hear Him Pray.

A volume of “Travels

Wants, Lost and Found.

For Sale and to Let,

_Poetry._

dfec.

Not 28—dtf

“Give

us a

CaB.’»

TUKEY 9l WAT80N,
08 Union St., oor. Middle.

